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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Middleware Approaches to Societal Scale Information Sharing

By

Ye Zhao

Doctor of Philosophy in Networked Systems

University of California, Irvine, 2014

Professor Nalini Venkatasubramanian, Chair

Over the years, Internet users have exhibited an increasing demand for sharing information in

a variety of application domains, and a large number of applications have emerged. Despite

advances in Internet technologies, the following remain key challenges: (a) dynamicity of user

context (e.g., locations and activities) causes rapid changes in terms of what to share and

who to share with; (b) diverse performance requirements of information sharing applications

(in terms of reliability, timeliness, accuracy and efficiency); (c) limitations in infrastructure

(e.g., unreliable yet changing networks and resourced limited end devices). These challenges

are further aggravated by large number of mobile users distributed over a wide geography.

In this thesis, we study information sharing at societal scale involving a large group of

people across a large geography. We exploit the knowledge of geographical and social

relationships between users to address the above challenges. We adopt a middleware

approach that is resilient to the heterogeneity of the communication environments (i.e.,

networks and devices) and offers adaptive services to a verity of applications. We scope

our work along 2 dimensions. Firstly, along the dimension of system layers our focus is

on two layers: 1) the information layer - what to share: determine specificity of contents

and accurately target information consumers and providers. 2) the dissemination layer -

how to share: determine dissemination mechanisms to deliver information from its source to

xii



targeted receivers to meet the performance goals. Secondly, along the dimension of timing

constraints we consider two classes of applications: 1) instant information sharing and 2)

delay-tolerant information sharing applications. We develop sharing techniques for multiple

use cases.

Specifically, for instant sharing we design two systems. At the information layer, we propose

and design DYNATOPS, a dynamic topic based publish/subscribe middleware to efficiently

keep trak of the large scale dynamic information interests of users, and provide efficient event

notifications to subscribers. DYNATOPS organizes pub/sub brokers into a structured over-

lay. To adapt to the subscription dynamics and to maintain efficient event notifications, it

strategically and moderately reposition pub/sub users on brokers and reposition brokers on

the overlay. At the dissemination layer, we propose and design GSFord, a reliable notifica-

tion middleware that aims to provide timely and reliable instant information dissemination in

extreme situations (e.g., catastrophic disasters). GSFord builds robust geo-aware P2P over-

lays and provides reliable storage of geo-social information of users under extreme regional

failures. It reliably delivers messages to unfailing recipients who are either geographically

or socially correlated to the event and exploits a targeted social diffusion through diverse

out-of-band channels to reach those in failed regions on a best efforts basis.

For delay-tolerant information sharing, at the information layer, we propose and imple-

ment SmartSource, a crowdsourcing based mobile Question & Answer (Q&A) middleware.

SmartSource aims to provide mobile information seekers with timely, trustworthy and ac-

curate answers while ensuring that information providers are not inappropriately burdened.

It takes advantage of both static and dynamic context and semantics from mobile users

(e.g., geolocation, social network, expertise/interest, device sensor profiles, battery level) to

identify sources of information (i.e., providers) that are trusted by the user and accurate

enough for the questions at hand. At the dissemination layer, we propose O2SM middleware

that aims to enable mobile users to access to online social media contents anytime anyplace

xiii



without requiring to be online all the time. We develop the middleware to (i) rank the social

media streams by estimating probability that a given user views a given content item and (ii)

invest the limited resources (network, energy and storage) on prefetching only those social

media streams that are most likely to be watched when mobile devices have good Internet

connectivity. As a proof of concept we implement an Android app, oFacebook, to provide

mobile users with uninterrupted access to Facebook.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis, we study information sharing at societal scale involving a large group of people

across a large geography. With the rapid evolution of web and mobile technologies, societal

or community information sharing applications have penetrated many aspects of our day-

to-day life, e.g., entertainment, education, transportation, emergency response, and etc. For

example, the phenomenal popularity of social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,

and Google+ has changed the way people interact. Many people nowadays rely on online

social networks to communicate with their friends, family, and community on a day to day

basis. Studies show that over 800 million people log onto Facebook daily and every minute

Facebook users create over 510000 comments, 695000 status updates to interact with their

friends.

The eventual goal of information sharing is to fulfill people’ information needs in diverse

applications through the delivery of right information to right people in right formats at

right times. Different information sharing applications have their distinctive requirements

on the performance of sharing; They include but are not limited to accurate targeting (e.g.,

who are relevant or interested in specific information), reliability (e.g., how many of the

1



intended recipients receive the information), timeliness (e.g., how fast they receive the infor-

mation) and efficiency (e.g., how many resources such as bandwidth, storage and energy are

consumed). However, information sharing at societal scale are subject to massive dynamics,

e.g., changing information consuming and sharing demand of people as a result of mobility

and varying activities, dynamic bandwidth and congestion in underlying network infrastruc-

tures, and dynamic resources at end devices. This poses significant challenges to satisfy the

requirements of applications. For example, when earthquake happens, accurate evacuation

information needs to be disseminated to people impacted by the disaster timely and reliably.

However, it is difficult to target people who need the campus map to evacuate a damaged

region versus those who need instructions on first aid. Their needs may change over time.

Deliver information to a wrong target wouldn’t help much. Moreover, massive failures in the

communication network caused by the disaster make it harder to reach people in the disaster

region. In this dissertation, we aim to address these challenges by exploiting the geograph-

ical and social network information of application users. We design adaptive middleware

techniques to bridge a broad range of sharing applications with underlying communication

environments that are heterogeneous and failure prone.

In Sec. 1.1, we present motivation behind our research. We state and lay out the scope

of work with specific problems in Sec. 1.2. Finally, we highlight our contributions and the

organization of the thesis in Sec. 1.3.

1.1 Motivation

The recent years have witnessed the success of commercial societal scale information sharing

applications and systems. One such example is the raise of mass notification providing real

time sharing of mission critical information such as emergency responses and critical weather

warning. Key example systems include CityWatch[7], CodeRED[8], Everbridge[10], etc. A

2



report in 2011 [23] indicates that over 75 percent of cities in U.S. with more than 150,000

in population have adopted a mass notification system. In the wake of the Boston bombing

manhunt and the Sandy Hook massacre, more governments, schools and other organizations

are turning to mass notification systems to help protect public safety. Spending on mass

notification systems in North America is expected to rise to 2.1 billion dollars in 2017, up from

1.6 billion in 2013 [26]. Another class of applications is that of personal information sharing,

i.e., the sharing of personal contents generated by common users to the general public or

among friends and family. Key examples include multimedia (e.g., video or photo) sharing

such as YouTube and Flickr, file sharing such as 4Shared, social networks such as Twitter

and Facebook, question and answer such as Quora and Answer.com. These applications are

hugely popular and successful; reports show that as of January 2013, the active monthly

users of Facebook has reached 1 billion, that of YouTube is over 800 million, and Twitter

has over 200 million active monthly users. Moreover, in every single minute over 600 new

videos are uploaded to YouTube, 6600 new photos are uploaded to Flickr, 100 questions

are asked on Answer.com, 510000 comments, 79000 wall posts and 695000 status updates

are generated on Facebook [24]. All the above statistics indicate that Internet users have

exhibited an increasing demand of societal scale information sharing.

Some of the technological factors that lead to the dramatic increases in societal scale in-

formation sharing applications include the gradually mature web and mobile technologies.

With the launch of Web 2.0, Internet users no longer passively retrieve information from

websites. The technology enabled a participatory platform where users can contribute to

the content available to others and exercise control over the data. Sharing of user-generated

contents has received great popularity over the Internet. The proliferation of mobile plat-

forms and increasing coverage and bandwidth of cellular and wireless networks contribute

to the growth of the applications as well. The wide spread pervasiveness of the mobile in-

frastructure enables users to share information anytime, anywhere. Furthermore, high-end

smartphones today equipped with a variety of specialized sensors e.g., light sensor, digital
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compass, proximity sensor, gyroscope, accelerometer, GPS, and general purpose sensors like

microphone and camera. These sensors enable users to collect information and data in a

variety of modalities ready to be shared across a broad range of applications such as mobile

social networks, smart transportation, healthcare and commerce. In the coming years, the

ability to access and share knowledge and information anytime, anywhere at societal scale

will be an essential mode of communications and interactions.

Goal of this work: Our goal is to develop solutions to support accurate, reliable, timely,

and efficient societal scale information sharing. Accurate-targeting is the need of many

applications to make sure only recipients that are relevant or interested in specific information

receive it. Reliability and timeliness are desired for information to reach targeted recipients

when it is useful and needed. Efficiency is desired to save resources (e.g., network, storage,

energy) so that applications can accommodate more users or deliver more information under

the same resource constraint. Depending on applications the objectives may be valued

differently and may even need to trade off for one another. For example, emergency response

applications place emphasis on reliability and timeliness due to the mission-critical nature

of the information. On the other hand, for mobile applications energy efficiency is relatively

more important because battery drains fast on smartphones when transmitting and receiving

rich contents. In the thesis, we take into account various needs of applications.

Challenges: Supporting information sharing at societal scale is challenging for many rea-

sons despite advances in Internet technologies. We highlight key aspects that present novel

challenges and are relevant to designing societal scale information sharing systems to achieve

the above performance objectives.

• Users : In societal scale information sharing applications, users are both consumers and

producers of information. As information consumers, users may explicitly ask/sub-

scribe for information (through questions/subscriptions) or they may implicitly need
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the information (e.g., emergency alert broadcast). On the other hand, as information

producers, users may produce and share information spontaneously (e.g., posts on so-

cial media), or as responses to queries or trade information for benefits (e.g., through

question/answer or crowdsourcing). While users’ information consuming and sharing

needs are based on context, e.g., location and activity, this context may be continu-

ously changing. How do we design mechanisms to efficiently track users’ explicit and

implicit dynamic information interests at societal scale? How do we identify users who

are capable and willing to provide specific information when it is queried?

• Applications : In information sharing applications, information may be rich and multi-

modal(text, audio/video, images, albums, context sensing data). Information may be

voluminous. Information needs may be instant (e.g., emergency alert) or delay-tolerant

(e.g., Facebook updates). Utility of information can be based on its source and speed

- whether it comes from a reputed source or friend and whether it comes in time for

the user to take advantage. Moreover, applications have different performance require-

ments or metrics for information sharing and delivery: Some applications desire accu-

rate targeting and customization, some may require high reliability and timeliness, and

others may wish to trade part of performance for energy efficiency. Sharing information

with satisfied performance requirements is critical. Furthermore, information sharing

may be one-to-one(unicast), one-to-many(multicast), one-to-all(broadcast), many-to-

one(e.g., data collection) and many-to-many(e.g., document sharing). Supporting these

multiple modalities needs specialized techniques and optimization as well.

• Communication environments : Shared information is delivered through diverse com-

munication infrastructure and environments, which consist of heterogeneous commu-

nication medium such as mobile/wireless/wired networks, social/human network etc,

and end devices such as personal computers, smartphones, laptops, etc. All of them

are subject to large scale dynamics. For example, communication through mobile and
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wireless networks are inherently error-prone and unreliable, and subject to varying

bandwidth caused by interference and multipath fading. In catastrophic disasters,

network entities in all types of networks may experience large scale simultaneous fail-

ures. User mobility may cause disconnection between users and infrastructures (e.g.,

wireless access points or base stations) or cause change of access networks and IP

addresses. It is challenging to ensure expected performance under such dynamic en-

vironments. Furthermore, resource limitation such as CPU, memory, storage capacity

and battery at end devices affect decisions of designing and developing information

sharing systems.

Our approach: We have observed that geography and social relationships can play an

important role in societal scale information sharing applications.

• Geography is correlated to consuming needs and provisioning capability of informa-

tion: People care information relevant to themselves and one commonly acknowledged

measurement of relevance is geographical distance. People are always interested in

information within their immediate vicinity (e.g., deals from local shops or traffic con-

ditions on local highways). Similarly, for a regional event (e.g., a fair or a disaster such

as earthquake), people located inside the event region typically have similar needs of

information (e.g., finding shortest lines for rides or nearest shelters). On the other

hand, when location based information is requested, people far away from the location

can hardly be providers of the requested information.

• Geography is correlated to communication environments : Considering a group of people

sitting in the same conference room, they all access Internet through the same WiFi

access point on the wall. They are likely to subject to similar network congestion

because of the interference at the access point. Moreover, colocated mobile users

are likely to experience the same interference and bandwidth to the cell tower. In
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catastrophic disasters (e.g., earthquake or tornado), networking entities in the disaster

region tend to fail together.

• Social relationship is correlated to consuming needs and provisioning capability of in-

formation: Individuals are often interested in receiving information about others who

are socially related to them (e.g., family members and friends). For example, Facebook

users are interested in status updates from their Facebook friends than from strangers.

During disasters, people interested in receiving the information which may affect their

loved ones even if themselves are not physically located in the disaster region. On the

other hand, people trust information from family and friends than from strangers.

The geo-social knowledge can be exploited to assist decision makings in societal scale infor-

mation sharing applications to improve their performance goals. Recent technology advances

in positioning and online social networks have made the collection of the geo-social infor-

mation more tangible today. Firstly, several positioning techniques have become widely

available to help Location Based Services (LBS) collect users’ location information. Key ex-

amples include GPS, WiFi fingerprinting, cell tower triangulation, and IP based positioning.

Nowadays GPS is commonly deployed in a variety of portable devices such as smartphones

and tablets. It provides accurate fine grained location information. WiFi and cell based po-

sitioning are considered as alternative solutions when GPS fails short in urban areas. They

are less accurate but have good coverage. IP based positioning is least accurate and subject

to IP spoofing. However, it can be used in combination with other techniques to improve

reliability or used when all other techniques are not available.

Secondly, with the popularity of online social networks and social media such as Facebook

and Twitter, getting one’s social network information have become tangible. The boundary

between online social network and offline social network has blurred over the years. Many

studies [145, 147] have confirmed that emerging adults use social networking sites to connect

with people from their offline lives, such as their friends and families, confirming that there
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was an overlap between people’s offline and online social networks. In terms of data accessi-

bility, most major online social networks provide public APIs to enable authorized entities to

obtain users’ social network graph and online social activities. Moreover, several works have

studied how to effectively calculate the social closeness between users based on the social

network graph and their interactions which can be easily extracted from their online social

activities [107, 105].

In this dissertation, we design middleware based solutions to utilize geo-social information to

tackle the challenges shown at various aspects of societal scale information sharing. Rather

than working at the communication/network layer or the application layer as in most ex-

isting approaches, we design middleware that is positioned between the underlying network

infrastructures and the information sharing applications to accommodate the dynamically

changing network environments as well as the varying application needs. We illustrate the

middleware in Figure 1.1.

Middleware 
Approaches

Adaptive to varying 

application needs 

Adaptive to varying 

communication 

environments 
Social network 

knowledge

Geography 

knowledge

Communication  

Environments

Applications

Users

Figure 1.1: Middleware for societal scale information sharing

The benefit of middleware based solutions are two-folds. First, middleware is loosely coupled

with the downward network environments and the upward applications, and agnostic to

the heterogeneity of hardware specifics and operating systems. Although we differentiate
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solutions for wired and wireless environments due to their drastically different characteristics,

the components of middleware for each environment are developed as general solutions that

do not rely on any specific networking protocols and do not touch upon the lower layers of the

network stack. Our middleware solutions can transform to software packages or libraries in

easily portable languages, e.g, Java and Python, that are independent of operating systems.

They can be installed and deployed easily and allows a variety of applications to invoke

the provided services. Second, middleware is able to provide adaptive services and easily

extensible to accommodate new requirements from applications. We developed our solutions

with a variety of information sharing applications in mind. We classified applications based

on their requirements and developed tailored services for each category of them. For new

types of applications and requirements that have not been considered, middleware can always

be extended by adding new components to meet their needs and reuse existing components

when possible.

1.2 Thesis Problem and Scope

We classify societal scale information sharing and scope our work along 2 dimensions. Figure

1.2 presents the classification and the thesis problems.

Along the dimension of system layers, we focus on two major problems at two layers: 1)the

information layer - what to share: determine specificity of contents and accurately target

information consumers and providers. 2) the dissemination layer - how to share: determine

dissemination mechanisms to deliver information from its source to targeted receivers to

meet the performance goals (e.g., efficiency, reliability and timeliness).

the Information Layer Problem: at the information layer, we focus on the information

flow between users in various societal scale information sharing applications. Specifically we
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Figure 1.2: Thesis problems and scope in quadrant presentation.

are interested in mechanisms to efficiently track users’ information consuming and sharing

demand, and accurately target information consumers and providers of given information.

When a piece of information becomes available (e.g., shared or published by an information

provider to the application) how can we target potential consumers that are interested in

receiving it? On the other hand, when there are needs of information from users (e.g., queried

or asked for by an information consumer) how can we target the potential producers that are

capable and willing to provide the information? We characterize a generic setting as follows.

Players who participate include:

• A group of consumers (C) who wish to receive information. Their information needs

are dynamically changing over time and space.

• A group of providers (P ) who wish to provide information. This could be voluntary or

benefit driven. Their information provisioning capabilities are dynamically changing

over time and space.
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We study the problem how to target and match C and P at real time considering the

following performance metrics:

• Efficiency : the efficiency are two folds: 1) the matching process itself is efficient (e.g., it

involves few control and computation overhead); 2) the resulting information flow from

the matched providers to consumers is efficient (e.g., the information dissemination

involves few message overhead or energy cost)

• Quality : the quality of matching is reflected as that the consumers meet their needs of

information and the providers meet their needs from sharing.

• Scalability : the sets of C and P could be large in number and distributed over a large

geographical space.

the Dissemination Layer Problem: at the dissemination layer, we focus on the delivery

of information from information source to targeted receivers through diverse communication

environments that are characterized by different networks and device types. The network

types we explicitly considered in the thesis include wired, mobile and WiFi networks, and the

accessing devices could be personal computers and smartphones. We characterize a generic

setting as follows.

Players who participate include:

• A source or sources (S) which have contents to deliver.

• One or a group of destinations (D) who wish to receive contents from source S.

We study the problem how to deliver contents from S to D considering the following perfor-

mance metrics:
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• Efficiency : depending on the concerned communication environment, the efficiency

may include message overhead efficiency and energy efficiency.

• Reliability : users in D can reliably receive contents.

• Timeliness : users in D can receive contents as quickly as possible.

• Scalability : contents from S are delivered to D which could be large in number and

distributed over a large geographical space.

On the other hand, along the dimension of timing constraints we consider two classes of

applications: 1) instant sharing and 2) delay-tolerant sharing.

Instant information sharing: In the class of instant information sharing applications,

once information is shared or published, it needs to be immediately disseminated to users

who are interested in it. Key example applications include emergency responses, weather

alerting, etc. Typically the information to share is small. Due to its mission critical nature,

reliable and timely delivery is most desired. We observe the following problems that need to

be solved but haven’t been sufficiently addressed by existing work:

• at the information layer, how to efficiently and accurately target consumers of infor-

mation on the fly for instant information notification applications?

• at the dissemination layer, how to provide fast and reliable information dissemination

in failure prone network environments?

Delay-tolerant information sharing: In the class of delay-tolerant information sharing

applications, information needs may be tolerant to delays, represented by a number of user-

generated content sharing applications. Key examples include information sharing on online

social media, e.g., Facebook, and question answer applications, e.g., Answer.com. The in-
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formation or contents to share are tend to be rich. Therefore, sharing efficiency are usually

concerned. Again, we observe the problems that need to be solved including:

• at the information layer, how to efficiently and accurately target potential providers

who can give trustworthy and timely information in query-driven information sharing

applications?

• at the dissemination layer, how to provide efficient dissemination of information in

dynamic wireless and mobile environments where mobile users experience intermittent

network availability and varying communication costs?

Besides the objectives we mentioned earlier, there are many other issues related to societal

scale information sharing that need to be properly addressed in real service deployments. For

example, data encryption and security issues are non-negligible is all types of applications.

However, they are out of the scope of this thesis.

1.3 Thesis Contributions and Organization

In this dissertation, we systematically study the issue of societal scale information sharing.

We first identify challenges , pinpoint the limitations of existing work, and propose a general

approach to address the challenges through middleware that takes into account the knowledge

of geographical and social network information from application users.

We developed a logical framework for categorizing information sharing along system layers

and time constraint dimensions. Figure 1.3 presents our contributions in each quadrant of

the framework.

• For the class of instant information sharing applications, at the information layer, we

study mechanisms to efficiently track users’ dynamic information interests and notify
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Figure 1.3: Thesis contributions in each quadrant of the societal scale information sharing
framework.

relevant users when information is available. We conjecture that a topic-based pub-

lish/subscribe system can form the basis of an efficient architecture for this notification

service. We design a dynamic pub/sub broker middleware that constructs pub/sub bro-

kers into a structured overlay and provide mechanisms to moderately reposition pub/-

sub users on brokers and reposition brokers on the overlay to adapt to users’ dynamic

subscriptions. We implement our solution and conduct extensive experiments showing

that under highly dynamic subscriptions our solution can still maintain an efficient

notification structure that provides 30% less delay and overhead, and a reconfiguration

cost reduction of 80% as compared to other state-of-the-art pub/sub architecture.

• At the dissemination layer of instant information sharing, we study reliable and timely

event dissemination in extreme situations (e.g., disasters). The challenge is geograph-

ically correlated regional failures caused by catastrophic disasters hinder the ability to

reach recipients inside the corresponding failed region. We design a reliable geo-social

notification middleware forming a P2P overlay that is aware of (a) the geographies in
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which the message needs to be disseminated and (b) the social network characteristics

of the intended recipient, in order to maximize/increase the coverage and reliability.

It combines efficient location-based message delivery and opportunistic social diffusion

through out-of band channels to achieve high reliability of information dissemination.

We implement the middleware and conduct extensive evaluations showing that our

solution reaches up to 99.9% of desired recipients even under massive regional failures

of infrastructures.

• For the class of delay-tolerant information sharing applications, at the information

layer, we study the mobile question and answer paradigm where information consumers

explicitly request for information by submitting queries. Potential providers by taking

advantage of their smartphones have the flexibility to move, collect information and

response with the requested information anytime anyplace. We design a broker middle-

ware aims to provide mobile information seekers with timely, trustworthy and accurate

answers while ensuring that information providers are not inappropriately burdened,

by taking advantage of both static and dynamic context and semantics from mobile

users (e.g., geolocation, social network connections, expertise and interests, profiling of

device sensors, and device battery level). We develop a prototype system consisting of

an Android client app and a Q&A broker. We conduct extensive experiments with real

world datasets. The results indicate that our solution is efficient and provides superior

worker selection. Furthermore, our middleware is general, scalable and flexible to be

leveraged by multiple mobile Q&A systems.

• At the dissemination layer of delay-tolerant information sharing, we study the problem

of efficient dissemination of social media contents to mobile users to enable them to

access to social media anytime anyplace without requiring to be online all the time.

We design middleware solutions that help mobile devices selectively prefecth or down-

loads contents that have high likelihood of being viewed, using knowledge of users
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social network and current network/system conditions. We develop an Android app

providing offline access to Facebook. We use data traces gathered from our app to

drive extensive evaluations which show that our proposed solution exhibits superior

viewing performance and is energy efficiency.

The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present limitation of existing work

on information sharing at societal scale. In Chapter 3, we study efficient publish/subscribe

for instant information sharing applications. Chapter 4 is dedicated to present our research

on providing reliable and fast dissemination for instant information sharing applications. In

Chapter 5, we present our research on providing efficient mobile crowdsourcing and question

and answer. Chapter 6 addresses the problem of efficient dissemination of social media

contents to mobile users. Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude the thesis and discuss some

interesting future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this thesis, we focus on two classes of societal scale information sharing applications: 1)

instant information sharing highlighted by mission critical notification applications and 2)

delay-tolerant information sharing exampled by user-generated contents sharing. Now we

review both classes in their commercial systems and research work.

Instant information sharing: Commercial Mass Notification Systems (MNSs) that aim

to provide reliable instant notification of mission critical information, e.g., emergency alerts,

have emerged. Leading examples are CityWatch[7], CodeRED[8], Everbridge[10], Blackboard

Connect[4], and etc. Common features provided by the services include: 1) custom pre-set

scenario message templates allowing the construction of semi-customized messages in a few

clicks; 2) multi-channel notification to reach recipients via websites, email, SMS, social media

such as Facebook and Twitter; 3) flexible recipients targeting through organization internal

portal, group subscriptions and GIS mapping; 4) Comprehensive and robust reporting and

analytics capabilities. Besides MNSs, in the mobile application market, a large number of

mobile notification apps for specific needs such as weather alert (e.g., MyWarn[17]) and

traffic alert (e.g., Beat the Traffic[3]) are populated. They take user subscriptions and
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utilize mobile push notifications to provide real time customized notifications to smartphones.

The above systems provide services through Web portals or notification servers that are

built on centralized implementations. Although many MNSs provide multi-channel message

dissemination, the source of the messages for different channels is common, as the centralized

in-network server that creates the message and triggers the notification. Therefore, they have

limited reliability under extreme situations (e.g., network failures and network partitions).

Timely and reliable information sharing or flash dissemination has been gathering extensive

attention in the research community. Publish/subscribe is a popular research paradigm for

instant notification services. Pub/Sub systems are either content-based where subscribers

receive notifications when the content of the message matches their interest [47, 133, 125, 27]

or topic-based [48, 168, 35, 55] when the “topic” of the publication matches their interest.

Today the large majority of publish-subscribe systems designed to operate in large-sale, wired

scenarios adopt a dispatching network composed of a set of brokers or peers, which cooperate

to route messages from publishers to subscribers. A focus of content-based pub/sub research

is subscription management techniques such as subscription matching, covering, subsumption

and merging [102, 151, 149, 69, 40, 86]. Furthermore, in both content-based and topic-

based pub/sub research, extensive efforts have been done to study optimal overlay design

[54, 129, 83, 123] for efficient notifications. Interested readers can refer to [36] for a survey.

Relatively few efforts have studied notification reliability in pub/sub. Esposito et al. [68]

studied mission critical data dissemination via publish/subscribe. The work proposed a

cluster-based P2P structure for pub/sub and replicated cluster coordinators and introduced

multiple-tree redundancy to tolerate to unpredictable failures.

Several work has also explored P2P and overlay based dissemination techniques such as gossip

P2P and Application Layer Multicast (ALM) to provide fast information dissemination re-

silient to network failures. Deshpande et al. [64, 63] investigated instant dissemination of rich

contents in highly heterogeneous and failure prone environments using P2P. They designed
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a peer-based approach along with a gossip protocol to maximize the speed of dissemination

and handle both content and network heterogeneity and be resilient to transmission fail-

ures. Kim et al. [87] considered flash dissemination of small messages from a single source

to a large number of targeted receivers using ALM. To achieve reliable dissemination the

work exploited path diversity by using a forest based structure rather than traditional tree

based ALM. Also it designed multidirectional multicast algorithms that nodes in addition to

communicating the data to children also selectively disseminating the data to parents and

siblings to achieve enhanced reliability. The above work focuses on dealing with random

failures in networks but didn’t consider the impact of the geographically correlated failures

that could happen under catastrophic disasters. In [92] Kim et al. has studied the impact

of geographically correlated failures on overlay based data dissemination. They propose new

overlay network construction methods that incorporate proximity-aware neighbor selection

methods to improve the resilience of the overlay network to geographically correlated failures.

Several research work considered instant information sharing in non-conventional networks.

Xing et al. [157] studied reliable and fast broadcast of mission-critical data over ad hoc net-

works. The work considered the dissemination in two stages: the dissemination of metadata

and actual data. The dissemination of metadata is to allow receivers be aware of the upcom-

ing dissemination, and the dissemination of the actual data is to deliver actual information

to dissemination-aware receivers. The authors designed protocols for each stage and as an

integration the overall protocol is able to offer adaptive reliability. Similarly, probabilisti-

cally reliable broadcast protocols to enhance delivery ratio by increasing redundancy [139]

or employing acknowledgements [113] have been proposed in MANET and Ad hoc networks.

Although research work has studied instant sharing of mission critical information, most

attention has been put on handling the unpredictable dynamics (i.e, failures) in networks but

little has at the same time taken into account the dynamics of information receivers and/or

information providers. This dynamics should not be ignored in societal scale information
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sharing applications. In combine with the dynamics in networks, it can make fast and reliable

information sharing extremely hard. Furthermore, with the increasing visibility of social

network knowledge from common users, new opportunities emerge to improve reliability of

dissemination under severe failures (e.g., large scale geographically correlated failures).

User-generated content sharing: Societal scale sharing of user-generated contents and

information has gain great popularity and the number of commercial applications has been

skyrocketing over years. Key examples include multimedia (e.g., video and photo) sharing

such as YoutTube and Flickr, file sharing such as 4Shared.com, social media such as Facebook

and Twitter, question and answer such as Quora and Answer.com. Almost all the above

systems are realized as centralized web portals or web services. Dissemination efficiency and

specificity of communication networks and devices are rarely considered in their design: they

build the applications and leave it to network providers and ISPs to take care of the data

delivery between the application servers and users’ devices. However, ISPs are application

agnostic and the heterogeneous performance requirements of various applications are hardly

guaranteed.

Extensive research efforts have been spent to facilitate the sharing of user-generated contents.

A survey of the key solutions is presented in [132]. Two broad classes of solutions include

Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) and Peer-to-Peer Networks. CDNs aim at addressing

the ”flash crowds” (i.e., sudden requests peaks) problem for content publishers to make

their content widely available. Main solution involves replicating content on different sites

and possibly on different ISP networks, and redirect content requests to one of the replicas.

CDNs do not directly involve the delivery of information to end-users. Therefore, they are

orthogonal to the research considered in this thesis.

The research on P2P networks have covered a broad range of aspects from content search,

replication, and delivery to user mobility, trust and cooperation. With respect to information

delivery, contributions have been made to design structured, unstructured and hierarchical
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overlay networks, and P2P dissemination protocols for different overlays such as P2P multi-

cast or Application-Layer Multicast (ALM), mesh and gossiping. Interest readers is referred

to [114, 30] for extensive surveys on P2P overlay networks. Recent research on P2P sys-

tems start exploiting social phenomena such as friendship and communities of users with

similar tastes to increase application performance. For example, Pouwelse et al.[135] pre-

sented a social-based P2P file-sharing paradigm by maintaining social networks and using

them in content discovery, content recommendation and downloading. The system is based

on BitTorrent[5] and it adds social-based functionality and imports existing user contacts

from other social networks, e.g., MSN. Rather than using direct content-based searching, the

system performs content discovery and recommendation from users have similar interests.

Cheng et al.[51] proposed a P2P assisted delivering framework that explores the clustering

in social networks for short video sharing. The system builds a bi-layer overlay where at the

lower layer peers sharing the same interest form swarms, and at the upper layer peer builds

neighborhood relations among all swarms that contain the peer. The system incorporates

an efficient indexing scheme and a prefetching strategy benefiting from the embedded social

networks. Li et al.[108] explored social relationship, interest similarity, and physical location

between peers in OSNs in P2P assisted video sharing. Similar to [51], the authors pro-

posed social network based P2P overlay construction algorithm and prefetching algorithm

to improve the user experience and scalability of the Video-On-Demand (VOD) services.

Diverse network environments have been studied for sharing user-generated contents as well.

Kelenyi and Nurminen[90] studied the challenge of applying BitTorrent file-sharing appli-

cation over mobile devices due to high energy consumption by P2P data transferring. It

proposed using cloud service to download contents transparently and transfer them to mo-

bile device in an energy efficient way. [165, 98] designed scheme and protocol to facilitate

content sharing in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) using P2P technologies. Zhang et

al.[165] designed P2P content sharing using popularity-aware schemes to ensure popular

data is more likely to be shared with others so that the overall query delay and hit ratio is
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improved. Lee et al.[98] proposed a network coding based le swarming protocol for VANET

P2P to deal with typical mobile network issues such as dynamic topology and intermit-

tent connectivity. Leontiadis et al.[99] considered the environment of hybrid (i.e., partially

structureless) vehicular network and designed protocol for persistent content sharing that

contents “stick” to areas where passing vehicles need to receive them. [82, 158, 130, 119]

studied content sharing in mobile social networks and delay tolerant networks. Ioannidis et

al.[82] mathematically evaluated the optimality and scalability of distribution of dynamic

content over a mobile social network. Mashhadi et al.[119] designed mechanisms to leverage

information about nodes colocation and their social network to maximizes both precision

(i.e., nodes receive only content they are interested in) and recall (i.e., all relevant content

is received by interested nodes) of content sharing in DTNs. [158, 130] looked at specific

spatial sharing applications in DTNs and designed protocols to optimize the dissemination.

Xing et al.[158] looked at a similar spatial dissemination problem as in [99] where contents

“stick” to areas and received by users in the areas. However, it considers DTNs without

infrastructures. It aims to maximize delivery reliability without incurring significant stor-

age/transmission overhead. Ott et al.[130] generalized the spatial dissemination problem

of [158, 99] and referred as “float content” service, and explored the parameter space of

oating content systems to identify under which conditions such systems are feasible through

rigorous mathematical analysis and extensive simulations.

Despite of the research contributions, non-conventional networks such as VANET and mobile

DTNs are not likely to be widely available to support societal scale information sharing in

the near future. For content sharing over conventional networks (e.g., wired, cellular and

WiFi), applications can be supported using P2P technologies are limited. The limitation

of P2P based approach is that P2P applications implemented at the upper level are totally

customized with respect to the particular overlay network they are designed for, or even

for its particular implementation. For example, search techniques designed for a structured

overlay are completely useless in unstructured networks and vice versa. Popular stream-
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ing applications such as PPLive[18] implement their own delivery structures and overlays.

P2P services are typically created to answer a very concrete need of a community of users,

and are designed to provide a “quick&dirty” solution to these need [132]. Skype[38] and

BitTorrent[5] are clear examples of this approach. Efficient information sharing in other

non-P2P applications are not sufficiently studied.
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Chapter 3

Instant Information Sharing:

Information Layer

In this chapter, we design efficient mechanisms to track users’ dynamic interests of infor-

mation at societal scale for the class of instant information notification applications. Figure

3.1 highlights the contributions of this chapter in the design framework for societal scale

information sharing. Societal scale information notification applications calls for a solution

that is able to efficiently support changing information interests for a very large number

of users. We conjecture that a topic-based publish/subscribe system can form the basis of

an efficient architecture for this notification service. We propose DYNATOPS, a dynamic

pub/sub broker middleware that provides efficient scalable societal scale event notifications

for dynamic subscriptions via distributed broker networks.

In DYNATOPS, pub/sub users are moderately repositioned on brokers and brokers are mod-

erately repositioned on the overlay structure for efficient information notification, to adapt to

the publication and subscription dynamics. First, it uses a similarity-based user-broker map-

ping to map DYNATOPS users to nearby brokers. Under fast changing subscriptions such as
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Figure 3.1: Contributions of Chapter 3 in the societal scale information sharing framework.

those caused by changing locations of users, conventional user-broker mapping policies show

a dramatic increase in their subscription management overhead. The proposed technique

efficiently groups users sharing similar interests to be managed by the same set of brokers,

to effectively alleviate the overhead with regard to subscription updates among brokers. Our

experimental results indicate over 40% reduction in brokers’ subscription management over-

head as compared to other state of the art techniques under highly dynamic subscriptions.

Second, more importantly, to provide efficient event notifications, DYNATOPS incorpo-

rates a broker reconfiguration process that is both subscription and structure-aware.

Unlike existing topic-based pub/sub systems where topology changes are triggered in a self-

organizing manner to reflect subscription changes, we propose a cost-driven reconfiguration

process that changes topology in a planned manner. The key intuition behind our approach

is that reconfiguration of the broker network is achieved by merely moving broker nodes to

positions in an overlay structure where routing is already highly optimized - this reduces

the effort for reconfiguration in a large scale system. Furthermore, we trigger reconfigura-

tions only when they are likely to have high utility. We implemented our solution and with
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extensive experiments we observe that under highly dynamic subscriptions our solution can

still maintain an efficient notification structure that provides 30% less delay and overhead,

and a reconfiguration cost reduction of 80% as compared to other state-of-the-art pub/sub

architecture.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 present the background and

motivation of the work. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the system. We present the

DYNATOPS solution in detail in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. We evaluate the solution

through extensive simulations and experiments in Section 3.5. The chapter is concluded in

Section 3.6.

3.1 Introduction

The recent years have witnessed the growth of societal scale notification systems that have

penetrated multiple aspects of our day-to-day life. Key examples include mobile social

networks (e.g. Twitter and Foursquare), geomarketing (e.g. shopalerts.att.com), traffic and

weather alerts (e.g. www.wunderground.com and weather.gov), emergency response (e.g.

www.gdacs.org/alerts and www.mywarn.com), etc. These systems are large (e.g. Twitter is

estimated to reach 500 million users in 2012 and currently handles over 340 million tweets

daily), geographically distributed and largely subscription based. The notion of subscriptions

in such systems is often simple, and instantiated by an average citizen – deals for local

shops, traffic alerts for freeways, weather conditions for zipcodes, and location check-ins

from friends. Moreover, we observe an emerging trend that the interests of such users, i.e.

subscriptions, are short lived (duration of minutes or hours) and change dynamically based

on users’ locations or contexts.

For instance, mobile subscribers are often interested in events and information within their
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immediate vicinity; the dynamically changing location is a key aspect of what constitutes a

subscription and consequently a relevant notification in this case. In disasters (e.g. earth-

quakes), people’s information needs (i.e. subscriptions) change with the evolution of the

disaster event (e.g. pre-disaster or post-disaster). An individual’s region of interest, i.e.

subscription, changes as he/she moves into or out of disaster region; people are anxious to

check the safety of their beloved ones and the changing locations or statuses of families or

friends cause subscription changes as well. Such shifts in notification needs calls for a system

that is able to efficiently support simple, yet changing subscriptions for a very large number

of users.

Publish/subscribe has for long been a popular communication paradigm to provide cus-

tomized notifications to users in a distributed environment due to its loose coupling between

the information providers (i.e. publishers) and consumers (i.e. subscribers). Pub/Sub sys-

tems are either content-based where subscribers receive notifications when the content of the

message matches their interest [47, 133, 125, 27] or topic-based [48, 168, 35, 55] when the

“topic” of the publication matches their interest.

One of the main incentives for content-based pub/sub is to enable delivery of relevant

and meaningful notifications through rich and expressive subscription languages. Here, so-

phisticated subscription management strategies are usually required to determine matching

subscribers and subsequently route only the relevant events; runtime overheads for sub-

scription insertion/removal and event matching are much higher than topic-based imple-

mentations [46, 131, 85]. Over the last decade, significant progress has been made in the

design of pub/sub systems to address scalability and efficiency of content-based pub/sub

[85, 44, 103, 45, 84], largely motivated by the needs of enterprise systems. The design

of pub/sub systems taking into account frequently changing subscriptions is beginning to

receive interest, especially in the context of content-based pub/sub systems where the em-

phasis is on designing novel subscription languages and schemas. For example, [85] proposed
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a parametric subscription language in content-based pub/sub systems to reduce broker run-

time complexity in the event of a subscription update. The key idea is to insert variables into

subscriptions which may be updated frequently so that only variable update is performed

during subscription update. Techniques to manage the overheads due to event matching and

dynamic subscription updates are however still a concern.

We conjecture that a topic-based pub/sub system can form the basis of an efficient architec-

ture to deal with the simple, yet changing notification needs of a large number of users; for

example by routing events through group multicast to peers that match subscription topics.

Subscription insertion/removal and event routing on a broker can be easily done in O(1)

time. Indeed, topic-based pub/sub systems have been widely deployed in contexts where

events divide naturally into groups (i.e. “topics”) and efficient information notification is

demanded [112, 59]. More recent topic-based pub sub systems, e.g. Twitter, have scaled to

a very large number of users.

Recent works on topic-based pub/sub usually builds structured or unstructured p2p overlay

networks for event notifications. The construction of the overlay topology can be either

subscription-dependent [76, 143, 55, 35, 121, 54] (i.e. the overlay topology is dependent

on peer subscriptions) or subscription-independent [48, 168]. Subscription-dependent tech-

niques are preferred by recent studies because they yield superior event notification efficiency

through optimized overlay topology configuration. Therefore, the research emphasis of topic-

based pub/sub has been focusing on constructing churn-resistant subscription-dependent

overlays with low node degrees and high notification efficiency. However, the impact of dy-

namic subscriptions has been overlooked in the design of these systems. We show in Section

3.5 that frequent subscription changes can introduce high overhead and frequent topology

reconfigurations if they are not properly taken into account in the design. They potentially

bring great difficulty in troubleshooting and management of the pub/sub system.
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3.1.1 Related Work

Conventional pub/sub systems assume that clients join the broker environment in one of the

following ways: (a) connecting to any broker with no restrictions [89, 133], or (b) connecting

to the closest broker [101, 81, 71]. [93] is the first to investigate client placements that

optimize delivery delay and system load. However, the work focused on the placement of a

few known publishers under fixed subscribers’ subscriptions and broker overlay topologies.

Such schemes are inefficient in societal scale notification applications where (a) publishers

are many (in general the entire user set) and (b) subscriptions change frequently based on

user interests. In this work, we explore a similarity-based user placement that takes into

account both the dynamics of user subscriptions and broker load. The proposed technique

can effectively reduce subscription management overhead and improve notification efficiency

under dynamic subscriptions of users.

Building and reconfiguring overlay networks that take into account nodes’ subscriptions

for dissemination efficiency has been explored in both content-based and topic-based pub/-

sub systems. In content-based paradigm, Sub-2-Sub [153] is a content-based protocol that

clusters nodes according to their subscriptions to construct a ring for each attribute. [34]

proposed a self-organizing algorithm to cluster brokers that supposedly will be target for the

same events in the near future. [162] discussed primitives that reconfiguration protocols need

to implement to ensure high availability with minimum disruption under topology changes.

In topic-based paradigm, many recent topic-based pub/sub systems [76, 143, 55, 35, 121, 54]

build and maintain their overlays based on brokers’ subscriptions. For rendezvous-based

pub/sub systems that maintain topic-routing trees, Magnet [76] clusters nodes with similar

subscriptions on a skewed DHT, and explores a customized routing to reduce the number

of relay nodes in the multicast trees. When a node’s subscription changes, the node needs

to rejoin the DHT to be placed onto a new position based on its new subscription. On

the other hand, [143, 55, 35, 121, 54] build relay-free overlays without topic rendezvous and
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explore gossip-based dissemination and/or in-cluster flooding to disseminate event notifica-

tions. Tera and StAN [35, 121] creates dedicated topic overlays for each topic. A node joins

overlays for the topics that it subscribes to by connecting to a node already in the overlay.

SpiderCast and TCO [55, 54] build a single unstructured overlay that strives to maximize

clustering of nodes according to their interest in topics. The focus of system is to keep low

node degrees while maintaining the topic-connected property as the foundation of the relay-

free routing. This is achieved by the neighbor maintenance routine in SpiderCast and the

overlay construction algorithm in TCO, both of which can trigger an overlay topology recon-

figuration when a node’s subscription changes. PolderCast [143] maintains a ring structure

for each topic and combines deterministic dissemination over a ring with probabilistic dis-

semination similar to gossiping. Its overlay management mechanism also triggers topology

updates whenever node churns or subscription changes.

While all the above systems trigger topology changes to reflect subscription changes in a

self-organizing manner, in this work we design DYNATOPS with a different philosophy. We

argue that in societal scale notification applications where subscriptions are short lived and

frequent change is the norm, the topology reconfiguration should be incorporated in a more

systematic and planned manner in the system design. This is to reduce the reconfiguration

overhead from frequent subscription changes that we already know will happen. This is

achieved through built-in mechanisms that detect when sufficient changes have occurred and

that deal with those changes through planned overlay reconfigurations. We design a cost-

driven reconfiguration process that detects when sufficient changes have occurred and deals

with those changes through planned overlay reconfigurations that are likely to have high

utility.
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3.2 An Overview of DYNATOPS

DYNATOPS is a topic-based publish/subscribe architecture designed to offer an efficient

event notification service for societal scale applications where dynamic subscriptions is the

norm.

3.2.1 Architecture

Pub/sub Users 
Physical Space

Broker Network 
Physical Space

Broker Network 
Logical Space

Pub/sub 
clients

Pub/sub 
brokers

Reconfiguration 
Manager

 DYNATOPS User
 Broker Mapping

  DYNATOPS
  Broker Network 
  Reconfiguration

Figure 3.2: DYNATOPS architecture.

Figure 3.2 shows the DYNATOPS architecture where pub/sub users connect to a distributed

broker network for topic subscriptions and event publications. DYNATOPS brokers are

organized into a structured overlay based on a DHT structure (e.g., Chord Ring [146]);

Brokers are configured onto the overlay as overlay nodes with unique nodeIDs. DYNATOPS

overlay handles event dissemination through a Rendezvous-based pub/sub protocol similar

to those of Scribe [48] and Bayeux [168].

We illustrate the basics of Rendezvous-based pub/sub for a group of topics via a single

dissemination overlay in Figure 3.3. The overlay maintains independent topic routing trees of

different topics: each topic has a Rendezvous Point (RP), which is an overlay node responsible
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Figure 3.3: Example of rendezvous-based Pub/Sub.

for the hashed key of the topic name in the DHT, and the RP serves as the root of the tree.

The tree spans all brokers that subscribe to the topic and it is created in a top-down fashion

in which the routing path from the root to other nodes is determined by the key-based

routing. During event dissemination, the published events are first forwarded to the RP,

and then the RP disseminates them along the tree. Note that, the tree may contain relay

nodes that have not subscribed to the topic, called unrelated relays, because they are in

the routing path between the RP and subscriber nodes. The existence of unrelated relays

introduce unnecessary delay and message overhead for event notification. Next, we describe

how DYNATOPS reduces unrelated relays through dynamic mappings.

3.2.2 Dynamic Mappings

The efficiency of the pub/sub system is determined by two mappings: 1) mapping of pub/sub

users to their home brokers; and 2) mapping of brokers to overlay nodes of dissemination

overlays. The mapping of users to brokers have a direct impact on the scale and dynamics

of subscriptions at each broker. DYNATOPS handles this mapping dynamically through
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a user placement algorithm. The aim of the user placement algorithm is to reduce bro-

kers’ subscription changes so as to reduce subscription management overhead and alleviate

the demand for broker network reconfiguration when the pub/sub users’ subscriptions are

dynamic. This is done by dynamically aggregating users with similar subscriptions to be

managed together by the same set of brokers.

One the other hand, the mapping of brokers to overlay nodes have a direct impact on the

routing of topic subscriptions/publications in the broker network. DYNATOPS handles the

mappings through a Structure and Subscription aware Reconfiguration (SSR) algorithm run-

ning on a Reconfiguration Manager. The reconfiguration manager is a logically centralized

entity. It periodically collects statistics of the pub/sub environment, i.e. rates of event

publications and snapshot of topic subscriptions at brokers. The reconfiguration algorithm

aims to maintain efficient pub/sub routings based on updated pub/sub environment. In DY-

NATOPS, We explore the possibility of dynamically altering the brokers’ logical placement

on the overlay to match the underlying (possibly changing) subscription needs. Figure 3.4

shows an example illustrating how DYNATOPS is able to optimize topic routing through

proper reconfiguration of the overlay. We can see that before reconfiguration, event notifica-

tion from RP to subscribing brokers in topics t1 and t2 both take maximum of 2 hops, and

2 messages and 3 messages respectively. After reconfiguration by swapping the positions of

broker A and B, and swapping broker C and broker D, it results in an optimized routing for

t1 and t2. Each topic takes only 1 hop and 1 message to disseminate an event.

3.3 DYNATOPS User Broker Mapping

The core of our user placement strategy is a distributed grouping algorithm that determines

the broker to host a user. The goal of the algorithm is to ensure that users with similar

subscriptions are grouped and managed by the same set of brokers.
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Figure 3.4: Example of the structure and subscription aware reconfiguration.

The grouping of similar users brings two benefits to a pub/sub system. First, it reduces the

subscription changes of brokers so as to minimize the subscription management overhead

inside the broker network, which incurs when a broker joins/leaves a topic routing tree. The

intuition here is that by clustering similar users, each broker tends to only subscribe to topics

that all/most of its hosted users interest in, so that the subscription states of the brokers are

more stable and less sensitive to a single user’s subscription changes. Second, it potentially

reduce the number of brokers that require to subscribe to each single topic. In topic-based

pub/sub implementations, the number of brokers subscribing to a topic directly impact the

notification performance of that topic. More efficient topic routing trees with less hops and

unrelated relays can be build when fewer nodes are in the trees.

The algorithm requires each broker maintains the states of other brokers in the system. The

state includes the subscriptions and loads (explained later) of other brokers which could be

partial and randomized. Such state can be readily implemented by distributed membership
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protocols as those in most existing systems [76, 143, 55]. We show in our experimental

evaluation that it is sufficient for each broker maintain states of a small number of other

brokers (e.g., 5%) to outperform other user placement techniques.

Let P denote the set of topics, we evaluate the similarity of random user u to broker b in

their subscriptions su, Sb ⊆ P by a user-broker similarity metric, Simb,v, which is defined as

the normalized size of their intersection, in the range [0, 1]. Formally, Simb,v = |Sb ∩ sv|/|sv|.

Our scheme is flexible and can accommodate other similarity metrics (e.g. Jaccard similar-

ity), however, their analysis is out of the scope of the work. Similarity based user placement

will select for each user u a hosting broker that yields the highest user-broker similarity

among all brokers. However, user placement based only on similarity metrics may result

in severe load imbalance at brokers, especially when users’ subscriptions are highly skewed.

Hence, to alleviate load imbalance, we also take into account a load metric, Lb, to reflect the

load level of a broker, with range [0, 1]. In this work we assume homogeneity of brokers and

define broker load as the normalized amount of local user subscriptions managed by a bro-

ker. Formally, Lb =
∑

u∈Ub
|su|/

∑
u∈U |su|. (Heterogeneous broker capacities can be easily

accommodated by introducing a capacity-based weight in the formulation) A user-broker

utility combining the similarity and load metrics is defined as Utilu,b = Simb,u − wl · Lb,

where wl is the relative weight for the load metrics.

The crux of user placement is the user join protocol which is executed every time a user

subscribes to a new topic, or unsubscribe an existing topic:

1. the user sends a join request message containing its subscriptions to a random broker

during bootstrap.

2. the broker upon receiving the join request, calculates the utility Utilu,b for all its visible

brokers, and determines the best broker for the user.

3. if the best broker is not the broker, it replies to the user with the redirect message
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containing the address of the best broker. Otherwise, the broker accepts the join

request by sending back a join reply message.

4. if the user receives a redirect message, it sends a join request message, with REDIRECT

bit set, containing its subscriptions to the broker indicated by the redirect message.

The broker accepts the request by sending back a join reply message.

3.4 DYNATOPS reconfiguration

DYNATOPS aims to reconfigure the broker network to minimize event notification overhead

and delays. We provide a formal modeling of the notification performance metrics and use

it to drive the broker network reconfiguration process through a cost-benefit analysis.

3.4.1 Preliminaries

Let B denote the set of brokers, and G(V,E) denote the DHT topology for the DYNATOPS

overlay. A vertex v ∈ V is an overlay node with a fixed nodeID, corresponding to a fixed node

position in the DHT geometry. Its edges to other vertices are DHT links/fingers to other

overlay nodes. We assume |V | = |B|. DYNATOPS constructs the overlay by specifying the

mappings in each overlay between the set of brokers B and the set of overlay nodes V (i.e.

nodeIDs) in G(V,E). Taking Figure 3.4 as an example, the mappings of broker A in the

overlay before and after reconfiguration are nodes 0 and 1 respectively. Therefore, we can

define the broker network configuration as a mapping matrix, X = {xb,v} between B

and V , such that:

xb,v =

 1 if broker b maps to node v;

0 otherwise.
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Also, let P be the set of topics. Let Sb be the subscriptions of broker b. In the rendezvous-

based pub/sub implementation, given the broker network configuration X, and S = {Sb :

∀b ∈ B} as the set of broker subscriptions, the dissemination path for each topic can be

determined easily (for both multicast and unicast implementations).

To formalize the performance of the pub/sub system, we define the topic notification delay,

denoted by dp for topic p, as the mass of average delays for forwarding an event publication

from the topic RP to each broker that subscribes to topic p. That is, let db,p be the average

delay for an event in topic p to reach a specific subscribed broker b from the RP, and it can

be easily approximated by the RTTs between brokers during each hop along the path. Then

we have dp =
∑

b:p∈Sb
db,p.

Meanwhile, we define the topic notification overhead, denoted by op for topic p, as the total

number of forwarded messages required to disseminate an event publication from the RP to

all brokers that subscribe to topic p. It is the total number of edges in the topic routing tree.

This overhead can be divided into two parts: (a) notification subscriber overhead, osubp , as

the number of messages consumed by subscribing brokers, or as the number of edges in the

tree towards subscribing brokers ; and (b) notification relay overhead, orelayp , as the number

of the messages consumed by intermediate unrelated relays who have not subscribed to the

topic, or as the number of edges in the tree towards relays. Apparently, the notification relay

overhead is what we want to eliminate.

Note that in the above formulation we opt out the overhead and delay for forwarding the

event from its publisher to the RP. This is because we assume any user in the system can be

a potential event publisher (regardless of his subscriptions) so that the average path length

from publisher to RP is independent of broker network configurations.

To evaluate the performance of the entire pub/sub system of all topics during a time span T ,

we define cumulative notification overhead and cumulative notification delay under a broker
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network configuration X as follows:

Orelay(T,X) =
∑
p∈P

Np(T ) · orelayp (3.1)

D(T,X) =
∑
p∈P

Np(T ) · dp (3.2)

where Np(T ) is the total number of events of topic p published during the period. Here, we

assume the brokers’ subscriptions are static during this period so that all the topic routing

trees are static and subsequently orelayp and dp are independent of time instances.

Now we define notification cost , Cn(T,X) as the pub/sub performance metric that com-

bines both notification overhead and delay:

Cn(T,X) = Orelay(T,X) + wd ·D(T,X) (3.3)

where wd ≥ 0 is a relative weight of delay performance to overhead performance.

3.4.2 Reconfiguration Process

A question needs to be answered is when and how the system should be reconfigured. Since

reconfiguration is not cost-free – it may incur both management overhead and potential dis-

ruption of event notifications, it is not plausible to reconfigure the broker network whenever

subscriptions change on brokers. To avoid frequent reconfigurations, we define reconfigura-

tion free period, Tfree, as the minimum period between two consecutive reconfigurations in
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Algorithm 1: reconfiguration process

Step1-online monitoring:
online monitoring the event publications and subscription changes on brokers to
estimate Cn(Tfree, X).
Step2-reconfigurability test:
fast judging the demand of broker reconfiguration from Cn(Tfree, X). If demand is
low, return to step1; Otherwise, continue to step 3.
Step3-reconfiguration computation:
calculating X ′ to maximize Br(X,X

′)− Cr(X,X ′). If Br ≤ Cr return to step1;
Otherwise, continue to step4.
Step4-reconfiguration protocol:
coordinating the brokers to transit to X ′.

DYNATOPS. Intuitively, if the benefit of making a reconfiguration cannot justify its cost,

the broker network should not be reconfigured. Every Tfree period, DYNATOPS performs

a cost-benefit analysis to evaluate the reconfiguration benefit against the cost.

Let X be the broker network configurations before reconfiguration, and X ′ be the one after.

The benefit of reconfiguration is evaluated as the reduction in the notification cost during

the next Tfree period after reconfiguration. Formally, we have

Br(X,X
′) = Cn(Tfree, X)− Cn(Tfree, X

′) (3.4)

On the other hand, the cost of reconfiguration is formulated as the overhead to transit the

broker network configuration from X to X ′. The cost is denoted as Cr(X,X
′).

We designed a reconfiguration protocol for efficient transitions of broker network and topic

configurations in DYNATOPS (See Section 3.4.4), and provided upper bound on the pro-

tocol message overhead to reconfigure the broker network and topics (See Section 3.4.5).

In practice, the cost can be easily estimated based on the bounds and adjusted by system

administration.
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Algorithm 1 shows the DYNATOPS reconfiguration process that is periodically executed

by the reconfiguration manager. The reconfiguration manager monitors the rate of event

publications as well as subscriptions to calculate Cn.

The reconfigurability test aims to prune out unnecessary reconfiguration computations when

estimated reconfiguration demand is low for the next period (e.g., when the system is under-

loaded and the number of published events are few). The intuition here is that when the

broker network is already fairly optimized or the event notification cost is low, the marginal

benefit of reconfiguration won’t be able to justify the cost of it. Hence, we compare the

estimated Cn with a cost threshold to decide the necessity for reconfiguration computation.

A reconfiguration computation is desired only if it is larger than the threshold.

3.4.3 Reconfiguration Computation

DYNATOPS performs reconfiguration computation in order to determine optimal config-

uration X ′ that maximizes Br − Cr. In order to solve the optimization problem, we first

define the basic reconfiguration problem without taking into account the reconfiguration

cost: Structure and Subscription aware Reconfiguration (SSR) as follows.

Definition 3.1. SSR(G(V,E), S,Np(T )): Being aware of the overlay structure G(V,E),

brokers subscriptions S and Np(T ) as the number of event publications in each topic during

a period, find X that minimizes the notification cost:

argmin
X

Cn(T,X) (3.5)

The SSR problem is NP hard to solve. We present a greedy algorithm with upper bound

complexity O(|P |2|V |2log(|V |)) (see Section 3.4.5 for proof). Before describing the algorithm,

we first introduce two new derivatives from the notification cost: per topic notification cost
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and per broker notification cost. The per topic notification cost, Cn|p, evaluates each topic for

their contributions to the notification cost Cn(T,X) in equation 3.3. It can be formulated

as follows:

Cn|p = Np(T ) · (orelayp + wd · dp) (3.6)

where orelayp and dp are the notification relay overhead and notification delay of topic p we

introduced earlier.

Similarly, the per broker notification cost, Cn|b, evaluates each broker for their contributions

to the notification cost. It can be formulated as follows:

Cn|b =
∑
p∈P

Np(T ) · (orelayb,p + wd · sb,p · db,p) (3.7)

where orelayb,p equals to 1 if b is an unrelated relay in the routing tree of topic p, and 0 otherwise;

sb,p equals to 1 if b subscribes to topic p, and 0 otherwise; and db,p is the delay for an event

in topic p to reach broker b from the topic RP.

It is not difficult to derive the following relationships between the derivative costs and the

notification cost of the system:

Cn =
∑
p∈P

Cn|p (3.8)

and

Cn =
∑
b∈B

Cn|b (3.9)

Algorithm 2 shows the proposed algorithm, SSR-Greedy, for the SSR problem. Given an

initial configuration of broker network, the algorithm iteratively improves the solution by
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Algorithm 2: SSR-Greedy

Input: G(V,E), S,N
(t0,t0+T )
p

Output: ListofX that along the improvement path of C(t0,t0+T )(X)

X̃ = initial configuration; m̃inC = C(t0,t0+T )(X̃);

List = [] while m̃inC < minC do

minC = m̃inC,X = X̃, List.add(X);
foreach X ′ ∈ Nb(X) do

tmpC = C(t0,t0+T )(X
′);

if tmpC < m̃inC then

m̃inC = tmpC, X̃ = X ′;
end

end

end

examining the neighborhood (we will explain later) of the current best configuration and

greedily moving to the new one that minimizes the notification cost in current iteration.

The algorithm returns when a local optimal is reached. This iterative process forms an

improvement path of configurations with improved notification costs. The algorithm returns

all the configurations along the improvement path.

The neighborhood of a configuration X is a set of configurations that directly derivable from

the current one. It consists of configurations that are derived by swapping the mapping of

the broker with the highest external overhead grade with that of another broker. Apparently

the neighborhood contains only |V |−1 configurations. By searching new configurations that

have a different mapping for the bottleneck broker who has the worst broker cost, we have

a better chance to improve the total cost.

To solve the original reconfiguration computation problem that maximizes Br − Cr , we

adapt the SSR-Greedy algorithm by taking into account the reconfiguration cost Cr(X,X
′)

for each configuration along the improvement path. Algorithm 3 shows the DYNATOPS

reconfiguration algorithm. It consists of two steps: At the first step, the algorithm applies

the SSR-Greedy algorithm to find a set of configurations with improved notification cost
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compared to the current configuration. At the second step, the algorithm calculates Br−Cr
for each of the configurations and the best one is selected.

Algorithm 3: DYNATOPS-Greedy

Input: G(V,E), S,N
(t0,t0+Tfree)
p , X

Output: X ′ that maximize Br(X,X
′)− Cr(X,X ′)

step one:
List = SSBR−Greedy();
step two:
C = C(t0,t0+Tfree)(X);

bestUtil = 0;
X ′ = X;

foreach X̃ in List do

C̃ = A.get(X̃);

Util = C − C̃ − Cst(X, X̃);
if Util > bestUtil then

bestUtil = Util;

X ′ = X̃;

end

end

3.4.4 Reconfiguration Protocol

Figure 3.5 shows the data structures maintained by each DYNATOPS broker. The data

structures can be partitioned into two layers: 1) the overlay layer structures, which consists

of brokers’ overlay nodeID and fingers for constructing the overlay; and 2) the pub/sub

layer structures which consists of brokers’ subscription and topicTrees to realize pub/sub

functions.

For the overlay layer structures, DYNATOPS incorporates the distributed protocol of Chord

DHT [146] to maintain its dissemination overlays; The protocol maintains fingers of each

overlay node to ensure a converged DHT under node churns. For the pub/sub layer struc-

tures, DYNATOPS incorporates a distributed pub/sub protocol which is the same as the
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Data Structures:

      bid: the broker’s identifier

      version: the version number of the configuration

      nodeID: logical node ID of the broker in the overlay

      fingers: tuples <nid, address> indicating DHT routing 

fingers in the overlay

      subscription: a set of topics subscribed by the broker

      topicTrees: set of records <topic, parent_nid, child_nids> 

for joined topic routing trees

Figure 3.5: DYNATOPS broker data structure.

one specified in Bayeux [168] to maintain its pub/sub topic routing trees; The protocol up-

dates topicTrees by allowing a broker to join/leave topic routing trees when its subscription

changes.

A system configuration is determined by the reconfiguration manager and distributed to each

broker. It consists of the pair (X,P ) which specifies the nodeIDs at the overlay layer that

keeps track of the brokers’ logical positions in the dissemination overlays, and the topicSpace

at the pub/sub layer that keeps track of the topics handled by each of the overlays. Each

system configuration has a unique version ID. For a converged system configuration, all bro-

kers should run under the same version. Our reconfiguration protocol ensures convergence of

the configuration among all brokers and seamless transition between different configurations

so that correct event routing at all times is guaranteed.

Let s denote the version of the system configuration before a reconfiguration process. Let s′

denote the new version after reconfiguration. Now we describe the reconfiguration protocol

exchanged between the reconfiguration manager and brokers :

1. reconfiguration initialization.

• reconfiguration manager : broadcasts to all brokers a RCFG INIT message con-

taining {s, s′} as the pair of versionIDs.
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• broker : upon receive the message, replicates data structures of s as those of s′,

then sends to the reconfiguration manager a ACK RCFG INIT message.

2. overlay layer reconfiguration.

• reconfiguration manager : sends to each broker a RCFG OVERLAY message

containing its diff(nodeID(s), nodeID(s′)) as the overlay layer configuration

changes to be made.

• broker : If no changes, sends to reconfiguration manager a ACK RCFG OVERLAY

message. Otherwise, updates its nodeID(s′) and rejoin the DHT of s′ with the

updated node ID; sends to reconfiguration manager a ACK RCFG OVERLAY

message when done.

3. pub/sub layer reconfiguration.

• reconfiguration manager : broadcasts to all brokers a RCFG PUBSUB message.

• broker : 1) for each overlay finds the broker b who will replace its position in s′;

copies its own topicTrees(s) records of that overlay to b’s topicTrees(s′).

• broker : 2) compares subscription and topicTrees(s′): for each subscribed topic

in subscription, joins the routing tree if the topic is not in topicTrees(s′); also,

for topics in topicTrees(s′) but not in subscription, leaves the tree if the broker

is a leaf.

• broker : 3) sends to reconfiguration manager a ACK RCFG PUBSUB message

when above steps are done.

4. reconfiguration finalization.

• reconfiguration manager : broadcasts to all brokers a RCFG FINISH message con-

taining {s, s′} as the pair of version IDs before and after the indicated reconfigu-

ration.
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• broker : makes data structures of s′ as the default in use. Sends to reconfiguration

manager a ACK RCFG FINISH message.

It is important for each broker to maintain two sets of data structures (s and s′) during

the reconfiguration process in order to avoid event losses and incorrect routing. An event

published during the reconfiguration is forwarded by the data plane and tagged with the

version of the data structures used for table lookup so that its next hop can use the same

version to ensure consistency. To cope with uncertain delays in the network, each step of

the protocol is enforced by atomic operation [61]. That is, next step will not be triggered

unless all brokers have acknowledged accomplishment of the current step.

3.4.5 Analysis

In this section, we first show the NP-hardness of the presented reconfiguration problems and

then provide theoretical analysis on the proposed reconfiguration algorithm and reconfigu-

ration protocol.

Lemma 3.2. The Structure and Subscription aware Reconfiguration (SSR) problem (eq. 3.5)

is at least as hard as the following overhead optimization problem:

argmin
X

Orelay(T,X) (3.10)

Proof. By equation 3.3, the above overhead optimization problem is a special case of the

SSR problem where wd = 0. The original SSR problem is at least as hard as this special

case.

Lemma 3.3. The overhead optimization problem in equation 3.10 is NP-hard to solve.

Proof. The decision version of the Overhead-one problem can be put as follows:
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Overhead-Decision: Given a positive value C, determine whether there exits a configuration

X such that the Orelay(T,X) = C.

We reduce a well-known NP-complete problem, the Dominating Set Problem (DCP), to

the above decision problem. Due to space limitation, we omit the reduction detail. It is

known that if the decision problem of an optimization problem is NP-complete, then the

original problem must be NP-hard. Therefore, the overhead-one problem is NP-hard. Since

overhead-one problem is a special case of the overhead optimization problem, the overhead

optimization problem is NP-hard too.

Given the above two lemmas, we can easily derive the following theorem and corollary on

the NP-hardness of the presented problems.

Theorem 3.4. The Structure and Subscription aware Reconfiguration (SSR) problem (eq.

3.5) is NP-hard to solve.

Corollary 3.5. The reconfiguration problem to determine optimal configuration X that max-

imize Br − Cr is NP-hard to solve.

Now we prove that our proposed SSR-Greedy and reconfiguration algorithms solve the above

problems efficiently.

Theorem 3.6. The computational complexity of the SSR-Greedy algorithm is upper bounded

by O(|P |2|V |2log|V |).

Proof. We proof the theorem by proving the following two lemmas, which provide bounds

on the number of iterations the algorithm can run and the computational complexity of each

iteration in the algorithm. The total computational complexity is the multiplication of the

two.

Lemma 3.7. The SSR-Greedy algorithm is upper bounded by O(|P | · |V |) iterations to end.
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Proof. It is easy to see that the greedy algorithm is loop free. In each iteration the algorithm

must make improvement on the notification cost Cn to proceed until Cn reaches its minimum

or zero. By equation 3.3, the cost consists of overhead cost Orelay and delay cost D. We

know Orelay is integer valued, and by manipulating the delay unit we can approximate the

RRT delay between any pair of brokers in integer too. Thus, the improvement step on Cn

for each iteration is at least 1 as the minimal positive integer, and the total number of

possible iterations of algorithm is bounded by the maximum value of Cn. Consider a single

topic routing tree, both its unrelated relays and cumulative delays from the RP to its leafs

are bounded by O(|V |). Then, Cn is bounded by O(|P | · |V |) by taking into account all

topic routing trees in the system. Therefore, the algorithm is also bounded by O(|P | · |V |)

iterations to end.

Lemma 3.8. The computational complexity of an iteration in SSR-Greedy algorithm is

O(|P ||V |log|V |).

Proof. By algorithm 2, each iteration explores |V | − 1 neighboring configurations of the

current one. A neighboring configuration is derived by a broker-exchange (i.e. exchange

positions of a pair of brokers in an overlay). For a broker-exchange, we need to evaluate the

per broker notification cost Cn|b of the two brokers, which is O(|P |log|V |). Thus, the total

complexity to evaluate all neighboring configurations in their notification cost in an iteration

is (|V | − 1) ·O(|P |log|V |), which is O(|P ||V |log|V |).

Theorem 3.9. The computational complexity of the DYNATOPS-reconfiguration problem

is upper bounded by O(|P |2|V |2log|V |).

Proof. The algorithm consists of two steps. The first step is the SSR-Greedy algorithm,

whose complexity is O(|P |2|V |2log|V |) as theorem 3.9. It is easy to see that the second step

has a linear computational complexity to the number of elements in the list of improved con-

figurations. The number is equal to the number of iterations of the SSR-Greedy algorithm,
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which is bounded by O(|P | · |V |) as lemma 3.7. Thus, the DYNATOPS-reconfiguration

problem is upper bounded by O(|P |2|V |2log|V |).

Besides the proposed algorithms, DYNATOPS takes advantage of an efficient reconfiguration

protocol to ensure seamless reconfigurations of the broker network based on the computed

optimal configurations. Now we analyze the overhead efficiency of the proposed reconfigu-

ration protocol.

Theorem 3.10. For a reconfiguration process, let Λ(X,X ′) be the number of brokers that

need change its mappings, then the control message overhead for reconfiguring the broker net-

work from configuration X to X ′ is upper bounded by O((log2(|V |) + |P |log(|V |))Λ(X,X ′) +

|V |).

Proof. The reconfiguration control messages are 1) exchanged between the reconfiguration

manager and the brokers in each of the four stages of the reconfiguration protocol; and 2)

exchanged among brokers in stage two (overlay layer reconfiguration) and three (pub/sub

layer reconfiguration). First it is easy to see that the messages exchanged between the

reconfiguration manager and the brokers are O(|V |). Now we consider messages exchanged

among brokers. To reconfigure the overlay layer, overlay nodes with changed mapping leave

and rejoin the Chord DHT. According to Chord, each such node incurs O(log|V |2) message

overhead. Thus, stage 2 incurs O(log2(|V |)Λ(X,X ′)) overhead. For stage 3, the control

messages are issued to recover pub/sub for remapped brokers. For brokers moved in the

overlay, they need to repair the pub/sub of their subscribed topics. It takes O(log|V |)

for a broker to leave/join a topic. Thus, the overhead to repair remapped brokers are

O(|P |log|V |)Λ(X,X ′). Therefore, the total control message overhead is upper bounded by

O((log2(|V |) + |P |log(|V |))Λ(X,X ′) + |V |).
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3.5 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of DYNATOPS, we created two models that emulate the real

world subscription dynamics, and compared DYNATOPS with several well-known topic-

based pub/sub implementations for its subscription management and event publication effi-

ciencies.

3.5.1 Dynamic Subscriptions Modeling

We considered two models of subscription changes: (1) a location-based subscription model

that emulates users’ dynamic subscriptions in many geosocial networking applications and

location-based services; and (2) a generic Poisson dynamic subscription model that emulates

changing interests of users in timely and popular topics.

Location-based Subscription Model

To create a large-scaled dynamic subscription model, we considered a twitter dataset [53]

containing 3 million location checkins (in longitude and latitude coordinates) from over 40K

Twitter users in the U.S. for 3 months period from Aug. 1st 2010 to Oct. 31st 2010.

To convert the dynamic location checkins into dynamic subscriptions, we divided the U.S.

geography into grids of one degree of latitude by one degree of longitude, the size of which is

about 3500 mile2. This results in 20× 60 (i.e. 1200) grids, and we considered each of them

as a location topic (i.e. totally 1200 topics). Users’ checkins over time at different grids are

considered as traces of their movement.

We presented our preliminary findings on users’ grid checkins in Fig. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b). We

observed over 450K grid visits events (we treat users’ successive checkins to locations in the
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same grid as a single event), from which we extracted over 160K unique (user,grid) pairs.

1/3 of them are single-time visit (i.e. a user visits to the grid only once) while the other 2/3

are at least repeated once by the user (Fig. 3.6(a)). We also analyzed the linger time of all

the events. We treated the lapse of time before a user checked into a new grid as the linger

time he/she stayed in the current grid. Our results indicates that about half of the 450K

visits have a linger time less than a day. On the other hand, there are 10% of the visits are

relatively long-lived, with a linger time over a week (Fig. 3.6(b)).

For users’ dynamic subscriptions, we assume a user always subscribed to the grids he/she

was residing in. Furthermore, during experiments we let each user randomly choose 4 other

users as friends, and constantly follow/subscribe to the current grids/locations of his/her

friends(Fig. 3.6(c)). This mimics a geosocial networking application, e.g. foursquare, where

users can share their locations and activities with friends.

To experiment the pub/sub system, we considered 1200 brokers such that each broker is

located inside a grid. The RTT delay between a pair of brokers and that between a broker and

a user are random variables with their means proportional to their geographical distances.

Generic Poisson Subscription Model

In this model, we emulated a time period of T = 100hrs with time granularity of ∆t = 1hr.

We experimented with 50K users, 100 brokers and 1000 topics. Each user subscribes to

5 topics according to the patterns of their subscriptions. The dynamics of subscription

changes over time is modeled as a Poisson process. We considered three patterns for users’

topic subscriptions:

• Uniform Distribution: users subscribe to topics from the topic space in a uniform

random manner.
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• Zipf Distribution: topic popularity follows Zipf distribution. The probability for the

ith topic in the topic space is proportional to (i+ 1)−σ, i = 1, 2, . . . , |P |.

• Multimodal: users’ subscriptions fall into modes. We evenly partitioned the topic

space into m = 100 modes, and each mode contains nmode = 10 topics. A user first

randomly select a interested modes and then choose topics uniformly at random from

the selected mode.
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Figure 3.6: Dynamic subscription model from Twitter dataset.

3.5.2 Comparison Systems

We evaluated DYNATOPS along multiple dimensions by extensive simulations. The key

dimensions that serve as metrics for our study include subscription management overhead,
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as the number of control messages exchanged between brokers to update topic trees when

brokers’ subscription changes, and to update information in clusters; notification delay as

the average latency for publications to be delivered from publishers to subscribers; notifica-

tion overhead as the number of messages to deliver event publications; and reconfiguration

overhead as the number of control messages for the reconfiguration protocol.

We compared DYNATOPS with several existing topic-based pub/sub systems of different

categories: 1) Bayeux, a well-known pub/sub system atop the Tapestry DHT [166]; Bayeux

was picked because it is a rendezvous-based pub/sub system on a structured overlay – pro-

viding a common ground for comparing with our system. Unlike DYNATOPS, Bayeux does

not optimize its brokers based on subscriptions or perform reconfigurations, giving us an

opportunity to test the value of these techniques. 2) Topic Connected Overlay(TCO), a

pub/sub overlay [54, 129, 49, 50] that eliminates unrelated relay brokers to provide optimal

notification overhead efficiency by connecting brokers that subscribe to the same topic to

form a connected subgraph; Since TCO optimizes broker topology at all times for notifi-

cation efficiency, it again gives us an opportunity to test the performance and efficiency of

our cost-driven broker reconfiguration policy. 3) GeoPS [29], a pub/sub service specific to

location-based subscriptions. It takes advantage of geography-aware overlay hierarchy and

geocasting technique for efficient subscription management and publication notifications.

Furthermore, to study the value of the proposed schemes, we considered three versions of

DYNATOPS system: (a) DYNATOPS(BNR) explores the benefit of the broker network

reconfiguration scheme with an equivalent user placement scheme as other systems; (b) DY-

NATOPS(UP) explores the benefit of the user placement scheme only, and (c) DYNATOPS

is the overall mechanism that incorporates both user placement and broker network recon-

figuration schemes.

We implemented our simulator and all the above systems in Java. In our simulation, the

broker networks of Bayeux and GeoPS were considered to be static. For the Bayeux simu-
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lation, brokers join the Tapestry Overlay with random Ids uniformly distributed over the Id

space. For the GeoPS simulation, we divided the geography into power-of-2 grids on both

edges of a rectangular geography as required by the GeoPS system. Specifically, we divide

the U.S. into 32 × 32 grids (i.e. 1024 in total). TCO requires its broker overlay to be re-

configured whenever topic-connected property is no longer hold due to subscription changes

on brokers. We reconfigure TCO by running the DCB-M algorithm [50] for partitions of

nodes having changed subscriptions. Since there is no existing reconfiguration protocol to

refer to, we assume the message overhead to conduct each reconfiguration is the number of

links that are changed in the network topology. Users are placed on brokers at the start of

each simulation, and their subscriptions change over time following the specific subscription

model. Since Bayeux and TCO do not have a specific user placement policy, we considered

two commonly used policies in the simulation: 1) Static selection, where a user is statically

assigned a broker and 2) Location-based selection, where each broker is responsible for users

in a specific region and users handover to new brokers when they move to different regions.

3.5.3 Experimental Results

Basic Results

We experimented DYNATOPS and compared its performance with existing systems under

the two subscription models.

location-based subscription model: Figure 3.7 shows the results for the location-based

subscription model. We compared DYNATOPS with Bayeux and GeoPS in their subscrip-

tion and publication performances. For Bayeux, we considered both static and location-based

user placement policies indicated by “Bayeux(static)” and “Bayeux(loc)”. Furthermore,

we considered proximity neighbor selection(PNS) in its overlay construction, along with

location-based user placement, indicated by “Bayeux(loc+PNS)”. When experimented with
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Figure 3.7: Location-based subscription model results.
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Figure 3.8: Poisson subscription model results under varying rate of user subscription changes
with multimodal pattern.

user placement technique, we formed broker clusters based on their geographical proximity

to avoid extensive maintenance overhead, and let each cluster manage users in a continuous

geographical area close to it.

We observe that by grouping users with similar subscriptions, DYNATOPS significantly re-

duces the subscription management overhead against other systems (Fig. 3.7(a)). Moreover,

we observe that the overhead first decreases with the increase of the cluster size c, which

indicates the reduction in topic tree updates in the broker network. Under large cluster

sizes (e.g. c = 50), however, the overhead for updating brokers’ states in a cluster becomes

significant, so the total subscription management overhead starts to increase.
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Fig. 3.7(b) shows the standard deviation in subscription load on brokers. We observe

that pure similarity based user placement (wl = 0) worsens the load imbalance on brokers,

especially when the cluster size is large. However, the issue is greatly improved by adjusting

the weight for the load factor in the algorithm. We also evaluated the number of user

handovers due to mobility in GeoPS and DYNATOPS. We observe that DYNATOPS reduces

the user handovers by over 80% against GeoPS as shown in Fig. 3.7(c).

Both user placement and broker network reconfiguration can improve notification delay (Fig.

3.7(d)) and overhead (Fig. 3.7(e)). This is because by clustering users with the same topic

the user placement can reduce the number of brokers that need to subscribe to the topic so

as to reduce the size of the topic routing tree. Combining the two algorithms DYNATOPS

is highly efficient and it provides over 60% improvement against Bayeux and 30% against

GeoPS in delay, and over 40% improvement against Bayeux and 20% against GeoPS in

overhead (DYNATOPS wd = 1). Furthermore, the notification performance improvement

increases as the increase of the cluster size (Fig. 3.7(f)). This is because with larger cluster

size the user placement makes the brokers’ subscriptions more skewed, which favors the

broker network reconfiguration to reduce unrelated relays in the topology.
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Figure 3.9: Poisson subscription model results in different patterns
(subscription change rate = 0.1, Tfree = 10hrs).

Poisson subscription model: Fig. 3.8 shows the results of the Poisson subscription model
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where users subscriptions change with varying Poisson rates. We compared DYNATOPS

with Bayeux and TCO for subscription and publication performances. In both Bayeux and

TCO, we assume users are statically assigned brokers in a uniformly random manner. For

publication performances, we also considered DYNATOPS(BNR) where the user placement

is the same as those for Bayeux and TCO, to evaluate DYNATOPS under the broker network

reconfiguration technique along. For simplicity, in the experiment we assumed a unit RTT

delay between any pair of brokers so that the notification delay is dominated by the number

of overlay hops.

Fig. 3.8(a) to 3.8(d) show the experimental results where users subscriptions follow the

multimodal pattern under varying Poisson rate of user subscription changes. We observe

that DYNATOPS reduces the number of brokers’ subscription changes by 80% against other

systems (Fig. 3.8(a)), resulting in significantly less subscription management overhead. Fig.

3.8(b) and 3.8(c) show the publication delay and overhead performances of different pub/sub

systems. TCO achieves a better overhead performance than Bayeux and DYNATOPS(BNR)

because of the topic-connected property. However, we observe a worse delay performance

because its suboverlay construction is not delay aware. On the other hand, DYNATOPS

considering both user placement and broker network reconfiguration outperforms Bayeux

and TCO on both delay and overhead. It provides 10% improvement in delay and over 50%

improvement in overhead against the compared systems.

We also compared the reconfiguration cost between DYNATOPS and TCO (Fig. 3.8(d)).

The reconfiguration overhead for TCO increases dramatically with the increase of the rate of

users subscription changes. This makes the scheme infeasible to be applied in highly dynamic

environment. On the other hand, DYNATOPS’s reconfiguration overhead is less sensitive

to the rate of users subscription changes. It is over 80% less than that of TCO when users’

subscriptions change fast.

The notification performance of each system under different subscription patterns of users
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are shown in Fig. 3.9(a) and Fig. 3.9(b). We observe that TCO has a low delay under zipf

pattern where subscription is highly skewed but worse under other subscription patterns.

On the other hand, DYNATOPS outperforms other systems under all subscription patterns.
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Figure 3.10: Results under varying reconfiguration free period. For location-based model,
c = 10; For Poisson model, subscription change rate = 0.025 and c = 5.

Reconfiguration free period

To gain better understanding of the performance, we experimented with various reconfigura-

tion free period Tfree in both location-based and Poisson models. In Fig. 3.10. We observe

that with the increase of the reconfiguration free period, the notification performance de-

grades slightly and the reconfiguration overhead decreases because less reconfigurations were
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varying |B| varying |P |
size 10 100 1000 50 500 5000

time 28ms 184ms 96s 98ms 502ms 1.9s

Table 3.1: The computation time of the DYNATOPS-Greedy algorithm under various size
of broker network |B| and of topic space |P |.

triggered. It is worth noting that DYNATOPS only experienced a slight degradation in

notification efficiency when the reconfiguration free period increases. This is because the

user placement technique stabilized brokers subscriptions such that they do not experience

dramatic subscription changes over time in spite of dynamic users’ subscriptions.

Scalability

We also experimented with various sizes of the broker network and of the topic space to evalu-

ate the time efficiency and performance of the DYNATOPS-Greedy configuration algorithm.

We ran the algorithm on a Dell workstation with a QuadCore 2GHz CPU and 2G memory.

The performance of the output DYNATOPS configurations are compared against that of a

bootstrap configuration from consistent hashing of brokers public keys or IP addresses for

their nodeIDs. This is the configuration approach adopted by most existing DHT-based

pub/sub systems [48, 168, 138, 62]. The performance was evaluated under two subscrip-

tion patterns on brokers: uniform distribution subscriptions and multimodal subscriptions.

Figure 3.11 and Table 3.1 show the performance and computation time of the algorithm.

For varying |B|, we fixed |P | = 100, and for varying |P | we fixed |B| = 100. We observe

that DYNATOPS configuration always provides improved notification performance against

consistent hashing under various size of broker networks and topic spaces. The improvement

is larger under skewed subscription patterns than the uniform pattern. Furthermore, the

proposed configuration algorithm is efficient to compute DYNATOPS configurations for a

large broker network and topic space.
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Figure 3.11: Performance savings of DYNATOPS configurations against CHash under var-
ious size of broker network |B| and of topic space |P |. We varied |B| with fixed |P | = 100,
and varied |P | with fixed |B| = 100. “M” denotes multimodal pattern and “U” denotes
uniform pattern.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied the problem of societal scale instant information sharing fea-

tured by changing information interests for a very large number of users. We conjecture

that a topic-based publish/subscribe system can form the basis of an efficient architecture

for this service. We propose and develop DYNATOPS, a publish subscribe middleware for

societal scale applications, that can deal with dynamic, yet short lived subscriptions. DY-

NATOPS users are moderately repositioned on brokers for efficient subscription management

and brokers are moderately repositioned on the overlay structure for efficient event notifi-

cations, to adapt to the publications and subscription dynamics. Unlike existing systems

where the overlay topology changes in a self-organizing manner in response to the changes of

subscriptions, DYNATOPS performs planned reconfiguration utilizing a cost-driven recon-

figuration process. The proposed approach can significantly reduce the reconfiguration cost

while maintaining a high notification performance as compared to state-of-the-art systems.
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Chapter 4

Instant Information Sharing:

Dissemination Layer

In this chapter, we study the dissemination layer problem for the class of instant information

sharing applications. Figure 4.1 highlights the contributions of this chapter in the design

framework for societal scale information sharing. We focus on information notification in

extreme situations e.g., disasters, and the goals are to deliver appropriate messages to all

relevant recipients with very high reliability in a timely manner. The challenges of this

problem is that geographically correlated failures as a result of the disaster hinder the ability

to reach recipients inside the corresponding failed region. In this chapter we present GSFord,

a reliable geo-social notification middleware that is aware of (a) the geographies in which the

message needs to be disseminated and (b) the social network characteristics of the intended

recipient, in order to maximize/increase the coverage and reliability. GSFord builds robust

geo-aware P2P overlays to provide efficient location-based message delivery and reliable

storage of geo-social information of recipients. Our technique efficiently accommodates non-

uniform user distributions. The overlays also provide reliable storage of social network

information under extreme regional failures. We show that GSFord is able to efficiently
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disseminate event messages to dynamically defined recipients who are either geographically

or socially correlated to the event. Under geographically correlated regional failures, GSFord

reliably delivers messages to unfailed recipients outside the failed region through its online

dissemination structure. To better reach those in failed regions, GSFord exploits a targeted

social diffusion process triggered by using the stored social information. The social diffusion

process enables propagation of event messages towards expected recipients through diverse

out-of-band communication channels.

Societal scale delay-tolerant 
information sharing

Societal scale instant
information sharing

Information 
Layer

Dissemination 
Layer

Reliable and timely 

information dissemination 

under regional failures in 

disasters

Figure 4.1: Contributions of Chapter 4 in the societal scale information sharing framework.

We evaluate GSFord through extensive simulations in terms of reliability and efficiency. We

show that the importance of preserving the social information of recipients in GSFord to

maximize the eventual coverage of the event notification system, especially in the presence

of large geographically correlated failures. Specifically, once GSFord ensures that socially

correlated recipients receive the initial event message, the coverage of GSFord increases by

around 15%; additionally around 90% of nodes experience a decrease in dissemination latency

of up to 80%. Our results also demonstrate that the GSFord overlay provides efficient and

reliable geo-aware regional multicasting with reasonable network overhead. In particular,
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the GSFord overlay maintains its performance even though the large-scale users are non-

uniformly distributed.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describe the problem of informa-

tion notification in disasters. We give our system’s overview, build up notations in Section

4.2. We present the GSFord solution in detail in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. We evaluate

the solution through extensive simulations and experiments in Section 4.5. The chapter is

concluded in Section 4.6.

4.1 Introduction

The eventual goal of an event notification system is to deliver appropriate messages to all

relevant recipients with very high reliability in a timely manner. We are motivated by the

case of disaster alerting and warning systems where a notification system alerts impacted

populations on how to take self-protective action and prevent loss of lives and property.

In extreme situations, the eventual coverage/reliability of the message dissemination is of

utmost importance.

Firstly, in natural or human-induced disasters, information needs are strongly correlated to

the geographical location of the event. For instance, severe ground shaking and damage occur

in areas that are within close geographic proximity to an earthquake epicenter; Tornadoes

are likely to destroy infrastructures in areas that lie along their damage paths. Ideally, a

notification system should exploit this geographical correlation to warn populations in the

disaster region as soon as possible.

Secondly, there exists social correlation of information needs. Individuals are often interested

in receiving accurate information on disasters (occurrence and progress) which may affect

their loved ones and desire detailed information on the current status of their relatives and
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friends. They are interested in receiving the information even if they are not physically

located in the disaster region. For example, if a forest fire occurs near an elementary school,

parents will need to be informed of the current situation as soon as possible; information on

the current status of their children will help them make decisions on how to respond quickly

and effectively (e.g. plan details on how families will evacuate).

Geo-correlated failure propagation caused by disasters adds to the complexity of event no-

tification. For example, when an earthquake occurs, one can expect catastrophic network

failures or blackouts in the affected region[21]. Recipients inside and outside the region can

be affected by the failure of the dissemination infrastructure. Scalability also poses addi-

tional challenges - as the number of participants increase, personalized warning can consume

significant resources (e.g bandwidth, processing power) and possible bottlenecks can result

in delays and warning inconsistencies.

Typical approaches to disaster alerting include sirens, subscription-based warnings from a

centralized broker (USGS Shakecast, SMS Gateways) and cell broadcasts (currently im-

plemented in parts of Asia and Europe). These systems lack information specificity by

providing a broadcasting service to the entire set of participating recipients. Application

layer multicasting (ALM)[65, 87, 70] can be used to multicast specific messages to a fine-

grained set of recipients, but these systems are not aware of the geography. Subscription

based systems[142] and geography aware P2P systems[31, 163, 29] have been proposed for

dynamic geography aware data retrieval or dissemination. However, these efforts did not

consider the need to reach socially correlated remote recipients who are currently not lo-

cated in the disaster region. Additionally these efforts lack explicit fault tolerance against

the geographically correlated regional failures[92, 126].
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4.2 GSFord Approach

Figure 4.2 provides an overview of GSFord. GSFord operates over a global target geog-

raphy (GTG) that defines the global geographical region over which geo-social notifications

occur. We begin by describing some basic concepts, notations and assumptions used in

GSFord to capture the social and geographical aspects for efficient and effective notification.

A : SID_a

Register with

- User Identifier

  <name,email,phone>:

  <A,A@uci.edu,1234>

- Emergency Contacts

Societal

Third

Party

Social Network

PNode A

T-PNode

Geography

Information

Information Overlay

Delivery Overlay

Response with

- SID of user : SID_A

- SIDs of social friends:

 SID_f={SID_B, SID_C}

Registration
Server(s)

Social

friends

of A?

Social

friends :

{B,C}

B : SID_B

C : SID_C
Join with

- SID

- Location

- SID_f

Store

- geosocial

mapping

<SID,PNode>

- Social

Information

<SID,SID_f>

Global Target Geography

Figure 4.2: The overview of GSFord.

4.2.1 Social Concepts of GSFord

The eventual recipients of notifications in GSFord are real users located inside the global

target geography interested in receiving the notification and socially connected to each other

using disparate communication channels. More formally, the set of users in the GTG form

a social network graph, G := (V,E), where a user u ∈ V is connected to another user

v ∈ V if there exists a social link eu,v ∈ E. In the above case, v is referred to as a social
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acquaintance of u. Let A(u) denote the set of social acquaintances of u, so

A(u) = {v : v ∈ V, eu,v ∈ E}

The degree centrality of a user is defined as the number of social acquaintances he/she

has. We use CD(u) to denote the degree centrality of a user u, so

CD(u) = |A(u)|

There is a subset of users in A(u) who are closely tied to u in a society, such as family

members, and therefore highly interested in the current status of u when disasters and the

ensuing event notification process occurs. They are referred to as the social friends of u.

We denote the set of social friends of u as F (u) where F (u) ⊆ A(u).

F (u) and A(u) can be obtained in many ways, such as direct user input, e.g. the list of

emergency contacts that organizations usually require individuals to provide. It may also

be obtained by profiling and analyzing a known social network graph, such as online social

network graphs from Facebook, Twitter or even phone network graphs from elementary

school offices, based on the connectivity of social entities and the frequency of correspondence

[94].

In GSFord, every user has a unique public Social ID (SID) that hides his real identity.

We denote a user u’s SID as SIDu. We assume the presence of a registration server,

which resides in an authorized domain, can generate unique SIDs for prospective users based

on their personal information (name and contacts) and manage the mapping between a user

real identity and his/her SID. During the registration, the server also transforms the list

of social friends of a user u into a list of SIDs, say {SIDv : v ∈ F (u)}, by referring to

their mappings. We also assume that the registration server is not a bottleneck since (a)
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registration and mapping is a one-time process, and (b) it is usually performed apriori, i.e.

before notification; issues of surge and overload at the registration server are out of scope of

the thesis.

4.2.2 Geographical Concepts of GSFord

GSFord has prior knowledge of the GTG; For simplicity, this is mapped into a 2 dimensional

rectangular region, denoted as GTG := ((0, 0), (xmax, ymax)), where (0, 0) and (xmax, ymax)

are the coordinates for the bottom-left and top-right corners of the rectangular region re-

spectively. A user executes the GSFord application on a personal device; we call the logical

host on which the user resides as a GSFord Physical Node (PNode), and denote the

PNode for a user u as PNu. We assume that a PNode has knowledge of its location (using

positioning technologies such as GPS, WiFi fingerprinting, etc.), and the location is mapped

to a point in the GTG, denoted as Loc(PNu) := (x, y). The PNode, PNu, is used by the user

to join and receive notifications from GSFord. Moreover, it maintains the user’s geo-social

information, which includes its current location Loc(PNu), the user’s public social ID SIDu,

the user’s degree centrality CD(u) and the list of SIDs of his social friends {SIDv : v ∈ F (u)}.

We select a subset of PNodes that are more trusted and reliable and refer to them as

Trusted PNodes (T-PNodes). T-PNodes typically correspond to users that represent

public figures and authorities, e.g. desktop machines governed by organizations such as

local government agencies (fire, law enforcement) and university/company administrative

authorities. T-PNodes are few (compared to the total number of users) and are maintained

by authorized entities at their local sites. Furthermore, T-PNodes are uniformly distributed

across the global target geography.

The message of an event is tied to (intended for) a specific sub region inside the GTG. For

example, the alerting message of a campus fire is tied to the campus and its proximity. This
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region is called the Possibly Affected Region (PAR) of the message - for simplicity, we

assume this region is rectangular as well and is denoted as PAR where PAR ⊆ GTG. Crisis

events (e.g. earthquakes, tornadoes) may damage the communication infrastructures inside

the PAR and cause a geographically correlated regional failure. We define the regional

geographical failure as the Possibly Damaged Region (PDR), denoted as PDR; we

assume PDR ⊆ PAR.

We consider the set of users inside a PAR as the geographically correlated target re-

cipients of an event message, and the set is formulated as:

TRg = {u : u ∈ V, Loc(PNu)inPAR}

As we mentioned earlier, the social friends of the geographically correlated target recipients

are also possible recipients of the message. This set of users are called as the socially

correlated target recipients and formulated as:

TRs = {v : v ∈ F (u),∀u ∈ TRg}

Note that, unlike TRg, users in TRs may be located outside the PAR.

4.2.3 Overlays of GSFord

Using the concepts delineated above, we develop two distinct overlays - Delivery Over-

lay and Information Overlay in GSFord. The delivery overlay aims to reach PNodes

associated with a given region (e.g. a PAR) efficiently and effectively (section 4.3.2). On

the other hand, the main purpose of the information overlay is to capture and maintain

the geo-social information of participating users despite exteme damage (section 4.3.3). To

enable this, the information overlay replicates the stored information by using the conjugate
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region-based replication technique (section 4.3.3). Moreover, to mitigate security/privacy

concerns, such as revealing personalizing information (e.g. social friends), the information

overlay is constructed/maintained at only T-PNodes.

4.2.4 Event Notification over GSFord

The delivery and information overlays are created apriori given knowledge of the geography

and social connections of individual users. When an event occurs, a new message related to

PAR is created. The message is conveyed to the geographically correlated target recipients

(TRg) by the delivery overlay. To reach the socially correlated target recipients (TRs), the

information overlay explores the stored geo-social information to identify and locate them

and forwards the message via the delivery overlay.

One of the key objectives of GSFord event notification is to reach users in the extremely

damaged region affected by a disaster who are less likely to be reachable via the delivery

overlay. For this purpose, GSFord encourages the socially correlated target recipients (TRs)

to initiate targeted social diffusion to propagate the received message further by customizing

the contents of the forwarded message (section 4.4).

Privacy Concern: The reader might be concerned that the social information of a user

provided to the GSFord system might be exploited to obtain the real world identity and

connections of a user. We reduce the risk of such information disclosure in GSFord by

(a) encoding user information into a public social ID using a one-way encryption technique

at a trusted registration server and (b) storing and utilizing the encoded social graph and

geo-social mappings at the more trusted PNodes during dissemination. In other words,

information distributed at the T-PNodes cannot be used to reveal the real-world identities

and connections. The registration server itself can be built using a trusted third-party, e.g.

a public certification service such as Verisign[22].
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4.3 GSFord Overlays : RRTree-based Geo-social Aware

Overlays

In this section, we develop a peer-oriented geo-aware multicast overlay structure called

RRTree (Responsible Region Tree). The RRTree-based geo-aware P2P overlay is a self-

organizing and fault-tolerant overlay to support (a) efficient geographical regional multicas-

ting, even with non-uniformly distributed PNodes, and (b) DHT-style reliable storage of

social information under extreme geographically correlated regional failures.

Existing efforts in the design of geo-aware overlays do not explicitly take into account ran-

dom or geographically correlated regional failures in the overlay construction process. For

example, CAN-based approaches [163, 155] divide a region into multiple smaller regions;

however, they do not consider the geographical relationship of a region to the physical nodes

in that region. The most related existing effort is GeoPeer [31, 152]; here, a geo-aware overlay

is constructed using a Delaunay triangulation method with Long Range Contacts (LRCs)

to compensate for inefficient routing. In contrast to GeoPeer, the RRTree-based overlay

enables explicit fault tolerance against random overlay failures as well as geographically cor-

related failures. Additionally, existing structures are not designed for geographical regional

multicasting under non-uniform user distributions.

Below, we describe the responsible region concept, the formation of the RRTree structure and

how this structure is used to construct and maintain the delivery and information overlays

in GSFord.
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Figure 4.3: The RRTree-based overlay structure.

4.3.1 RRTree-based Geo-aware P2P Overlay Structure

Given a global target geography (GTG) and the PNodes in this geography, we aim to design

an overlay structure which is dynamically adjusted to the unexpected distribution of PNodes

and tolerant to the geo-correlated failures. We introduce the concept of a Responsible Region

(RR) that represents a rectangular region inside the GTG (see Figure 4.3) - the RR concept

is used to build a hierarchically nested logical structure, the Responsible Region Tree

(RRTree) overlay structure. The hierarchical structure begins at the root RR (RRroot) that

corresponds to the entire GTG. Each RR, beginning with RRroot, is divided into Nc child

RRs (illustrated with Nc = 2 for simplicity) where each of the child RRs represents non-

overlapping partitions that completely cover the corresponding parent RR. The subdivision

of a parent RR into child RRs terminates when the number of PNodes in the corresponding

region meets a threshold. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, every PNode is associated with a

unique leaf RR (RRleaf ) of the RRTree. The level of a RR is its depth in the RRTree

structure (e.g. the level of RRroot is 0).

The RRTree structure inherently maintains the following property: The set of leaf RRs

forms a non-overlapping partition of RRroot. In other words, the region covered by the

RRroot, (i.e. GTG) can be obtained by a direct union of the regions covered by the leaf RRs,

i.e RRroot =
⋃
RRleaf . Furthermore, given any two adjacent levels in the RRTree, a parent
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RR subsumes the regions covered by its child RRs.

The process of RRTree growth and RRTree shrinkage ensures that the above property is

maintained. The RRTree grows by splitting a RRleaf . When a physical node, PNu joins the

RRTree-based overlay, it sends a join request to a previously known PNode in the RRtree

(selection from a set of PNodes in the RRTree for bootstrapping); the request is then routed

to the corresponding RRleaf . If the number of PNodes in the RRleaf does not exceed a split-

threshold as a result of the join, the new PNode is accommodated; if the number of PNodes

associated with the RRleaf becomes greater than the split-threshold, Ths, the RRleaf splits

into Nc smaller RRs, and the child RRs becomes leaf RRs. During the splitting process,

PNodes may be associated with new corresponding leaf RRs based on their locations. We

assume that a RRleaf splits equally and alternately (e.g. horizontally and vertically) with

Nc = 2 as illustrated in Figure4.3.

The RRtree shrinks by merging Nc leaf RRs having the same parent RR. When the total

number of PNodes in all of the leaf RRs, i.e. total number of PNodes under a parent RR,

falls below the merge-threshold, Thm(< Ths), the leaf RRs directly merge with the parent

RR, forming a new leaf RR. Note that the PNodes corresponding to the original leaf RRs

are now associated with the new leaf RR (i.e. original parent RR). Note that merging is

not initiated at the intermediate RRs of the RRTree. This is easily proved; if a RR has a

non-leaf child RR, the number of PNodes accommodated by the RR is greater than Ths,

which is greater than Thm.

Since the RRTree is a logical structure, information about an RR is basically stored at

multiple PNodes located inside the RR; we call these PNodes Struct Nodes to indicate

that they are structure maintenance PNodes. In order to sustain both random overlay

failures and geographically correlated regional overlay failures, there are at least Thstr struct

nodes of a RR and they are sparsely distributed over the RR. If the locations of PNodes are

non-uniformly distributed, a RR may not have a sufficient number of struct nodes located
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inside the RR. In this case, we temporarily use PNodes outside the RR, for example PNode

C in Figure 4.3 is used as a Temporary Struct Node. The temporary struct nodes

are observed only in a leaf RR that does not have sufficient number of PNodes, and they

should be immediately replaced with the newly joined PNodes in the RR. To minimize the

number of temporary struct nodes, we use the following constraints on threshold values - 1)

Ths ≈ Nc × Thstr and 2) Thm ≈ 0.5 × Nc × Thstr. These constraints are especially useful

when PNodes are uniformly distributed over GTG. The reliability of a RR can be described

as 1− (Pf )
Thstr , where Pf is the probability of failure of a PNode.

Because of the concept of the struct nodes, a PNode may be responsible for storing the

information of multiple RRs. We call a RR whose information is stored at a PNode as

a backup RR. The number of backup RRs of a PNode depends mainly on its level in the

RRTree. Since higher level RR is always covered by the lower level RR, a level L PNode

may store up to L+1 RRs which cover the PNode. According to this, the estimated number

of backup RRs of a level L PNode is the summation of the estimation that each of the

L + 1 RRs becomes the backup RR of the PNode. Since selecting a struct node for a level

l RR resembles a uniform random walk starting from the level l RR to a PNode through

the RRTree, the probability that a PNode becomes a struct node of a level l RR (Pl) can

be calculated by multiplying probabilities of a random walk at each level until it meets the

PNode. According to this, Pl can be represented as 1
nl

, where nl is the number of PNodes in

the level l RR. The total estimated number of backup RRs of a level L PNode (|NB|) can

be calculated like the equation 4.1.

|NB| = Thstr × PL + Thstr × PL−1 + · · ·+ Thstr × P0 (4.1)

= Thstr ×
L∑
l=0

Pl (4.2)
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If the locations of PNodes are unifomly distributed, nl can be considered as M
N l

c
where M

is the total number of PNodes in GTG, and the equation 4.1 can be represented like the

equation 4.3.

|NB| = Thstr × (
1

nL
+

1

nL−1

+ · · ·+ 1

n0

) (4.3)

= Thstr × (
NL
c

M
+
NL−1
c

M
+ · · ·+ N0

c

M
) (4.4)

= Thstr ×
1

M
× (

NL
c − 1

Nc − 1
+NL

c ) (4.5)

In the equation 4.3, NL
c −1
Nc−1

is always less than or equal to NL
c if Nc is a positive integer

value. Additionally, since Pl is less than or equal to 1, N l
c

M
is also less than or equal to 1.

According to these, |NB|, the estimated number of backup nodes of a PNode is always less

than 2× Thstr like following equation :

|NB| ≤ Thstr ×
1

M
× 2NL

c ≤ Thstr × 2× NL
c

M
≤ 2× Thstr (4.6)

Basic Routing in RRTree and Region Hopping Table

We first describe the basic unicast routing process in the RRTree; the following section de-

scribes the regional multicasting process. Unicast routing related messages in the RRTree

are typically initiated at leaf RRs; they may be join requests from new PNodes or content

routing requests from one PNode to a location. We explain the flow of the unicast routing

process using a join request. A join request (that contains a new PNode and its current loca-

tion as the target location) initiated from a leaf RR must be forwarded to the corresponding
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leaf RR of the target location by following the RRTree structure. If the initiating leaf RR

covers the target location, the PNode joins the leaf RR following the join rules described

earlier; else the join request is forwarded to the parent RR of the leaf RR. If the parent RR

covers the target location, it forwards the join request to the corresponding child RR which

covers the target location. Otherwise, it forwards the message to its parent RR and the

process is repeated. The routing process in a RR accomplished by the struct nodes in the

RR. The routing process continues until the join request meets the target leaf RR. Content

routing follows the same process - the message with a target location is generated at a leaf

RR, ascends the RRTree, and descends to the corresponding target leaf RR.

We observe that when routing occurs by ascending/descending the RRtree, multiple hops are

required to reach a horizontally close RR; this can cause bottlenecks at struct nodes higher

up in the RRTree closer to RRroot. To alleviate such overload, we introduce the concept of a

Region Hopping Table (RHT), maintained at each PNode, that allows messages to hop

to other non-overlapping regions without ascending/descending the RRTree.

Given a PNode PNu accommodated in a level L leaf RR in the RRTree, the RHT of PNu

is a L × Nc table, where Nc is the given number of child RR of a RR. Each RHT entry

(RTE) in the lth RHT row (r = 1, 2, · · · , L) contains links to each of Nc RRs at level l. The

first RTE in the lth row corresponds to the level l RR that subsumes the location of PNu,

Loc(PNu), and denoted as a self-RTE (SRTE) which indicates the loopback link to PNu.

The other RTE in the lth row corresponds to Nc − 1 sibling RRs of the RR related to the

first RTE, which do not subsume Loc(PNu). For example, Figure 4.3 shows the RHT of

the PNode E (L = 2, Nc = 2) which is a 2 × 2 table where the first row contains links to

level 1 RRs and the second row contains links to level 2 RRs. A RHT entry, except SRTEs,

contains randomly chosen contact PNodes residing in the corresponding RR, as the links to

the RR - this can be obtained during maintenance or routing.

Unlike the RRTree, which only has knowledge of its immediate neighbors (parent and child
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RRs), the RHT of a PNode covers theGTG. That is, RRroot =
⋃
RRRTE, ∀RTE 6= SRTE ∈

RHT , where RRRTE is the RR corresponding to the RTE. If PNodes are uniformly dis-

tributed, a RHT of a PNode has an average of logNc
N rows, where N is the total number

of PNodes. According to this, a point-to-point routing with the RHT takes an average of

O(logNc
N) hops.

4.3.2 Delivery Overlay: Efficient Regional Multicasting

The delivery overlay (DOv) is composed of PNodes and constructed by using the RRTree-

based overlay construction method. The purpose of the delivery overlay of GSFord is sup-

porting efficient and effective geographical regional multicasting to all of the PNodes inside a

given region. To start a geographical regional multicasting of a message, a PNode initiates a

message in the format of M = [T,CT,MP ], where T represents eventual target region of the

message, CT (∈ T ) indicates the target region for the next immediate forwarding, i.e. where

the current PNode wishes to forward the message and MP is the message payload. Initially,

CT = T ; GSFord realizes the efficient regional multicasting by resending the original mes-

sage with modified CT at each propagation. Note that the aim of the regional multicasting

is that the message must be eventually forwarded to all of the PNodes corresponding to T .

As is typical of geographical routing protocols, in order to forward a message to a unique

PNode PNu, T must be set to Loc(PNu).

Figure 4.4 shows the pseudo code of the geographical regional multicasting with the RHT.

When a PNode receives a message, it first checks that the message needs to be forwarded

(M.terminatedF lag == NULL). Then, it finds out the subsequent PNodes which need

to convey the message by selecting those routing table entries, RTE in its RHT whose

corresponding RR partially overlaps with CT . Before forwarding the message to a next

PNode of a RTE, CT is updated to cover the region of overlap between the original CT
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Figure 4.4: Pseudo code of the geographical regional multicasting with RHT.

in the message and the RR of the RTE; this is done to prevent in unnecessary message

forwarding. The multicasting continues until a leaf RR is encountered which subsumes CT .

Once the message arrives the target leaf RR, the message marked with the termination flag

and forwarded to all of the PNodes located inside CT .

However, while RHT supports efficient geographical regional multicasting, information in

the RHT can become stale under overlay failures. As a result, we may not reach contact

PNodes of a RTE; furthermore the stale information can cause loops in the routing. The

unreachable PNodes are easily detected when trying to forward a message. To detect a

routing loop, the message needs to piggyback the previous routing path. Whenever the stale

RHT information is detected, the message is forwarded through RRTree (see Figure 4.5)

and the RHT replaces the stale contact PNodes with the newly obtained information from

RRTree.

Figure 4.5 shows the pseudo code for the geographical regional multicasting protocol using

the RRTree. Since a PNode may act as the struct node for multiple RRs (denoted as RRList

in Figure 4.5), it first forwards the message to all of the RRs which overlap with CT , and

updates CT by excluding the overlapped portion from the original CT . Note that CT is
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Figure 4.5: Pseudo code of geographical regional multicasting with the RRTree.

updated to the overlapped portion before forwarding the message. If there are no RR that

overlaps with CT , the message is forwarded to the parent RR of the largest RR known

by a PNode, and the multicasting process is terminated. In the delivery overlay, while the

multicasting with RRTree is only used for the fail over purpose, a PNode mainly uses the

regional multicasting with RHT to forward a message.

4.3.3 Information Overlay: Social Information Storage

GSFord not only supports efficient geographic regional multicasting through the delivery

overlay, but also captures the social information of users in the information overlay (IOv).

While the delivery overlay sends a message to the set of the geographically correlated target

recipients (TRg), the information overlay determines the set of the socially correlated target

recipients (TRs) for a given geographical region. To do this, the information overlay stores

(a) the social information of PNodes inside each leaf RR of the delivery overlay including

SIDs of social entities (u) of the PNodes (PNu), degree centrality CD(u) and the list of SIDs

of social friends (F (u)), and (b) the geo-social mapping which is the translation mapping
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between a SID and the location of the corresponding PNode. TRs can be obtained in the

form of a set of SIDs from the social information and the given target geographical region,

and the delivery overlay conveys the message to TRs by querying the geo-social mapping of

each SID.

As discussed earlier, social network information of individuals is considered sensitive data

and release of this content to arbitrary PNodes (i.e associated social entities) may cause

privacy concerns. To alleviate this, the information overlay is constructed and maintained

at T-PNodes rather than over all PNodes. That is, T-PNodes only reply to queries of the

social information initiated by other T-PNodes.

The information overlay consists of T-PNodes and is managed using the RRTree-based over-

lay structure. As with the delivery overlay, RRs in the information overlay correspond to

geographic regions (usually distinct from the regions of the delivery overlay). The root

RR of the information overlay, RRIOv
root, is the same as the root RR of the delivery overlay,

RRDOv
root . A leaf RR in the information overlay, RRIOv

leaf , is associated with the T-PNodes

whose locations are inside the RRIOv
leaf . When a new PNode, PNu, joins the delivery overlay,

it finds out the corresponding RRIOv
leaf , that subsumes the location of PNu. PNu provides

its social information, [PNu, Loc(PNu), SIDu, CD(u), {SIDv : v ∈ F (u)}] to the T-PNodes

associated with the RRIOv
leaf . Eventually, the TPNodes (i.e. IOv) store the social information

of all current online PNodes in GSFord.

RegionID Assignment for Storing Geo-social Mapping

To reaching the socially correlated target recipients of a message, we need to determine the

location of the selected social entities using a geo-social mapping process. The geo-social

mapping, [SIDu, Loc(PNu)], is indexed by SIDu.

We define the concept of a region ID (RID) to each RR in the information overlay, RRIOv
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Figure 4.6: The concept of conjugate region.

- the RID is a unique identifier (bit vector) for each RRIOv and has a fixed number of

bits (160 in our case). A RID assigned dynamically during splitting/merging of a RRIOv

as illustrated in Figure 4.6(a) to guarantee that the ID ranges covered by leaf RRsIOv are

non-overlapping and these ranges together cover the entire ID space. The RID of RRIOv
root is

∗, a a wildcard mask symbol, which means it matches any values in the whole ID space. If

a RRIOv splits into two child RRIOvs, its RID splits into two distinct sub RIDs for each

of the child RRIOvs. For example, when RRIOv
root splits, the two sub RIDs are 0∗ and 1∗. If

RRIOv
root splits horizontally, the upper child RRIOv takes 0∗ and the lower child RRIOv takes

1∗. If RRIOv
root splits vertically, the left child RRIOv and the right child RRIOv take 0∗ and

1∗, respectively.

We enable a DHT-style mapping of SIDs to RIDs; here, a SID is hashed (using the SHA-1

hash function) to yield a bit vector, Hash(SID), of the same length as RID. The geo-social

mapping of a SID is stored in the leaf RRIOv whose RID has the best prefix-match (us-

ing bitwise comparison) to Hash(SID); specifically the geo-social mapping is stored in the

T-PNode corresponding to the selected leaf RRIOv. The SHA-1 hash function generates uni-

formly distributed hashed value w.h.p., and the storage/query load of the geo-social mapping

over the entire information overlay can be balanced. To find the leaf RRIOv corresponding to

SIDu, we can conduct the RHT/RRTree routing process with slight modified routing tables

as illustrated in Figure 4.6(a). That is, during the routing process, RID is used to find next
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RRIOv in the information overlay as opposed to the region (in the delivery overlay).

Conjugate Region based Replication

To cope with the information losses and inaccessible networks due to extreme geographically

correlated regional failures, we replicate the social information stored in a leaf RRIOv. For

this purpose, we introduce the notion of conjugate region (RC) of a region (R), which is a

geographically distant region to R, less likely to be impacted by the regional failure related

to R. The conjugate region concept is inspired by the popular “out-of-state relative” concept

used for emergency contacts; here two users located in a disaster region communicate through

a pre-established “geographically distant” out of state relative over the highly congested

telephone network (caused by a surge of incoming calls in the disaster region).

Let R denote a region in GTG, we define a function fC : R→ RC . This mapping between R

and RC should satisfy the following properties: (a) the mapping is known apriori by GSFord

and easily maintained, (b) RC should be less likely to fail simultaneously with R under a

geographical regional failure, and (c) the geographical distance of any R, RC pair should be

similar in order to ensure fairness of information reliability. According to these properties, if

a leaf RR of the information overlay replicates the stored information in the conjugate leaf

RR, the information overlay of GSFord can maintain the social information and geo-social

mappings reliably even under large geographically correlated regional failures.

To satisfy the desired properties of conjugate region, we come up with a simple mapping

function as

fC(x, y) = (xC , yC)

= ((x+ xmax/2)%xmax, (y + ymax/2)%ymax)

The function generates the conjugate coordinate (xC , yC) from a source coordinate (x, y)
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on GTG of GSFord. By using fC , a region ((x1, y1)(x2, y2)) can find its conjugate region

((x1C , y1C)(x2C , y2C)), which might be a wraparound region in GTG as illustrated in Figure

4.6(b). According to fC , we can virtually draw two conjugate axes, and these two axes

divide GTG into four quadrant virtual regions. The top-left region and the top-right region

are matched to the bottom-right region and the bottom-left region as the conjugate region,

respectively. The concept of the conjugate region can also be interpreted using the region

ID concept as illustrated in Figure 4.6(a). Since each bit of a region ID divides the region

ID space into two sub regions, we can use two bits to divide GTG into four quadrant virtual

regions. The conjugate region ID of a region ID is obtained by conducting XOR bit operation

of first 2 bits of the region ID.

Lemma 4.1. Let PDR be a failed region inside GTG, and PDRC be the conjugate region

of PDR. The information overlay of GSFord guarantees that it can retrieve both of the

geo-social mapping and the social information, stored in the leaf RRs subjected to PDR,

from the T-PNodes corresponding to PDRC with the lower bound of the probability, (1 −

(Size(PDR)
Size(GTG)

)Thstr)× (1− (2·Size(PDR)
Size(GTG)

)Thstr), only if (1) the Size(PDR) < 1
4
· Size(GTG) and

(2) PDR is overlapped less or equal than two quadrant regions of GTG.

Proof. According to the conjugate function fC(x, y), PDR
⋂
PDRC = 0, only if the size

of PDR is less than a quarter of the size of the GTG. That is, with this condition, we

can guarantee that PDRC is not affected by the geographical regional failure on PDR.

However, the regional failure may affect the reliability of the RRTree structure by causing a

failure of the struct nodes of a RR. However, with the second condition and fC(x, y), the

regional failure may affect only the top two levels of RRTree structure (RRroot and level 1

RRs). Since the struct nodes of a RR are selected uniformly at random, the probability of

failure of a struct node of RRroot and a level 1 RR is (Size(PDR)
Size(GTG)

)Thstr and (2·Size(PDR)
Size(GTG)

)Thstr ,

respectively. That is, the probability of retrieving the information successfully from PDRC

is (1− (Size(PDR)
Size(GTG)

)Thstr)× (1− (2·Size(PDR)
Size(GTG)

)Thstr). Moreover, since each PNode has a distinct
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Figure 4.7: An example of the notification process of GSFord.

RHT to reach PDRC , the above probability becomes the lower bound.

4.4 Event Notification

Key intuitions behind efficient event notification in GSFord include (a) reaching recipients

in geographically correlated target recipients, TRg, who can propagate the message further

via the delivery overlay and (b) leveraging reachable recipients in socially correlated target

recipients, TRs, to forward the message to recipients in the PDR through social diffusion

over diverse out-of-band communication channels. Moreover, the observations about

the social diffusion process suggest customizing the social diffusion process by (a) selecting

good initiators and (b) modifying content of the messages, can help trigger more accurate

and enable faster targeted social diffusion.

The overall of notification process of GSFord is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The Three distinct

steps include (a) reaching TRg using the delivery overlay; (b) obtaining TRs from the in-
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formation overlay; and (c) message content customization and delivery of the customized

messages to PNodes in TRs.

Reach geographically correlated target recipients: Let us assume that an event message

M = [PAR,CT,MP ] is generated by an authorized source (e.g. USGS, local government)

communicated to a T-PNode in GSFord. This initial T-PNode starts the geographical re-

gional multicasting of M to reach TRg by using the delivery overlay.

Obtain socially correlated target recipients: At the same time, in order to reach TRs, the

initial T-PNode generates a conjugate message of M , MC = [PARC , CT,MP ], where PARC

is the conjugate region of PAR, and forwards MC to T-PNodes corresponding to PARC via

the information overlay. Upon receiving MC , each of the T-PNodes in PARC performs a

lookup to determine socially correlated recipients (TRs) of the message in the form of SIDs.

Their corresponding PNodes of TRs are obtained by querying the geo-social mapping of the

obtained SIDs.

Customize message content: After determining TRs and their locations, T-PNodes may

modify the original content of the message asking users in TRs to contact social friends in

the PAR/PDR. We develop 3 levels of customization with increasing degree of complexity:

coarse, PAR-targeted, and PDR-targeted. As the complexity of the customization increases,

triggering the more targeted and more aggressive social diffusion is expected.

COARSE customization : The intuition here is that the high centrality users can po-

tentially diffuse the received message to a larger number of users in the PAR. To do this,

T-PNodes pick top-K users in PAR with highest degree centrality. The customized message

MPu for a user u is MPu = MP + {SIDv} where v are u’s social friends among the top-K

users in PAR, i.e. v ∈ F (u) ∩ TKCD
(PAR).

PAR-TARGETED customization : The PAR-targeted customization indicates the so-

cial friends to be contacted more specifically. That is, the customized message is MPu =
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MP + {SIDv} where v are u’s social friends located in PAR, i.e. v ∈ F (u), PNv ∈ PAR.

PDR-TARGETED customization : In the case that PDR of an event is correctly

defined, T-PNodes can customize the message much more precisely. The customized message

is MPu = MP + {SIDv} + FLAGPDR where v are u’s social friends located in PDR, i.e.

v ∈ F (u), PNv ∈ PDR. FLAGPDR indicates that MPu needs to be handled as an urgent

message in order to encourage users to contact the social friends in PDR by all means as

soon as possible.

After customization, the individually modified message, MPu, is forwarded to the PNode

of a user u through the delivery overlay. Once the GSFord client on the PNode receives

the message, it translates the list of SIDs into human-readable form (e.g. names of friends)

based on its local information. If the customized message has the flag of FLAGPDR, the

GSFord client phrases the message content as urgent.

4.5 Evaluation

To gain better understanding of the ability of GSFord to disseminate messages to relevant

recipients over a given geography efficiently and reliably, even under geographical correlated

regional failures, we evaluated GSFord along multiple dimensions through implementation

and extensive simulations. The key dimensions that served as metrics for our study include

(a) improvements in reachability/coverage of a message, typically expressed as around 15%

of increase, (b) efficiency and reliability of the delivery and information overlays of GSFord

under different user distributions, and (c) scalability of the delivery/information overlay of

GSFord.
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4.5.1 Evaluation Settings

To emulate both of the propagation of messages over the geography-aware delivery overlay of

GSFord and the social diffusion of messages over a social network graph, we mapped a social

network graph into the global target geography, GTG. We obtained a social network graph,

G := (V,E), of 50K nodes (V ) and 880K edges (E) by sampling the online social network

graph crawled from Facebook [144]. We believe that the graph derived from an online social

network serves as a reasonable representation of a real-life social network. The social friends

(F (u)) of a social entity u are randomly drawn from the neighbors in the social graph G and

the other neighbors are set to acquaintances (A(u)). In this evaluation, the number of social

friends follows a normal distribution with µ = 4 and σ = 1.

We set GTG as a 131K by 131Kmeters square region and distribute all of the nodes, u ∈ V ,

on GTG. We used two types of node distributions: uniformly random distribution and non-

uniform distribution. For the case of non-uniform distribution, we use a truncated Gaussian

distribution with µ = 45Kmeters and σ2 = 45Kmeters to generate each x and y coordinate

of a node. This setting mimics the demographics of the Southern California region including

Los Angeles County, Orange County and Riverside County[6]. Each u ∈ V runs a PNode

on the given location and PNodes form the delivery overlay of GSFord. To construct the

information overlay of GSFord, we assume that there are a given number of T-PNodes. In

this evaluation, we use 100 T-PNodes distributed uniformly at random over GTG.

For event notification, we assume that a randomly chosen T-PNode generates a message

with a given target PAR. To simulate an extreme disaster causing geographically correlated

regional failures, we defined a damaged region, PDR, which is co-centered and inside the

PAR, and all of PNodes in the PDR remain disconnected from the other PNodes/T-PNodes.

PDRr is the ratio of the size of the PDR to the size of the PAR, and ranges from [0, 1].

We simulated the dissemination of messages over the delivery overlay of GSFord with several
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parameters such as link latency, bandwidth availability and context switch overhead obtained

from a network emulator, Modelnet[16] with a network topology generated by Inet[14] to

accurately mimic Internet scale parameters. We obtained these parameters by running the

GSFord implementation on ModelNet cluster (section 4.5.4). The emulation yielded process-

ing delays which varied from 3ms to 6ms, for a PNode to send a message to another PNode.

We obtained inter-PNode link latencies ranging from 80ms to 150ms, with the average la-

tency being 100ms. Moreover, we set bandwidth constraints ranging 100Kbps to 500Kbps

and network packet loss rates of 1% to 5% for each link.

Since the order of latency of the social diffusion over a phone or an email communication

channel is substantially longer than the latency of the dissemination over the delivery overlay

of GSFord, we separately modeled the social diffusion process using an Independent Cascade

(IC) model[91, 42]. In the IC model, the diffusion process unfolds in discrete time-steps.

It assumes that nodes can switch from being inactive, interpreted as being unaware of the

message, to being active, which is being aware of the message. When a node u becomes

active in step t, it is given a single chance to activate each currently inactive neighbor v with

a probability P (u, v) independent of the history thus far.

To take into account the disparate levels of interest, social entities may have, to specific

messages and the likelihood of communication between neighbors, we enhanced the IC model.

Specifically, we exploited multiple probabilities based on the relationship of neighbors and

their interest in forwarding the messages. This comes from our observations of how real world

social diffusion occurs: (a) the diffusion probability between social friends is much higher than

acquaintances, and (a) the diffusion probability of relevant targeted messages that request

specific actions is higher than generic messages. To realize this, we use Pa(u, v), Pf (u, v),

Pfpar(u, v), and Pfpdr(u, v) as a diffusion probability of a social link eu,v for acquaintances,

social friends, social friends with PAR messages, and social friends with PDR messages,

respectively. Each of Pa(u, v), Pf (u, v), Pfpar(u, v), and Pfpdr(u, v) is generated by using
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Gaussian distribution with the mean, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.

We also enhanced the IC model to consider the latency of delivering messages over multiple

communication channels. We considered two types of communication channels: an Email

channel (eemailu,v ) and a Phone channel (ephoneu,v ). The delay of eemailu,v is generated by the expo-

nential distribution with µ = 200 minutes and the minimum delay sets to 15 minutes[144].

Unlike email, the delay of ephoneu,v is more bounded and we generate it with the Gaussian dis-

tribution with µ = 15 minutes between 10 to 20 minutes. The preference of communication

channels depends on both the interests of the message and the relationship of neighbors. If a

node tries to forward the more interest messages to friends, the likelihood of using the phone

channel increases.

To understand the impact of social diffusion and the information overlay, we compared

GSFord variations under different combinations of geo-aware overlays and social diffusion in

section 4.5.2. GeoOverlay models geo-aware overlays[31, 152]; we use the delivery overlay of

GSFord as a representative. GeoOverlay+SD refers to the case where the delivery overlay is

combined with a basic social diffusion process (i.e. without the information overlay). We also

compare the value of broadcasting to the entire tree - GeoOverlay+B+SD represents the case

where a basic social diffusion follows a broadcasting step, where a message is broadcasted

over the delivery overlay to the entire GTG. In general, such broadcast can be realized

using any application layer multicast as a broadcast method[87, 37]. GSFord variations are

GSFord+COARSE, GSFord+PAR, and GSFord+PDR which are using coarse, PAR-targeted,

and PDR-targetd customization method, respectively.

In section 4.5.3, we compare the RRTree-based geo-aware delivery overlay of GSFord, de-

noted as GS with previous geo-aware overlays. In particular, we simulated the Delaunay

triangulation based geo-aware P2P overlay, GeoPeer [31, 152], denoted as GP.
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4.5.2 Reachability of GSFord
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(a) PDRr=0.5.
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Figure 4.8: Reachability comparison of GSFord with other systems.
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(a) Eventual reachability.
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison of GSFord with other systems.

We first evaluate the reachability of GSFord to reach the geographically correlated target

recipients, TRg, of a random PAR under a random PDR - the damage is caused by a

geographically correlated regional failure. The reachability is defined as the ratio of number

of social entities in TRg receiving the message to the size of TRg. Note that we do not

consider the social entities outside PAR for calculating the reachability, because they most

likely receive the message reliably via the geo-aware delivery overlay. We set PAR to be a

16K by 16Kmeter rectangle centered at a random coordinate inside the global target region,
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User Max. Latency (msec) Avg. Latency (msec)
Distribution GSFord GeoPeer GSFord GeoPeer

Uniform 1924.4 1609.4 1093.4 1309.7
Non-Uniform (Crowded) 1934.6 1881.8 1038.4 1497.8

Non-Uniform (Non-Crowded) 1455.8 1594.5 907.2 1242.9
User Reachability Message Overhead

Distribution GSFord GeoPeer GSFord GeoPeer
Uniform 0.493 0.499 1.18 6.33

Non-Uniform (Crowded) 0.473 0.497 1.07 6.55
Non-Uniform (Non-Crowded) 0.497 0.486 1.31 3.56

Table 4.1: Comparison between GSFord and GeoPeer.

GTG. Experimental results indicate that the reachability of uniform and non-uniform user

distributions is very similar; we show the results of the uniform user distribution to conserve

space.

In Figure 4.8, we show the reachability and the delay of the event notification process of

different systems with different sizes of regional failures. Figure 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show the

reachability as a function of time when PDRr is set to 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. We observe

that social diffusion can aid the dissemination of a message significantly when the geo-aware

overlay is subject to a regional failure, i.e. where reachability of GeoOverlay is bounded

by 1 − PDRr. Note that since there is a significant time difference in GeoOverlay based

dissemination (Internet latencies) vs. the social diffusion process, GeoOverlay results appear

constant. More detailed performance of GeoOverlay is presented in section 4.5.3.

While social diffusion can improve message reachability, GSFord can achieve much faster dis-

semination with even better reachability by leveraging the social information of the target

recipients in the PAR retrieved from the information overlay. The performance of basic social

diffusion (GeoOverlay+SD) is significantly affected by PDRr in terms of the dissemination

time as well as the reachability. Note especially that when PDRr = 0.8, the reachability

continues to be less than 0.8 (even 5 hours after the initial event message is disseminated).

Using a broadcasting technique (GeoOverlay+B+SD) can expedite the speed of the basic
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social diffusion; this is however achieved at the cost of a huge number of irrelevant messages

that reach all nodes in the delivery overlay. On the other hand, GSFord (with targeted

customization with PAR/PDR) achieves higher reachability than GeoOverlay+B+SD, and

reach over 0.8 of target recipients within around 30 minutes after the initial message dissem-

ination, when PDRr = 0.8.

For better understanding of reachability and overhead of each dissemination system under

different PDRr, Fig. 4.9 presents the eventual reachability and the average number of

messages that a recipient inside the PAR received through the social diffusion process. We

observed that leaning to the basic social diffusion is not a good idea to increase the eventual

reachability. Employing broadcasting technique (GeoOverlay+B+SD) expedites the social

diffusion process. However, it achieves only similar reachability of GSFord+COARSE despite

spending more overhead. On the other hand, GSFord incurs more overhead of social diffusion

adaptively to PDRr and achieves higher reachability. Especially, GSFord+PDr achieves

almost 1 of reachability under any PDRr by aggressively encouraging social diffusion process.

In the series of results, we noticed that the performance of GSFord can be tuned by alter-

ing customization methods. GSFord+COARSE takes less overhead, but slow dissemination

speed and relatively low reachability. When GSFord uses targeted customization method

with PAR/PDR, it spends more overhead to achieve high reachability and fast dissemi-

nation speed. According to this, GSFord system can categorize the message into normal,

medium and urgent based on the importance of the message, and use the proper customiza-

tion method for each type of message. That is, normal, medium and urgent message is

customized with coarse, PAR-targeted, and PDR-targeted method, respectively.

In Figure 4.9(b), we show the average number of messages that a recipient inside the PAR

received through the social diffusion process. While the basic social diffusion (GeoOver-

lay+SD) takes around 3 messages, the broadcasting case (GeoOverlay+B+SD) takes around

4 messages to improve the reachability and the speed. However, we observed that the mes-
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Figure 4.10: Reachability comparison between GSFord and GeoPeer.
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Figure 4.11: Scalability of the GSFord overlay.

sage overhead of GSFord lies between the basic social diffusion and the broadcasting cases.

That is, GSFord can achieve higher reachability with reasonable message overhead of so-

cial diffusion. Also, we observed that GSFord with knowledge of the PDR (GSFord+PDR)

can adaptively initiate a customized social diffusion to achieve very high reachability with

reasonable overhead. More specifically, we observe that GSFord+PDR takes around 1 more

message under PDRr = 1.0 than both GSFord and GeoOverlay+B+SD.
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4.5.3 Performance of RRTree-based Geo-aware Overlay

In this section, we compare the performance of the RRTree-based geo-aware delivery overlay

of GSFord with GeoPeer, a Delaunay triangulation based geo-aware overlay[31]. Both pro-

tocols, the delivery overlay of GSFord and GeoPeer, consider the locations of nodes as an

identifier of the overlay that is used for routing purposes. In GeoPeer, a node has two types

of contacts: direct neighbors obtained from the Delaunay triangulation with the locations of

nodes and long ranged contacts (LRC) for improving routing performance. For a regional

multicasting, first GeoPeer forwards a message to the node nearest to the center of the tar-

get region, and the node floods the message in the scope of the related region. During the

regional multicasting, each node refers to both types of contacts [31].

Figure 4.10 shows the reachability of the delivery overlay of GSFord and GeoPeer as a

function of time under different user distributions. We also consider the impact of the geo-

graphical failure (PDRr = 0.5). We observed that the performance of the delivery overlay of

GSFord is stable under different user distributions. On the other hand, GeoPeer takes higher

average delivery times if users are distributed non-uniformly. We also note that the delivery

overlay of GSFord can deliver messages faster than GeoPeer in the presence of a geographi-

cal regional failure. That is, the RRTree based geo-aware overlay can support efficient and

reliable geographical regional multicasting with both unexpected user distributions and ran-

dom geographically correlated regional failures. The main reason is that the RRTree based

overlay dynamically adjusts both RRTree and RHT of a PNode based on the population of

the region corresponding to the PNode.

Table 4.1 shows more detail comparisons between the delivery overlay of GSFord and GeoPeer

in terms of latency, reachability and message overhead. In many cases, the delivery overlay

of GSFord exhibits lower average latency and much lower message overheads than GeoPeer.

Since GSFord uses around 6 times fewer messages, we observed that GSFord may cause a
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slight reduction in reachability than GeoPeer. But, while the delivery overlay of GSFord

sacrifices 2.7% of reachability for the crowded region, GeoPeer also loses around 1.4% of

reachability for the non-crowded region. This is because the fault tolerance of GeoPeer

simply relies on the density of nodes without any explicit fault tolerance against node failures.

That is, if the population of region becomes low, GeoPeer may lose fault tolerance under

regional failures. The slight loss of reachability of the delivery overlay of GSFord is eventually

compensated for by the effective social diffusion triggered by the information overlay.

To evaluate the scalability of GSFord, we measured the average latency and message overhead

of the geographical regional multicasting under different number of nodes as illustrated in

Figure 4.11. In Figure 4.11(a), the average latency of the delivery overlay of GSFord increases

logarithmically along with the number of nodes; we also observed that the average latency

of GSFord is less than GeoPeer. Figure 4.11(b) shows the message overhead, defined as the

ratio of total number of messages used for the regional multicasting to the number of target

recipients, as a function of the total number of nodes. We observed that GeoPeer uses fewer

messages than GSFord when the number of total nodes is small. But, as the number of

total nodes increases, while the message overhead per a target recipient converges to 1 in the

delivery overlay of GSFord, the message overhead of GeoPeer increases significantly. In the

comparison with GeoPeer, GSFord achieves less average latency and much lower overheads,

especially with a large number of nodes.

Another metric related to the scalability of GSFord is the number of backup RR and backup

Leaf RR. The backup Leaf RR is the Leaf RR among the backup RRs. In Figure 4.12(a)

and 4.12(b), we observed that the average number of backup RRs and backup Leaf RRs of

a PNode exhibits almost a constant value regardless of the number of total PNodes in the

RRTree. This result well fits into the estimated value obtained by the equation 4.6. With

bigger Thstr, the threshold value of the number of struct nodes, the RRTree can tolerate

higher node churn. However, if Thstr becomes too big such as 15 or bigger, the average
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Figure 4.12: Average number of Backup RR of a PNode.

number of backup RR, especially backup Leaf RR, fluctuates along with the number total

PNodes. The main reason is the temporary struct nodes. Generally, the average number of

backup Leaf RR is 1 since a PNode needs to store the information of the Leaf RR where it

resides. If there are temporary struct nodes, they needs to store the information of the Leaf

RRs where it does not locate. According to this, the increase of the temporary struct nodes

casued by the high Thstr incurs the load imbalance in the aspect of the number of backup

RRs.

It is because there are too many temporary struct nodes and they incur the load imbalance

4.5.4 Implementaion of GSFord

We implemented the initial version of GSFord notification system. We enhanced the Cri-

sisAlert system[124] to incorporate a GSFord registration server, which supports web inter-

faces to manage the information including the target geography and the registered recipients

as well as to initiate an event message tied to a given target geography. The PNode applica-

tion using the RRTree-based overlay construction protocol is implemented in Java. Figure

4.13 shows detail components of a PNode application.
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Figure 4.13: Overview of the prototype implementation of GSFord.

Both the CrisisAlert-based GSFord registration server and PNodes are tested on an emulated

Internet using Modelnet[16] and Inet[14]. The Modelnet emulator machine has a dual 2.6Ghz

CPU with 2GB RAM and runs a custom FreeBSD Kernel with a system clock at 100HZ.

We used five IBM Linux machines with 900Mhz CPU with 500MB RAM, running individual

50 PNodes per machine; each of these nodes were mapped into a physical location of a stub

router generated by the Inet[14] topology generator. PNodes arbitrarily join GSFord and

construct the GSFord delivery overlay, and a PNode located at (0,0) coordinate of the global

target geography is used as the initial contact node of a regional multicasting.

In Figure 4.14, we present the performance of regional multicasting implemented on the

GSFord delivery overlay. We observe that the delivery overlay reaches the recipients outside

of the damaged region (PDR) caused by a regional failure, reliably and quickly; i.e. under

0.5 PDRr, about 50% of the recipients receive the message within 1.4 secs. Note that the

social diffusion process (not depicted in Figure) increases the reliability to 99%, albeit with
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Figure 4.14: Reachability vs. latency of the implemented delivery overlay.

some delay. We also studied the average latency as a function of distance of the center of

PAR from the message initiator. We observed that the latency increases along with the

distance. That is, the RRTree-based overlay preserves the locality property.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we studied the dissemination problem in societal scale instant information

sharing. Specifically, we consider the event notification in extreme situations and presents

a geo-social notification middleware, GSFord, where information needs are strongly corre-

lated to both the geographical location of events as well as the social relationships of people.

We presented the design of the GSFord system using a reliable geo-aware overlay structure,

RRtree over which we build a reliable multicasting protocol. Furthermore, GSFord exploits

a social diffusion process to improve/maximize notification coverage and reliability of no-

tification. Reliable storage of social information at trusted points enables GSFord social

entities to forward the alert messages to their social friends inside PAR/PDR, even under

extreme geographically correlated regional failures. Our results indicate that even under

80% infrastructure damage, 90% recipients are reached within 30 minutes via GSFord.
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Chapter 5

Delay-tolerant Information Sharing:

Information Layer

In this chapter, we study efficient and accurate targeting of providers of information. Figure

5.1 highlights the contributions of this chapter in the design framework for societal scale

information sharing. We look at the mobile Q&A paradigm as an instance of the class of

delay-tolerant information sharing applications. While Q&A systems have been studied in

the literature, adopting ordinary Q&A systems in mobile environments is fairly challenging

because of the highly dynamic and diverse mobile user contexts. We conjecture Crowd-

sourcing is a promising way to build mobile Q&A systems. The key challenge is to provide

mobile information seekers with timely, trustworthy and accurate answers while ensuring

that information providers are not inappropriately burdened. We tackle this challenge by

introducing SmartSource, a crowdsourcing based mobile Question & Answer (Q&A) mid-

dleware. SmartSource takes advantage of both static and dynamic context and semantics

from mobile users (e.g., geolocation, social network, expertise/interest, device sensor profiles,

battery level) to identify sources of information (i.e. workers) that are trusted by the user

and accurate enough for the questions at hand. Given a question, the SmartSource broker
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middleware executes a scalable and efficient worker selection algorithm that uses a Lyapunov

optimization framework to maximize the utility of worker selection while guaranteeing the

stability of the overall system. An associated assignor selection is used to scale the selection

process to a large number of users.

Societal scale delay-tolerant 
information sharing

Societal scale instant
information sharing

Information 
Layer

Dissemination 
Layer

Efficient targeting of 

providers of information in 

mobile Q&A and 

Crowdsourcing

Figure 5.1: Contributions of Chapter 5 in the societal scale information sharing framework.

We implement the SmartSource prototype system on an Android testbed and thoroughly

evaluate the system using real world applications and data, in particular those that involve

geospatial questions and answers. Experimental results indicate that SmartSource is efficient

and provides superior worker selection compared to baseline approaches. SmartSource is also

highly customizable: it employs a general utility function and provides a control knob to

tradeoff the optimality and responding time. We argue that our SmartSource middleware

integrates humans-in-the loop, and is generic, scalable and flexible. We firmly believe that

SmartSource will pave a way for new mechanisms of interaction among mobile users.

Our key contributions include :

• Design of a generic mobile Q&A architecture that brings together information seek-
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ers and providers to answer a broad range of questions that involve spatial-temporal

context and expertise of users.

• Formulation of optimization problems (cast as worker selection and assignor selection

problems) to balance the multiple design goals of accuracy, trustworthiness and over-

head cost, at scale.

• Design of stable algorithms for worker selection and assignor selection using the Lya-

punov queuing framework.

• Implementation of a prototype SmartSource system on a smartphone testbed and eval-

uating it through both user studies (for usage) and simulation experiments (for scala-

bility).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 present the background and

motivation of the work. Section 5.2 provides an overview of the design of the middleware.

We present the formal modeling and problem formulation of the middleware in Section 5.3.

The details of the algorithm solutions are presented in Section 5.4. We present our prototype

implementation and extensive evaluation in Section 5.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded in

Section 5.6.

5.1 Introduction

Mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablets, glasses, and smartwatches, are getting ex-

tremely popular in our daily life. For example, a market report [15] points out that more

than 70% of Americans have access to smartphones as of 2014 - this allows for anytime,

anywhere access to information through mobile Internet connectivities for many users. We

conjecture that this rapid increase in smartphone penetration worldwide will enable a new

level of interactivity in information exchange. In particular, we anticipate that the time
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is ripe for the rise of an interactive Mobile Question and Answer (Q&A) ecosystem that

dynamically connects information seekers (i.e., humans with questions) to the best possible

information providers (other humans who can provide timely and accurate answers). Unlike

existing information retrieval systems (e.g., search engines) and web-based Question and

Answer (Q&A) systems (e.g., AskJeeves), we argue for a novel mobile Q&A paradigm that

provides fine-grained information that is personalized to the current needs of the information

seeker. The envisioned mobile (Q&A) system will allow users to ask specific questions, such

as: 1) “Is it raining outside Bren Hall right now?”, 2) “What’s the current south-bound

speed at exit 7 of I-405?”, and 3) “How long is the line at the on-campus MacDonald’s?”;

and to use a combination of methods (including responses from multiple other users) to

provide answers to these questions. In this chapter, we propose such a flexible and interac-

tive mobile Q&A middleware, called SmartSource that intelligently leverages crowdsourcing

mechanisms to provide accurate and timely responses to questions.

Adapting search-driven Q&A systems in mobile settings is fairly challenging, primarily due

to highly dynamic and diverse mobile user needs and contexts. For example, propagating

a question about the road conditions near Corona Del Mar Beach to a broader population,

e.g., mobile users in Orange County, California is not useful. Careful selection of the target

recipients of a question is essential to (a) ensure that users can participate meaningfully

(indeed, noisy apps are typically turned off or deleted by the user) and (b) lower resource

consumption in the end-devices and networks. Additionally, mobile users may only want to

receive answers from other trusted users such as his/her Facebook friends who are capable

of responding.

The use of crowdsourcing as a driving mechanism to build Q&A systems is promising. Crowd-

sourcing refers to public platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [2] and Crowd-

Flower [9] ) that allow users to hire others to perform certain tasks; example applications

include voting systems, image retrieval and assesment of image searches [161], multimedia
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annotations, information sharing, and social games. Enabling such crowdsourcing in mo-

bile devices [56, 96, 161, 148, 79, 167, 57, 60] has been a growing area of study. A recent

large-scale measurement study with 85 smartphone users [56] reveals that a small number

of smartphone users can provide an impressive coverage of a big city. Recent work in crowd-

sensing explores the use of on-board and external sensing mechanisms, including efficient

user localization [148] for a range of applications such as air quality monitoring [79], deter-

mining transportation times [167], building occupancy [57] and parking spot availability [60];

such content may further be piggybacked on other messages, calls or applications for efficient

resource usage [96]. Several of the crowdsourcing examples above are intended to be used in

a highly asynchronous manner where responses may arrive in the order of hours/days; the

crowdsensing apps on the other hand are intended to work without any human intervention.

In contrast to the above efforts, the crowdsourcing based mobile Q&A system must be general

purpose (usable for multiple applications), interactive (exploit human-in-the-loop), dynamic

(near real-time responses in an asynchronous setting where participants join and leave at

will) and opportunistic (aims to use the best possible responders for the question avail-

able). The SmartSource mobile crowdsourcing middleware achieves the above requirements

through a combination of strategies. First, SmartSource provides relevant and trustworthy

answers through careful selection of responders (e.g., nearby users for location based ques-

tions). Secondly, SmartSource enables dynamic/flexible interaction by allowing mobile users

to ask/answer questions anywhere and anytime, and choose whose questions to answer and

whose answers to take. Finally, the SmartSource implementation supports cost-effective de-

ployment by reducing end-to-end system overhead (e.g., do not distribute questions to less

relevant responders) and being cognizant of device capabilities and resources (e.g., residual

battery capacity).
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5.2 Middleware Design Overview

In SmartSource, a key design problem is how to target potential information providers to an-

swer questions so that providers are not burdened inappropriately and information requester

can obtain trustworthy and timely information. The solution lies in identifying sources of

information that are trusted enough for the question at hand; the choice of information

sources uses multiple factors include:

• Experts - individual with expertise in the question domain are more trusted when

questions are knowledge-driven;

• Friends and family networks - A requester is more likely to trust the answers coming

from a close friend or family member as compared to a random responder;

• Those in the vicinity of a location are potentially more suitable candidates to answer

location-based questions;

• A combination of the above.

Furthermore, because some questions may require to be answered by sensors embedded in

smartphones of users who act as information providers (e.g., pollution sensor can be used to

answer a question such as “how’s the air quality?”); in such cases, we need to target mobile

users equipped with capable sensors and enough residual energy to answer the questions.

SmartSource uses both static and dynamic contexts and semantics from mobile users (and

their smartphones) to recommend potential information providers for questions through a

novel utility-driven worker selection algorithm. The contexts include: mobile users’ geolo-

cation, social network connections, expertise and interests, profiling of device sensors, and

device battery levels. Moreover, our design keeps scalability and stability in mind. We ac-

commodate a distributed environment, and develop fine-grained control mechanisms based
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on the Lyapunov optimization framework that maximizes the utility of worker selection while

maintaining a stabilized load of the middleware. We present an overview on the design in

the rest of this section.

5.2.1 SmartSource Architecture

Figure 5.2 depicts the overview of the SmartSource architecture. It consists of querists,

workers, and Q/A broker(s).

Q/A 

broker

Social relation

Querist

Worker

Worker

Information 

Query
Information 

Tasks

More Q/A 

brokers

Figure 5.2: Overview of the SmartSource system.

Querists: Querists are registered users. They send queries to the broker system to request

for specific information they want know. This can be done through either a mobile app or web

portal of the system. In general a query may consist of: 1) question, 2) location and time

specifications, 3) requirements, and 4) reward. The question indicates what information

the querist wants to get. Some questions may be location specific, such as “How many

sea lions are at Pier 39?”. The location specification may be a stadium, a park, a room,
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or (more general) a tuple of longitude, latitude, and altitude. Also questions have time

specification since querists usually request for information at current time or in near future.

Time specification indicates the time frame of the requested information, such as “within an

hour from now” or “from 1pm to 5pm”. Requirements can be the quality and quantity of

the requested information such as the accuracy and the number of answers that the querist

desires. In crowdsourcing applications, querists may put reward (as promised monetary or

virtual benefit) into their queries to motivate unknown workers to work on their queries.

Workers: Workers are registered users as well. Typically they are mobile users with a mobile

app of the system installed on their smartphones. In Q&A and crowdsourcing applications,

workers can receive and decide what queries to answer or to work on in three ways: 1)

Q&A applications publicly publish submitted queries onto web portals and workers can

browse and search questions to answer; 2) to improve targeting, many Q&A applications

incorporate a subscription service where workers subscribe to interested topics/fields and

applications present queries matching their subscriptions on the workers’ home/wall page;

3) workers notice the applications when they are available and applications send notifications

on recommended questions to workers. In this work, we focus on the enabling techniques for

the third approach.

Broker(s): The key coordination is performed at a broker - smartphone users need to

register with the Q&A applications at the broker for the brokerage service. The broker

keeps track of smartphone users’ static and dynamic contexts and carefully select potential

workers for submitted queries. Depending on a query’s requirement the broker may select

one or multiple workers to sent the query to. To descriptively differentiate queries submitted

to the broker and copies send to workers in notifications, we call the copies of queries sent to

workers as information tasks. Since workers may refuse to take the recommended tasks and

eligible workers may not exist all the time, the brokerage service needs to re-select workers

for unassigned queries when new workers are available.
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We illustrate the Q&A brokerage service of SmartSource in an example. Consider that Alice

is going to a night market, however, she wants to know which booths are popular and how

long are the lines for them. She wants the answers back in an hour, so she sends a query to

the broker as a querist. Some registered smartphone users located close to the night market

are available to answer questions and they become potential workers of the query. The broker

notifies the workers on their smartphones with respect to the task and they interact to accept

or reject it. If they accept to answer, they may walk to the night market and take pictures

of the booths and lines as answers and return them to Alice by the broker. Otherwise, if

they reject the task, the broker keeps looking for new workers before the query expires.

Figure 5.3 shows the major software modules in the SmartSource broker middleware. The

query receiver receives new queries from querists and put them into the worker selection

queue. The mobile user information collector monitors the static and dynamic contexts

of mobile users and maintains the mobile user information and social relation information

databases. The crux of the middleware is the worker selection algorithm that determines

the best candidate workers for queries in the worker selection queue based on the query

requirements and worker status from the databases. The task assignment module interacts

with the selected workers to notify them of the queried tasks and let them decide whether to

accept the task. The middleware requires workers to confirm the assignment (e.g., by clicking

an “accept” button) within a certain period after receiving the notification, if they are

willing to provide answers. Otherwise, it is considered as not assigned. The task assignment

module monitors the acceptance of tasks. Once a query is accepted by enough workers it is

removed from the worker selection queue. It is important to maintain a stable size of the

worker selection queue to keep the broker middleware operational. In this work, we design

the worker selection algorithm such that it maximizes the utility of worker selection while

maintaining a stabilized size of the queue.
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Figure 5.3: Software modules in SmartSource broker middleware.

5.2.2 Scalability Consideration

Assignors and relays: To support scalable information crowdsourcing to a large number of

geographically distributed mobile users, we envision a distributed broker network where each

broker takes responsibility for mobile users in a specific region. To be able to flexibly adjust to

the distribution of users and provide an efficient structure for information exchanges among

brokers, we adopt a distributed hierarchical geo-overlay to connect brokers. More specifically,

we apply the RRTree protocol we introduced in chapter 4.3 to construct a geo-based nested

tree structure consisting of non-leaf brokers, we call them relays, and leaf brokers, we call

them assignors, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Geo-based nested tree structure.
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In the RRTree structure each node (i.e., broker) is responsible for a rectangular geographical

region called Responsible Region (RR), and inherently maintains the following property. A

parent RR in the tree subsumes the regions covered by its child RRs, and the root of the tree

covers the global geography that is supported by the system. The structure is flexible and

scalable, and handles the non-uniform distribution of users gracefully by allowing smaller

RRs and denser broker deployment in highly populated locations.

Leaf brokers or assignors, are responsible for receiving queries from and assigning tasks to

mobile users located inside their responsible regions. The key function of assignors is worker

selection. The software module is the one indicated in Figure 5.3. Non-leaf brokers or relays,

as ancestors of assignors in the geo-based tree, are responsible for forwarding queries across

regions to different assignors for worker selection. We identify following applications that

desire forwarding queries to different assignors: 1) in spatial Q&A, if the responsible region

of the current assignor does not cover the requested locations of the location-based queries

(e.g., querists and their requested locations are not in the same region), the queries need to

be forwarded to the right assignors for worker selection; 2) in non-spatial Q&A where queries

do not have restrictions on workers’ locations, queries can be forwarded from heavily loaded

assignors to less loaded ones to achieve load balancing and allow faster query assignment.

The RRTree overlay implements a geographical routing protocol inherent to the geo-aware

structure (see 4.3 for details). We incorporate the routing into the middleware to support

query forwarding for spatial Q&A applications. On the other hand, to provide efficient

load balancing for non-spatial Q&A applications, we design a distributed assignor selection

algorithm for relays to determine best assignors for queries. The beauty of the algorithm is

that it does not compromise the long term utility achieved by the worker selection algorithm.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the software modules of a relay. The routing module incorporates the

geographical routing inherent to the RRTree structure to provide efficient query forwarding

for spatial Q&A applications. To support scalable non-spatial Q&A with efficient load bal-
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ancing in distributed environments, each relay keeps track of the backlogs of queues for a

randomized subset of assignors in the overlay through the assignor manager. This can be

easily achieved through peer sampling services such as [120]. Each relay has an assignor

selection queue to hold non-location-based queries and the assignor selection algorithm de-

termines for each query in the queue which assignor it should be sent to for worker selection.

5.3 System Model and Problem Formulation

In this section, we present a formal modeling of the middleware system and formulate the

key problem to solve. We focus on the worker selection problem at assignor brokers first.

The relatively minor problem, assignor selection at relay brokers, is presented in Section

5.4.3.

5.3.1 System Models

We first present general models used in our system design.

Query model: Let Π be the class of questions. We consider a general information query r

from a querist qr with optionally following attributes: 1) hr ⊂ Π as the requested question;

2) gr as the location(s) of the question; 3) Tr =< T startr , T endr > as the time frame of the

question in interest; 4) for information collection queries, dr as the required duration of

collection and it must be smaller than the time frame of the question; 5) kr as the number

of workers or answers the querist desires to get; 6) br as reward or benefit (money or virtual

credit) the querist promises to each worker.

Task model: To send queries to workers, SmartSource first converts queries to information

tasks. A task is essentially the same as a query except that each task can be performed by
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a single worker independently. Worker cooperation and collaboration are out of the scope

of this work. Thus, for a query that desires kr answers the middleware creates kr identical

tasks and select kr workers to send them to. Moreover, a query may not be immediately

considered active for worker selection after it is received if the start time of the interested

context T startr is too far in the future. This ensures that workers only receive tasks that can

be answered or worked on shortly. We define a time interval Tθ as the preparation period

and convert a query to active tasks at the first time instance t when t+Tθ ≥ T startr . Queries

that haven’t entered their active periods yet are cached at their receiving brokers.

Worker model: The middleware maintains up-to-date static and dynamic context of work-

ers. A worker w’s profile contains the following information: 1) yw ⊂ Π as the capability

of the worker to answer various questions. It could be the expertise for knowledge-oriented

questions, or the capability of device sensors for information collection questions; 2) iw ⊂ Π

as the interest of the worker to answer; 3) lw as the current location of the worker; 4) Ew

as the current energy level of the worker’s smartphone; 5) nw as the number of tasks the

worker wants to receive, and nw = 0 means the worker currently can take no more tasks (e.g.,

because the worker is already occupied); 6) fw as the desired labor reward per unit time; 7)

Fw is the friend circle of the worker, which is derived from the worker’s online social networks

upon registration. Here we consider 1-hop friends only, but it can be readily extended to

include multi-hop friends. Besides the above information the system also maintains Rw as

a list of rejected queries that the worker refuses to work on. This is required by the worker

selection algorithm to ensure that the worker won’t receive the same task again once he

rejects it.

Let Qi denote the task queue at a assignor broker i for worker selection. We divide time into

slots (e.g., 10 minutes), and model dynamics of the queue at the brokers.

Task arrival: Let λi(t) be the number of new tasks arriving to broker i’s worker selection

queue at t. Assume that λi(t) is finite and limited by λmax, i.e., λi(t) ≤ λmax∀t. The time
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averaged task arrival rate can be written as λi , limt→∞
1
t

∑t−1
τ=0 E{λi(τ)}.

Task worker selection and assignment: Every time slot, assignor brokers run the worker

selection algorithm (presented in Section 5.4.2) to select workers for tasks in their queues,

and send the tasks to the workers. Let µi(t) be the number of tasks at assignor i that have

their workers selected at t; let µr(t) be the number of selected tasks of the same query r, µw(t)

be the number of selected tasks to the same worker w, and µr,w(t) be the number of selected

tasks of query r to worker w. We assume µi(t) is limited by µmax, i.e., µi(t) ≤ µmax∀t.

Again, the time averaged rate is µi , limt→∞
1
t

∑t−1
τ=0 E{µi(τ)}.

A worker, upon receiving a task, decides whether or not to accept the task. If the worker

accepts the task, the task is considered as successfully assigned and removed from the worker

selection queue. Also, nw, as the number of tasks the worker wants to receive, is reduced

by 1. If the worker rejects the task, the task is kept in the queue and considered for worker

selection in next time slot. Also, the query is added to the worker’s rejected query list Rw,

so the worker will not get the task again. We require the worker to response his decision

(accept or reject) within the same time slot when he/she receives the task, otherwise the

assignment is aborted and the task is left over for worker selection again in next slot. Let

ai(t) be the number of accepted/assigned tasks at assignor i at t. We have ai(t) ≤ µi(t)∀t.

So it is limited too and the time average rate is ai , limt→∞
1
t

∑t−1
τ=0 E{ai(τ)}, and ai ≤ µi.

We assume ai ≥ ε · µi where 0 < ε < 1 and can be arbitrarily small. This is to ensure a

positive worker selection feedback that at least some portion of the selected tasks can be

successfully assigned.

Task dropping: Tasks that couldn’t get assigned for a long time in the system or have

expired (i.e., the interested time frame of the context has passed) need to be dropped from

the worker selection queue. Let xi(t) be the number of tasks to drop at assignor i at t, and

its time average rate is xi , limt→∞
1
t

∑t−1
τ=0 E{xi(τ)}.
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Therefore, the evolution of the queue at an assignor broker i is written as:

Qi(t+ 1) , [Qi(t) + λi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t)]+, (5.1)

where [π]+ , max(0, π). We define the stability of the queue as:

Qi , lim
t→∞

sup
1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{Qi(τ)} <∞. (5.2)

At t = 0 we set Qi(t) = 0. The queue is stable as long as λi ≤ ai + xi.

5.3.2 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the long term objective for worker selection. Considering a task

of query r and a worker w at time t, we first design working criteria to test the feasibility of

assigning the worker onto the task. The criteria includes many factors that can be applied to

many mobile Q&A applications: 1) Ew ≥ Eθ where Eθ is the energy threshold for a worker

to receive new tasks; 2) nw > 0 as the worker wants to receive new tasks; 3) r /∈ Rw as the

query is not in the rejected list of the worker; 4) hr ⊆ yw as the w’s expertise or capability

is able to answer the requested question of r; 5) let T̂r,w be the estimated time duration

for w to complete the task of r, and for spatial sensing questions, it can be evaluated as

T̂r,w = dr + Tmovr,w , where dr is the required sensing duration and Tmovr,w is the estimated time

that the worker needs to spend on moving from his current location to the nearest requested

location and it can be derived from services such as Google Map [12]. Then we require

t+ T̂r,w < T endr as the worker has enough time to complete the task before the task expires;

6) br ≥ fw · T̂r,w as the reward provided by the querist meet the demand of the worker.

Utility function: We propose a general utility function of assigning a task to a worker that
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can accommodate many mobile Q&A applications as follows:

UA
r,w(t) = [Ir,w + α · Sr,w − β ·Mr,w − γ · Cr,w]+, (5.3)

where Ir,w is the interest similarity of query r and worker w, Sr,w is the social closeness of the

querist qr and w, Mr,w and Cr,w are the estimated moving cost and energy cost respectively

for spatial crowdsourcing applications. Interest similarity Ir,w is evaluated using the Jaccard

similarity coefficient on hr as the requested question of r and iw as the interested question

of w, i.e., Ir,w = |hr ∩ iw|/|hr ∪ iw|. The social closeness between the querist and the worker

directly affects the willingness of the worker to work on the query and affects the trust of the

querist to the worker’s work. Several recent works has studied how to effectively calculate the

social closeness between two users. It can be either explicitly from users’ rating or implicitly

from users’ social communications [106, 104]. We evaluate moving cost Mr,w = Tmovr,w as

the time that the worker has to spend on moving to the desired location(s) of the task.

Furthermore, we estimate energy cost Cr,w from the energy profile of w’s device sensors and

the requested sensing question hr.

To avoid overflowing the queues, in every time slot the system also determines tasks to drop.

Dropped tasks will lose the chance for worker selection in the future. We capture the loss of

dropping a task of query r at t as:

UD
r (t) = [d · Pr(t)]+, (5.4)

where d is a constant and Pr(t) is time decay function, such as: Pr(t) = 1−e−(T end
r −t). Thus,

the system prefers to drop tasks approaching their deadlines because they have less chance

to find workers before expire.

Problem formulation: We consider the following formulation with a long term goal for
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worker selection in the system.

max: Ū = lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E
{
UA(τ)− UD(τ)

}
; (5.5a)

st: λ̄i ≤ āi + x̄i∀i; (5.5b)

µr,w(t) ≤ 1∀t; (5.5c)

µw(t) ≤ nw. (5.5d)

The objective function in Eq. (5.5a) maximizes the long term utility of selecting workers

and minimizes the loss of dropping tasks. The constraint in Eq. (5.5b) stabilizes the system.

The constraint in Eq. (5.5c) ensures that the system will not send more than one task of the

same query to a worker. The constraint in Eq. (5.5d) makes sure that the number of tasks

assigned to a worker is no more than the number of tasks the worker wants to receive.

5.4 SmartSource Algorithms

We design optimal algorithms to solve the problem formulated in Eqs. (5.5a)-(5.5d) based

on Lyapunov optimization [74], which is useful for solving long-term optimization problems.

We start by presenting our design principles.

5.4.1 Design Principles

We design a novel mechanism to take into account task urgency in worker selection, i.e.,

to prioritize tasks with approaching expiration deadlines over other tasks. We maintain

a dynamic priority-weight uk(t) for each unassigned task k in queue Qi as an exponential
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function written as:

uk(t) = c · e−(T end
r −t). (5.6)

For a new task k arrives or activates at tk, its priority-weight is initialized as uk(tk) =

c · e−(T end
r −tk). When the task expires at t = T endr , the weight is uk(T

end
r ) = c. We can write

the time evolution of uk(t) as:

uk(t+ 1) = uk(t) · e = uk(t) + uk(t)(e− 1). (5.7)

We use a novel virtual priority-weight queue Zi at each broker holding the priority-weights of

the unassigned tasks. Once a task is successfully assigned or dropped, its weight is removed

from the virtual queue. In practice, the virtual queue is simply a counter as the sum of the

weights. That is:

Zi(t) =
∑

k∈Qi(t)

uk(t). (5.8)

Therefore, we can write the queuing dynamics of Zi based on that of Qi as follows:

Zi(t+ 1) , [Zi(t) + ρi(t) + λ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t)]+, (5.9)

where ρi(t) =
∑

k∈Qi(t)
uk(t)(e− 1), λ′i(t) =

∑
k∈λi(t) uk(tk), π

′
i(t) =

∑
k∈πi(t) uk(t) · e, and π

is a replacer for symbol µ, a and x.

The stability of the virtual queue can be defined as:

Zi , lim
t→∞

sup
1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{Zi(τ)} <∞. (5.10)
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From Eq. (5.8), we see at t = 0 Zi(t) = 0. Also, the virtual queue is stable when the real

queue Qi is stable and uk(t) is limited.

Define Θ(t) , (Q(t), Z(t)) as the concatenated vector of the real and virtual queues. We

define a quadratic Lyapunov function:

L(Θ(t)) ,
1

2

∑
i

(Qi(t)
2 + Zi(t)

2). (5.11)

A one-step Lyapunov drift is defined as:

∆(Θ(t)) , E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)}. (5.12)

Intuitively to stabilize the system we want to maintain ∆(Θ(t)) as small as possible, so that

L(Θ(t)) is small. This is done by sending out as many task assignments and droppings as

much as possible in a slot. Taking into account the long term goal we defined in Eq. (5.5a),

we construct the following per-slot objective:

min : ∆(Θ(t))− V E{UA(t)− UD(t)|Θ(t)}, (5.13)

where V is a weight that controls the relevant importance of the utility optimization over

the stability of the queues.

Lemma 5.1 (Lyapunov Drift). The one-step conditional Lyapunov drift satisfies the follow-
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ing constraint at any time slot regardless of algorithms to control the system:

∆(Θ(t)) = E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)}

≤ B +
∑
i

E{Qi(t)λi(t) + Zi(t)(ρi(t) + λ′i(t))|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i

E{Qi(t)ai(t) + Zi(t)a
′
i(t)|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
t(t)|Θ(t)},

(5.14)

where B is a carefully chosen constant.

By applying the lemma to Eq. (5.13), we derive the following lemma:

Lemma 5.2 (Optimization). The minimization problem presented in Eq. (5.13) can be solved

through the maximization problem max : Φ(t) where Φ(t) is defined as follows:

Φ(t) =
∑
i

E{V UA
i (t) + ε(Qi(t)µi(t) + Zi(t)µ

′
i(t))|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
i(t)− V UD

i (t)|Θ(t)}.
(5.15)

5.4.2 Worker Selection Algorithm

Based on the above lemma, we propose the following worker selection algorithm running at

each assignor to maximize Φ(t) as shown in Algorithm 4.

The worker selection algorithm: It selects (task, worker) pairs µk,w and tasks to drop

xk(t) from the queue to maximize the objective function in Eq. (5.17) with two constraints.

The first constraint guarantees that the tasks sent to a worker are not the same. The second

constraint guarantees that the number of tasks sent to a worker are no more than what

he asks for. The optimization problem can be reduced to the minimum cost maximum

flow problem as we show in Figure 5.5. In the figure we illustrate an example of the worker
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Algorithm 4: Worker Selection Algorithm for Assignor

In time slot t at assignor broker i, let Wi(t) be the set of available workers, then
determine 1) worker selection µk,w(t) = {0, 1} for tasks k ∈ Qi(t) and w ∈ Wi(t); and
2) task dropping xk(t) = {0, 1} for tasks k ∈ Qi(t) by solving the following
optimization problem (r as the query of the task):

max:
∑

k∈Qi(t),w∈Wi(t)

Y A
r,w(t)µk,w(t) +

∑
k∈Qi(t)

Y D
r (t)xk(t)

st: µr,w(t) =
∑
k∈r

µk,w(t) ≤ 1;

µw(t) =
∑

k∈Qi(t)

µk,w(t) ≤ nw,

(5.16)

where

Y A
r,w(t) = V UA

r,w(t) + ε · Yr(t);
Y D
r (t) = [Yr(t)− V UD

r (t)]+;

Yr(t) = Qi(t) + Zi(t) · ur(t) · e.
(5.17)

Note: since all tasks k of the same query r must have the same uk(t), here we use
ur(t) in the above equation.

selection problem with 6 tasks from 3 queries (query 1 has 2 tasks, query 2 has 3 and query 3

has 1) and 4 workers each of which desires to receive a certain number of tasks. To construct

the problem, we create a source node S, a destination node D, a drop node X, and model

queries and workers to additional nodes. We form edges from the source node to all queries,

edges from all queries to the drop node, edges from queries to those workers that are feasible

to work on the queries (see working criteria in section 5.3.2), edges from all workers to the

destination and an edge from the drop node to the destination. We show the (capacity,cost)

pair for each edge in the graph. The capacity from the source to a query is the number of

tasks of the query, and its cost is 0 always. The capacity from a query to a worker is 1 since

only 1 task of the same query is allowed to be assigned to a worker, and its cost is −Y A
r,w(t)

as in Eq. (5.17). The capacity from a query to the drop node is ∞ so there is no limit on

the number of tasks can be dropped, and its cost is −Y D
r (t) as in Eq. (5.17). The capacity

from a worker to the destination is the number of tasks the worker can receive and its cost
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is always 0. Finally the capacity from the drop node to the destination is ∞ and cost is 0.
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Figure 5.5: The representation of a sample optimization problem in minimum cost maximum
flow problem.

By reducing to the minimum cost maximum flow problem we can now use any algorithm

for that problem to solve our worker selection problem and it is known that the problem

can be optimally solved in polynomial time. One of the well-know algorithms is the Suc-

cessive Shortest Path and Capacity Scaling algorithm by Edmonds and Karp, which is a

generalization of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [67]. The time complexity of the algorithm is

O(|V |4 ·maxcost) where maxcost is the maximum edge cost (relative to 0 as the minimum

edge cost).

5.4.3 Assignor Selection Algorithm

In this section, we present our design of the assignor selection algorithm which runs at relays

to provide load balancing. Again, we use Lyapunov optimization to design the algorithm,
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and the beauty of the design is that the system long term goal defined in Eqs. (5.5a)-(5.5d)

are not compromised by the addition of the algorithm.

We revisit the queuing dynamics of the brokers by taking into account the task flows from

relays to assignors. Again, let Qi denote the task queue at broker i (and the broker could

be either an assignor or a relay). λi(t) is the number of new tasks arriving to broker i. For

non-spatial Q&A applications desiring worker selection load balancing, new tasks first arrive

at relays for assignor selection. So λi(t) = 0 for assignors.

Task assignor selection: Every time slot, relay brokers run the assignor selection algorithm

to determine assignors for tasks in their queues. Once selected, the tasks are removed

from queues at the relay, sent to their selected assignors and put into the queues at the

assignors. Let ωi,j(t) be the number of tasks at relay i selected to assignor j at t. Let

ωj(t) =
∑

i∈Rl ωi,j(t) be the total number of tasks received by assignor j from relays at t and

ψi(t) =
∑

j∈As ωi,j(t) be the total number of tasks sent out of relay i at t. Rl and As denote

the set of relays and assignors in the system. Both ωj(t) and ψi(t) must be finite. We assume

they are limited by ωmax and ψmax respectively, i.e., ωj(t) ≤ ωmax and ψi(t) ≤ ψmax∀t. The

time averaged rates are ωi , limt→∞
1
t

∑t−1
τ=0 E{ωi(τ)} and ψi , limt→∞

1
t

∑t−1
τ=0 E{ψi(τ)}.

A generalized queuing dynamics for Qi at a broker i (indifferent for relays and assignors) is:

Qi(t+ 1) , [Qi(t) + λi(t) + ωi(t)− ψi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t)]+, (5.18)

where ωi(t) = ai(t) = µi(t) = xi(t) = 0 if i is a relay, and λi(t) = ψi(t) = 0 if i is a assignor.

Relay brokers maintain virtual queue Zi the same as we presented earlier. When a task is

sent from a relay broker to an assignor broker, its priority-weight is transferred to the virtual

queue of the assignor broker from that of the relay broker as well. Therefore, a generalized
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queuing dynamics for Zi can be written as:

Zi(t+ 1) , [Zi(t) + ρi(t) + λ′i(t) + ω′i(t)− ψ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t)]+. (5.19)

We update the system Lyapunov function to contain Q and Z at relays as well. Using the

generalized queuing dynamics in Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.19), the Lyapunov drift bound, now,

becomes:

Lemma 5.3 (Lyapunov Drift). The one-step conditional Lyapunov drift for the entire system

of both relays and assignors satisfies the following constraint at any time slot:

∆(Θ(t)) = E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)}

≤ B′ +
∑
i

E{Qi(t)λi(t) + Zi(t)(ρi(t) + λ′i(t))|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈Rl

∑
j∈As

E{∇Q
i,j(t)ωi,j(t) +∇Z

i,j(t)ω
′
i,j(t)|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)ai(t) + Zi(t)a
′
i(t)|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
t(t)|Θ(t)},

(5.20)

where B′ is a constant, ∇Q
i,j(t) = Qi(t)−Qj(t) and ∇Z

i,j(t) = Zi(t)− Zj(t).

We consider the same per-slot objective in Eq. (5.13) and by applying the lemma we derive an

additional optimization problem specific for relays besides the original optimization defined

in lemma 5.2.

Lemma 5.4 (Optimization). The minimization problem presented in Eq. (5.13) can be di-

vided and solved through two maximization problems max : Φ(t) and max : Φ′(t) where Φ(t)
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is defined in lemma 5.2 and Φ′(t) is defined as follows:

Φ′(t) =
∑
i∈Rl

∑
j∈As

E{∇Q
i,j(t)ωi,j(t) +∇Z

i,j(t)ω
′
i,j(t)|Θ(t)}. (5.21)

It is not hard to see that the above optimization problem for relays is aligned with the

optimization for assignors in lemma 5.2 and they together stabilize the queues and optimize

the global long term objective of the system. We propose the following assignor selection

algorithm running at each relay to maximize Φ′(t).

Algorithm 5: Assignor Selection Algorithm for Relay

Let Ai denote the set of candidate assignors for a relay i. In time slot t at relay broker
i, for each task k ∈ Qi(t) select j ∈ Ai that the following objective is satisfied:

max: Vk = (Qi(t)−Qj(t)) + (Zi(t)− Zj(t)) · uk(t) · e. (5.22)

If Vk > 0 then send the task k to j. Otherwise, keep k in Qi and do not send.

The assignor selection algorithm: It takes O(mn) time, where m is the number of

candidate assignors of the relay broker and n is the number of tasks in the assignor selection

queue. We can see that the selection decisions are made based on the backlogs at assignors.

Intuitively, by maximizing Eq. (5.22) the algorithm achieves load balancing since it prefers

assignors with smaller backlogs. Also, if all candidate assignors are loaded (i.e., Vk < 0) the

tasks are better off held by the relay before they are less loaded.

5.4.4 Performance Analysis

We present several theoretical performance bounds of the proposed algorithms. Let us denote

U∗ as the maximum achievable time averaged utility of the long term optimization problem

in Eqs. (5.5a)-(5.5d) by any stationary algorithms. Our proposed algorithms by solving the

per-slot optimization in Eq. (5.13) achieve a time averaged utility Ū arbitrarily close to U∗.
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Theorem 5.5 (Utility lower bound). Our algorithm achieves a lower bound of the time

averaged utility:

Ū = lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{UA(τ)− UD(τ)} ≥ U∗ − B′

V
, (5.23)

where B′ is a constant defined in Lemma. 5.3.

The theorem shows that by choosing an arbitrarily large V , the achieved utility is arbitrarily

close to the maximum achievable value.

Theorem 5.6 (Total queue size upper bound). We define

εQ = min
i

E{ψi(t) + ai(t) + xi(t)− λi(t)− ωi(t)|Θ(t)},

and

εZ = min
i

E{ψ′i(t) + a′i(t) + x′i(t)− ρi(t)− λ′i(t)− ω′i(t)|Θ(t)},

and ε = min(εQ, εZ). Our algorithms restrict an upper bound on the time average for the

sum of all queues in the system as:

Q̄ = lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

∑
i∈Al

E{Qi(t) + Zi(t)} ≤
B′ + V (Umax − U∗)

ε
, (5.24)

where Umax ≥ UA(t)− UD(t)∀t is the maximum utility for any single slot (Apparently time

averaged utility U∗ can not be larger than this value).

Theorem 5.7 (Individual queue size upper bound). Consider UD
max ≥ UD

r (t)∀r∀t as the

maximum utility loss of dropping a task, our algorithm restricts the storage limitation of a

worker selection queue at an assignor broker as:

Q(t) ≤ V UD
max + µmax + λmax ∀t. (5.25)
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Theorem 5.6 restricts the total sizes of all queues in the system while theorem 5.7 provides

a tighter restriction on individual worker selection queues. Both theorems indicate that a

larger V leads to a larger value of size limitation on the queues. That is, there is a trade-off

O(V, 1/V ) for the size of the queues and the achieved long term time averaged utility.

5.4.5 Theoretical Proofs

Proof of Lemma 5.1

The one-step conditional Lyapunov drift is:

∆(Θ(t)) = E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)}

=
1

2

∑
i

E

{
Qi(t+ 1)2 −Qi(t)

2|Θ(t)

}

+
1

2

∑
i

E

{
Zi(t+ 1)2 − Zi(t)2|Θ(t)

}
,

(5.26)

where the evolution of Qi(t) and Zi(t) are defined as:

Qi(t+ 1) , [Qi(t) + λi(t) + ωi(t)− ψi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t)]+, (5.27)

and

Zi(t+ 1) , [Zi(t) + ρi(t) + λ′i(t) + ω′i(t)− ψ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t)]+. (5.28)
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Note that

Qi(t+ 1)2 −Qi(t)
2

= (λi(t) + ωi(t)− ψi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t))2

+ 2Qi(t)(λi(t) + ωi(t)− ψi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t)),

(5.29)

similarly,

Zi(t+ 1)2 − Zi(t)2

= (ρi(t) + λ′i(t) + ω′i(t)− ψ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t))2

+ 2Zi(t)(ρi(t) + λ′i(t) + ω′i(t)− ψ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t)).

(5.30)

Let’s define a constant B as below:

B(t) ,
1

2

∑
i

(λi(t) + ωi(t)− ψi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t))2

+
1

2

∑
i

(ρi(t) + λ′i(t) + ω′i(t)− ψ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t))2

≤ 1

2

∑
i

(λmax(t) + ωmax(t)

− ψmax(t)− amax(t)− xmax(t))2

+
1

2

∑
i

(ρmax(t) + λ′max(t) + ω′max(t)

− ψ′max(t)− a′max(t)− x′max(t))2

= B

(5.31)
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The Lyapunov drift now becomes:

∆(Θ(t)) = E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)}

≤ B +
∑
i

E{Qi(t)λi(t) + Zi(t)(ρi(t) + λ′i(t))|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i

E{Qi(t)ωi(t) + Zi(t)ω
′
i(t))|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i

E{Qi(t)ψi(t) + Zi(t)ψ
′
i(t))|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)ai(t) + Zi(t)a
′
i(t)|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
t(t)|Θ(t)}.

(5.32)

Note that ωi(t) = 0 for i ∈ As, ψi(t) = 0 for i ∈ Rl, and

ωi(t) =
∑
j∈As

ωi,j(t) ω′i(t) =
∑
j∈As

ω′i,j(t)

ψi(t) =
∑
j∈Rl

ωj,i(t) ψ′i(t) =
∑
j∈Rl

ω′j,i(t)

(5.33)

We can rewrite the Lyapunov drift to:

∆(Θ(t)) = E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)}

≤ B +
∑
i

E{Qi(t)λi(t) + Zi(t)(ρi(t) + λ′i(t))|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈Rl

∑
j∈As

E{∇Q
i,j(t)ωi,j(t) +∇Z

i,j(t)ω
′
i,j(t)|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)ai(t) + Zi(t)a
′
i(t)|Θ(t)}

−
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
t(t)|Θ(t)},

(5.34)

where ∇Q
i,j(t) = Qi(t)−Qj(t) and ∇Z

i,j(t) = Zi(t)− Zj(t).
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Proof of Lemma 5.2

The per-slot objective is

min : ∆(Θ(t))− V E{UA(t)− UD(t)|Θ(t)}. (5.35)

By applying lemma 5.1 into it and removing constants we derive:

max :
∑
i∈Rl

∑
j∈As

E{∇Q
i,j(t)ωi,j(t) +∇Z

i,j(t)ω
′
i,j(t)|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i∈As

E{V UA
i (t) +Qi(t)ai(t) + Zi(t)a

′
i(t)|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
i(t)− V UD

i (t)|Θ(t)}

(5.36)

We know that ai ≥ εµi. Moreover, given that a′i =
∑

k∈ai uk · e and µ′i =
∑

k∈µi uk · e,

assuming distribution of uk, we can derive the time averaged a′i as a′i = aiE{uk} · e, and that

of µ′i as µ′i = µiE{uk} · e. We have a′i ≥ εµ′i. Therefore, the objective can be written as:

max :
∑
i∈Rl

∑
j∈As

E{∇Q
i,j(t)ωi,j(t) +∇Z

i,j(t)ω
′
i,j(t)|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i∈As

E{V UA
i (t) + ε(Qi(t)µi(t) + Zi(t)µ

′
i(t))|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
i(t)− V UD

i (t)|Θ(t)}

(5.37)

Define Φ1(t) and Φ2(t) as:

Φ1(t) =
∑
i∈Rl

∑
j∈As

E{∇Q
i,j(t)ωi,j(t) +∇Z

i,j(t)ω
′
i,j(t)|Θ(t)}, (5.38)
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Φ2(t) =
∑
i∈As

E{V UA
i (t) + ε(Qi(t)µi(t) + Zi(t)µ

′
i(t))|Θ(t)}

+
∑
i∈As

E{Qi(t)xi(t) + Zi(t)x
′
i(t)− V UD

i (t)|Θ(t)}.
(5.39)

so we have the per-slot objective as:

max : Φ1(t) + Φ2(t), (5.40)

which can be split into max : Φ1(t) and max : Φ2(t).

Proof of Theorem 5.5

Let’s denote U∗ is the maximum utility defined in Eq. 5.5a achieved by some stationary

algorithm. Now from our per-slot objective function:

∆(Θ(t))− V E{U(t)|Θ(t)}, (5.41)

by applying the results from Lemma 5.1, we have:

E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)} − V E{U(t)|Θ(t)}

≤ B +
∑
i

E

{
Qi(t)(λi(t) + ωi(t)− ψi(t)− ai(t)− xi(t))

}

+
∑
i

E

{
Zi(t)(ρi(t) + λ′i(t) + ω′i(t)− ψ′i(t)− a′i(t)− x′i(t))

}

− V E{U(t)|Θ(t)}.

(5.42)
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Now define:

εQ = min
i

E{ψi(t) + ai(t) + xi(t)− λi(t)− ωi(t)},

and

εZ = min
i

E{ψ′i(t) + a′i(t) + x′i(t)− ρi(t)− λ′i(t)− ω′i(t)}.

We take an expectation with respect to the distribution of Θ(t) and use the law of iterated

expectations to yield:

E{L(Θ(t+ 1))− L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)} − V E{U(t)|Θ(t)}

≤ B − εQ
∑
i

E{Qi(t)} − εZ
∑
i

E{Zi(t)} − V U∗.
(5.43)

Sum over all slots t ∈ (0, 1, .., T − 1) and divide by T:

1

T
E{L(Θ(T ))− L(Θ(0))} − V

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)}

≤ B − εQ

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Qi(τ)} − εZ

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Zi(τ)} − V U∗.
(5.44)

Divide both sides in the above by V , and simply rearrange the terms to achieve:

1

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)}

≥ U∗ − B

V
+

εQ

V T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Qi(τ)}+
εZ

V T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Zi(τ)}

+
1

V T
E{L(Θ(T )} − 1

V T
E{L(Θ(0))}.

(5.45)
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Taking the limits as T goes to ∞, and notice that E{L(Θ(0))} = 0, E{L(Θ(T )} ≥ 0,∑
i E{Qi(τ)} ≥ 0 and

∑
i E{Zi(τ)} ≥ 0, we obtain:

Ū = lim
T→∞

1

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)} ≥ U∗ − B

V
. (5.46)

Proof of Theorem 5.6

Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.5, now rearrange the terms of Eq. 5.44 differently we

derive:

εQ

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Qi(τ)}+
εZ

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Zi(τ)}

≤ B − 1

T
E{L(Θ(T ))− L(Θ(0))}+

V

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)} − V U∗.
(5.47)

Define ε = min(εQ, εZ), we have:

ε

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Qi(τ) + Zi(τ)}

≤ εQ

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Qi(τ)}+
εZ

T

T−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Zi(τ)}

≤ B − 1

T
E{L(Θ(T ))− L(Θ(0))}+

V

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)} − V U∗.

(5.48)

Let Umax ≥ U(t)∀t be the maximum utility bound for any single slot, so V
T

∑T−1
τ=0 E{U(τ)} ≤

V Umax. Bring it into the above inequality and divide both sides by ε and take the limits as

T goes to ∞ as in the proof of Theorem 5.5 we finally obtain:

Q̄ = lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

∑
i

E{Qi(t) + Zi(t)} ≤
B + V (Umax − U∗)

ε
. (5.49)
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Proof of Theorem 5.7

First, it is clear that a task must be dropped by the worker selection algorithm when it expires

because its UD
r (t) = 0 and the dropping condition is Qi(t)+Zi(t) ·ur(t) ·e−V UD

r (t) > 0. Let

UD
max ≥ UD

r (t)∀r∀t be the maximum utility loss of dropping a single task. From the dropping

condition, for any task in queue that the algorithm doesn’t drop and does not select workers,

we must have Qi(t) +Zi(t) ·ur(t) · e ≤ V UD
max. Since Zi(t) and ur are non-negative, we must

have Qi(t) ≤ V UD
max. Since tasks can also be kept in queue when they select workers and

µmax is the maximum number of such tasks. Take into account possible new coming tasks

as well, we obtain the bound on Q(t) as:

V UD
max + µmax + λmax ∀t. (5.50)

5.5 Implementation and Performance Evaluation

5.5.1 SmartSource Implementation

We implemented a prototype system for spatial mobile Q&A and collected real traces from

users. The system consists of (i) broker, as a Java application deployed on a Linux server

and (ii) client, as an Android application distributed to mobile users. Fig. 5.6 shows the

architecture of our prototype, and Fig. 5.7 shows the screenshots of the client app. Mobile

users interact with the client app to ask and answer questions. The front-end user inter-

face embeds the Google Map service to allow users to easily target locations for questions

(Fig. 5.7(a)). The app provides five predefined questions such as “are the shops open?”

and “is crowded?” to allow users ask questions in a click, or the users can type in their

customized questions. The submitted questions and answers are stored in the database at

the server side. Moreover, the client app records the user’s location and energy and period-
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ically reports to the broker. The information is stored in the database as well. The worker

selection algorithm is implemented at the broker and recommended questions are shown as

markers on the map at the client (Fig. 5.7(b)). Users can click on a marker to answer the

question (Fig. 5.7(c)). Users can also check the answers of their own questions.

Front-end User Interface

GPS 

Listener

Broker 

Connector

Client Handler

Database 

Controller

Android Client

Broker

Database
Client Manager

Algorithms

Figure 5.6: Prototype architecture.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.7: Screenshots of prototype: (a) submit a question, (b) display recommended ques-
tions, and (c) answer a question.

We distributed the client app to 7 students in NTHU to use for one week. Some statistic

results are shown in Figs. 5.8(a) to 5.8(c). Fig. 5.8(a) presents the number of submitted and

answered questions for every 8 hours during the period. The results show that over 80%
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questions are answered. Also, the peak usage (i.e., question asking and answering) period is

noon and evening. Fig. 5.8(b) shows the average delay for a question to get answered since

it is asked. We observe that most of the time the queries can get the answers in less than

10 hours. This could be a sign that users use the system very frequently since they benefit

(receive answers) from the system. The statistic result in Fig. 5.8(c) presents the average

number of answers received for questions. We also collect the feedback from the users by

questionnaire. The feedback shows that they use the application each day. Most of the users

say that the answers are useful to them.

Although we implement the prototype system to be used in real life, the number of users and

questions are still few and cannot provide enough information to understand the performance

of the solution. Therefore, we conducted extensive simulations to evaluate the performance

of our proposed algorithms.
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Figure 5.8: Statistics of the usage of the client app.

5.5.2 Performance Evaluation

To get a better understanding of the performance of SmartSource, we conducted several

experiments on real-world data. Below we first discuss our trace collection and experimental

methodology. We then present our experimental results.
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Trace Collection

We collected two real-world datasets for the evaluation. The first dataset is obtained from

PTT [19], a Taiwan based BBS. It is arguably the largest BBS in the world with more than

1.5 million registered users. We collected 5700 posts in 10 days period from April 11 to April

20, 2014, and treat them as queries. We assume the PTT users as workers. To simulate

spatial-temporal Q&A, we extract locations of the posts and users. We assume the location

of the author of a post is the requested location of the query. We approximate users’ locations

from their IPs using triangulation [156, 154]: we recruited three servers in Taiwan and let

them ping the IPs to estimate their distances to the servers from the network delay (RTT).

We also partitioned Taiwan into grids and determine the location of an IP by computing

the Mean-Square-Error (MSE) of each grid’s and the IP’s distances to servers and finding

the minimum. A random offset within a grid is assigned to each user. Moreover, we used

random waypoint model to simulate workers movement when they are idle. When workers

are performing tasks, they are moving towards the requested locations of the assigned tasks.

To simulate more complicated scenarios, e.g., taking into account the topics of questions in

Q&A, we collected the second dataset. We crawled Quora [20] and collected 1188 questions

under the topic group “San Francisco” and 1431 users which are answerers of the questions.

The topic group contains many sub-topic tags (e.g., “restaurants in San Francisco”) and we

recorded all the topic tags for the crawled questions and those followed by users, serving

as the classes of questions of the queries and interests of the workers. We used the dateset

for both spatial-temporal and knowledge-based Q&As. To simulate spatial-temporal Q&A,

we imported the mobility trace dataset [134] of approximately 500 taxis collected over 30

days in the San Francisco Bay Area. We randomly assigned the taxis traces to workers and

locations to queries. Furthermore, we simulated 3 types of smartphones with distinctive

energy costs for sensing topics of questions, and randomly assign smartphones to workers.

One the other hand, to simulate knowledge-based Q&A based on social networks [106], we
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imported the Facebook social graph obtained by McAuley and Leskovec in [122], consisting

of 193 circles and 4039 users. We randomly map Quora users to Facebook users.

Experimental Methodology

We conducted three sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments, we evaluated the

performance of SmartSource against a few baseline approaches for spatial-temporal Q&A.

We considered three baseline algorithms for worker selection, given a set of spatial-temporal

queries and a set of workers available in each time slot: 1) Nearest : a greedy heuristic algo-

rithm that iteratively picks the pair of query and worker that the distance from the worker

to the query is the minimum among all query worker pairs; 2) Nearest Neighbor Priority

(NNP): an optimal algorithm proposed in [88] to maximize the number of task assignment

while minimizing the travel cost of the worker to move to the requested location; 3) Least

Location Entropy Priority (LLEP): another algorithm proposed in [88] to assign higher pri-

ority to tasks which are located in worker-sparse areas. In the rest of the experiments,

we evaluated the tuning of system parameters on the performance of SmartSource for both

spatial-temporal and knowledge-based Q&As. We considered the following performance met-

rics: 1) complete ratio as the number of queries completed by workers before their deadlines

over the total number of queries; 2) average responding time as the average time for a query

to get answered since it is submitted. For spatial-temporal Q&A the time includes the query

queuing time for worker selection, workers’ moving time to queried locations and the time

for collecting the queried information. For knowledge-based Q&A, the time is primarily the

queuing time and the time to provide answer; 3) algorithm time as the computational time

of the worker selection algorithms; 4) worker busy time and energy cost in spatial-temporal

Q&A as the total time and total energy cost for workers working on queries; 5) utility as the

total assign utility (in Eq. 5.3) from the algorithm.

We built a Java based simulator driven by the datasets and simulated a Q&A environment
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of 10 days with time slot of 10 minutes. Each query randomly picks a kr (i.e., number of

required workers) between 1 and kmaxr , and has a deadline of 6 hours after posted. Each

worker can only accept one task at a time, and will not receive new tasks before he/she

finishes the current one. Moreover, workers may not always be available even they have

no tasks to perform. We set a probability (50% or 33%) for their availability in each time

slot. In our experiments with the PTT dataset, we considered 200 workers and varied the

number of queries between 350 and 5600. In experiments with the Quora dataset, we fixed

the number of queries to 1000 and varied the number of workers between 100 and 1000.
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Figure 5.9: Comparing Smartsource with others on spatial-temporal Q&A, kmaxr = 3, 50%
worker availability.
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Figure 5.10: Comparing Smartsource with others on spatial-temporal Q&A, kmaxr = 6, 33%
worker availability.

Experimental Results

Compared with other strategies. Figure 5.9 and 5.10 shows the comparison of Smart-

Source against baseline algorithms on spatial-temporal Q&A. We used the PTT dataset

and varied the number of queries submitted by queriests. Since all the baseline algorithms

perform worker selection only based on the locations of queries and workers, for fairness in

comparison we adjust the utility in SmartSource to consider moving cost only. We simulated

two scenarios s1 (Fig. 5.9) and s2 (Fig. 5.10) with different worker demands from queries

and different worker availability. Apparently s2 represents scarcer worker resources due to

higher worker demands and lower worker availability. We observe that with the increase of

the number of queries, the complete ratio of all algorithms are decreasing due to the lack of

worker resources. Compared with other strategies, SmartSource achieves 90% complete ratio,
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which is over 10% higher than other algorithms in s1 (Fig. 5.9(a)) and it is less impacted by

the increase in the number of queries. In s2 where the worker resources are scarcer, Smart-

Source is still able to maintain 80% complete ratio, which is over 20% higher than baselines

(5.10(a)). This owes to its deadline-aware queuing and worker selection mechanism.

We also evaluated the query responding time and worker busy time as an indication how fast

can queries be answered and how much work load for workers. We observe that in spatial-

temporal Q&A, workers travel time to requested locations is an important factor impacting

the query responding time and worker busy time. NNP has lowest query responding time

(Fig. 5.9(b) and 5.10(b)) and worker busy time (Fig. 5.9(c) and 5.10(c)) because it assigns

tasks to workers with minimized traveling distance. SmartSource also minimizes workers’

traveling cost but has a longer query responding time than NNP primarily because of the

queuing delay of the queries before they are assigned. With the increase of number of queries,

the total worker busy time (Fig. 5.10(c)) is increasing for all algorithms because more tasks

were performed. We observe that although SmartSource workers performed more tasks than

those in other strategies (because of a higher query complete ratio), their total busy time

are close.

Figure 5.9(d) and 5.10(d)) show the total computational time of the algorithms for worker

selection. We can see that the computational time of all algorithms are increasing with the

increase of the number of queries. SmartSource has a similar computational time compared

to other strategies but achieves better worker selection performance.

Performance tradeoffs of the algorithm. We evaluated the performance of the Smart-

Source worker selection under varying system parameters. We used the Quara dataset to

take into account question topics, sensing energies and social networks in the simulation.

We first evaluated the tuning of parameters in the utility function. Figure 5.11(a) to 5.11(c)

presents its performance by varying γ (i.e., weight for energy cost) in spatial-temporal sens-

ing applications. We used the performance of NNP as a baseline. We observe that with
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Figure 5.11: Performance tradeoff of Smartsource by varying γ in spatial-temporal Q&A
and varying V in knowledge-based Q&A.

the increase of γ the sensing energy cost of workers in SmartSource are decreasing (Fig.

5.11(a)). However, this is accompanied with an increase in worker busy time (Fig. 5.11(b))

and query response time (Fig. 5.11(c)). This is because the worker selection places higher

priority on minimizing workers’ energy cost for sensing by compromising workers’ traveling

distance, which leads to an increase in the overall working time on spatial queries. By tuning

parameters in the utility function, SmartSource can be customized for different applications.

We further evaluated the performance of the SmartSource by varying V (i.e., weight for

utility over queue length). We considered a knowledge-based Q&A and set β = γ = 0 in the

utility so the worker selection mainly considers the interest similarity and social closeness.

Figure 5.11(d) to 5.11(f) presents the results. We observe that with larger V , SmartSource is

able to achieve higher utility (Fig. 5.11(d)) and higher query complete ratio (Fig. 5.11(e)).

However, although larger V leads to higher utility, it also leads to larger queue size and

longer queuing delay. This can be clearly seen from the increase in the query response time
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(Fig. 5.11(f)). Moreover, the total utility becomes stable while V keeps growing, because it

is approaching the long term optimal utility.

5.6 Conclusion

We expect that mobile Q&A applications will be a dominant mode of information exchange

in future systems since they pave the way for combining the capabilities of powerful tech-

nologies in existence today – mobile platforms, social networks and knowledge bases. Such a

Q&A paradigm for information exchange opens up a new set of research issues. The ability

to support personalized and reliable Q&A in unreliable settings is particularly interesting - a

particular use case would be one of exploiting the crowd to gather and distribute situational

awareness in disasters. Today, several notification systems are in use and being developed to

relay critical content to officials and citizens in harm’s way using dashboards, subscription

based notification applications etc. [39, 41, 97, 78]. Notification is usually triggered by the

publication of a message; a more interactive paradigm is necessary when individuals seek

specific information. The above Q&A paradigm enables this higher level of interactivity that

is driven by the querier/seeker of information. The ability to provide seamless exchange in

real-time and in the presence of faults is another huge challenge. Techniques to exploit the

underlying network structure [39] may be extended to enhance the reliability of exchange us-

ing resilient overlay networks. Finally, human-oriented Q&A systems are extremely tolerant

to inaccuracies in formulation of questions/answers as opposed to search-based systems. For

example, a querist asking for the “crowd-level at the campus medical facility” can express

the needs loosely; a responder might indicate “I have been waiting in line for an hour” - such

loosely formed questions/answers are still useful in this paradigm. Translating this flexibility

into the needed quality of queries/answers at lower levels is interesting and can be used to

reduce system overheads. For example, the authors of [41] proposes a service for flexible
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localization to satisfy the diverse localization quality levels required by different applications;

studies in the literature [97, 78] consider the impact of uncertainty of the sources to ensure

the returned answers of the queries are acceptable. The SmartSource framework will serve

as a starting point for enabling this work.
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Chapter 6

Delay-tolerant Information Sharing:

Dissemination Layer

In this chapter, we consider efficient data dissemination for the class of delay-tolerant in-

formation sharing applications. Figure 6.1 highlights the contributions of this chapter in

the design framework for societal scale information sharing. Specifically, we look at online

social networks and social media applications, such as Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, etc. We

study the problem of supporting efficient access to social media contents on social network

sites for mobile devices without requiring mobile users to be online all the time. We develop

middleware to take advantage of users’ geo-social knowledge to: (i) rank the social media

streams by estimating probability that a given user views a given content item and (ii) in-

vest the limited resources (network, energy and storage) on prefetching only those social

media streams that are most likely to be watched when mobile devices have good Internet

connectivity. The ranking scheme leverages social network information to drive a logistic

regression based technique that is subsequently exploited by in-device or in-network prefetch

scheduling algorithms in combination of knowledge of current network/system conditions to

determine which social contents are sent to the devices.
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Figure 6.1: Contributions of Chapter 6 in the societal scale information sharing framework.

To accommodate different deployment requirements, we design an in-device mobile mid-

dleware and an in-network broker/proxy middleware as alternatives. The advantage of the

mobile middleware is its lightweight nature and easily deployable on mobile platforms. More-

over, it does not require external infrastructure supports. However in-device solutions require

mobile devices to pull/retrieve multiple data items (e.g., posts, comments/likes of Facebook

posts), and analyze the data to detect new updates. Executing these processes on mobile

devices periodically is taxing on resource-constrained mobile devices. When external infras-

tructure support is not an issue, the broker/proxy based middleware, on the other hand,

provides a better approach by employing a system of brokers and proxies in the network,

in order to download, analyze, and deliver new updates from social network sites to mobile

users.

Based on the concepts, we implement an Android app, oFacebook (offline Facebook), to

automatically prefetch user-generated contents in social media streams to provide mobile

users uninterrupted access to social networks. We conduct a user study using oFacebook

to collect trace data from 10 users, to determine how users access media information on
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Facebook via mobile devices. We perform extensive trace-driven simulations to evaluate

the proposed in-device and in-network middleware respectively. Our experimental results

indicate that our solution exhibits superior viewing performance and energy efficiency for

mobile social media apps; it saves energy by 6.9 times for WiFi and 9.1 times for cellular

connections.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We describe the problem of efficient offline

access to social media and social networks from mobile devices in Section 6.1. Section 6.2

provides an overview of the mobile middleware solution. We present the algorithmic details

of the middleware in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4 we describe the motivation and present

an overview of the broker/proxy based middleware solution. The details of the solution are

presented in Section 6.5. We present our prototype implementation and extensive evaluation

in Section 6.6. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 6.7.

6.1 Introduction

The phenomenal popularity of social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+,

and Instagram, has changed the way people interact today. Indeed, many people rely on

these social networks to communicate with their friends, family, and community on a day to

day basis. The ability to continue these interactions anytime, anywhere seamlessly is quickly

becoming commonplace, and users on modern mobile devices expect to not just to access

social networks but also exchange rich media contents, such as video, audio, and images, for

an enhanced user experience. It is reported that 93% of Android smartphone users in India

use social networks on their smartphones [25] and often this is the reason why they purchase

smartphones in the first place. In North America, a recent IDC report on smartphone users

indicates that 70% of them access Facebook via smartphones, and more strikingly, 40% of

users feel connected when using Facebook, only trailing 43% for making voice calls and 49%
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for texting [1]. In fact, the main finding of the IDC report is “mobile+social=connectedness”,

i.e., people feel isolated without mobile access to social networks.

To ensure this constant connectedness, mobile users subscribe (and pay for) 3G/4G data

plans that are often expensive and do not work for a host of reasons including: (a) wireless

network availability is sporadic (accessibility of WiFi access points, unpredictable data rates

in 3G networks), (b) mobile devices are battery-powered with stringent energy budgets that

are easily depleted from constant connectivity to and interaction with WiFi/3G networks,

(c) the shared network bandwidth is limited in public locations (where users want to access

this information), and (d) dataplans are becoming volume-driven and hence costly.

We observe that the basic need (root cause) of always-on connectedness stems from the

assumption that existing mobile social mobile apps, such as mobile Facebook app, expect

always-on connectivity. The modus operandi today is that these apps synchronize with

social networks when mobile users launch the apps and mobile devices are connected to the

Internet.

We believe that offering offline access for these apps is necessary for mobile users in order to

interact with social contents when Internet access is not available. There are many scenarios

in which the offline access feature is useful. For example, a student takes a subway to his or

her school. In the subway, the student does not typically have mobile Internet connections

to social network sites, and thus the offline access feature is the only option allowing the

student to view and interact with updates from his or her friends that are prefetched before

the student steps into the subway.

A simple approach is to share or download social media streams when possible, as if they

were traditional media streams from content providers, such as Netflix and Hulu. However,

there are key differences between social media and traditional media streams that makes

best effort downloads have inferior performance in our case:
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• Personalized preferences: The demands of traditional media streams are dictated

by global popularity (e.g., movies, television), whereas access to rich social media

streams are driven by user preferences and content characteristics. Therefore, tradi-

tional one-size-fits-all, popularity based content ranking mechanisms do not work for

social media streams.

• Dynamic, variable size contents: Compared to traditional media, social media

sharing is exemplified by more dynamic uploads (by users); the average size of content

that is shared during an update is also smaller than that of media content providers.

For example, it is reported that majority of YouTube videos are shorter than 10 mins,

while traditional video servers offer up to 2-hour videos [159].

• Sporadic viewing situations: Dynamic uploads by social network users and asyn-

chronous access (by their friends) result in sporadic access patterns, e.g., users checking

Facebook updates at a cafeteria line. Unlike media downloads where the item of inter-

est can be pre-specified by the users, users may wish to view newly uploaded content

in new situations, including those where mobile Internet access is unavailable, inter-

mittent, or expensive (e.g., on a bus/train).

We consider the problem of efficient social media access on mobile devices and develop

solutions to make the mobile social media experience seamless, personalized, and effective.

We achieve this by: (i) ranking the social media streams based the probability that a given

user views a given content item, and (ii) investing the limited resources (network, energy, and

storage) on prefetching only those social media streams that are most likely to be watched

when mobile devices have good Internet connectivity.

A comprehensive solution for these two tasks must account for multiple factors including

network conditions, content characteristics, device status, and users’ social networks. These

factors are typically outside the purview of content providers (e.g., current network con-
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Figure 6.2: The proposed system architecture and an example of social media stream meta-
data.

ditions for a particular user) or the app at the user side (e.g., characteristics of a specific

content item). We aim to develop middleware approach to bridge the device OS and net-

work environment to various social networking apps, such as Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn,

and Twitter to determine what content to prefetch and when. Such a middleware approach

allows us to: (i) reuse key techniques and implementations across multiple devices/users (ii)

make better prefetch decisions based on global information, and (iii) control the overhead

due to data transfers and environmental sensing.

6.2 A Mobile Middleware Architecture for Social Con-

tent Delivery

Fig. 6.2(a) presents the architecture of our proposed mobile middleware (we call it O2SM)

that bridges the mobile OS and social network apps running on a user’s mobile device.

O2SM systematically detects user-generated rich content from the mobile user’s social media

streams (e.g., fresh photos or videos posted by the user’s friends), and intelligently prefetches
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contents in order to cope with intermittent Internet access. The choice of what to prefetch

and when is crucial since the mobile device is limited in resources, such as battery level and

storage space - in the social media context, it is imperative that the mobile user’s demands

and preferences are taken into consideration while selectively downloading content. Further-

more, energy efficient download is also a must in order to achieve good user experience, e.g.,

overly-aggressive prefetching decisions may drain the device battery , which prevents the

user from using his or her phone for necessary daily activities.

The O2SM middleware consists of five components: (1) system profiler, (2) user activity

profiler, (3) meta-data collector, (4) content ranker, and (5) content prefetcher. The system

profiler monitors network and battery conditions on the device via various performance

metrics, including signal strength, network throughput, and battery level. It also monitors

the size of total downloads to avoid filling up the storage space. Based on the current network

conditions and past history of network profiles, the system profiler forecasts the network

connectivity and throughput in the near future. The user activity profiler monitors the

user’s activities on the device. In particular, it monitors the user’s access patterns to social

media streams, e.g., when and how long the user navigates the social media streams, and

forecasts the user’s future accesses. This information can be collected from the history log of

the social media apps built atop the middleware or upon explicit user input. For example,

if the user plans to go out for lunch in an hour, the user can request the middleware to

aggressively prefetch social media contents before, so that he/she has something to watch

while waiting in the restaurant.

The meta-data collector periodically pulls the meta-data from each of the social media

streams to get updates of new rich contents since the last pull. This is done when the

network is available and the remaining battery level is above an operational threshold, which

is configurable by the user. The meta-data is usually small in size. Fig. 6.2(b) shows an

example meta-data request and its JSON responses for a media content using Facebook
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Query Language (FQL) [11]. Our experiments show that the average meta-data size is

around 700 bytes per content, and is negligible when compared with the typical data size of

140 KB of a photo or that of 3 MB of a 1.5-minutes video. The collected meta-data is saved

onboard the meta-data database for later processing.

To support intelligent content prefetching, the content ranker invoked by the content prefetcher

queries the database on fresh content items that have not been downloaded by the system as

yet, and predicts the probability the user would view them. The ranking algorithm is based

on social relations between entities in the social networks, user interests and content pop-

ularity. The ranked contents are fed to the content prefetcher to make decisions on which

contents to prefetch and when to prefetch. The crux of this component is a cost-benefit

driven prefetch scheduling algorithm which aims to maximize the overall prefetching gain

(benefit-cost) by intelligently selecting contents to download and scheduling their download

time. This is achieved by carefully taking into account the variations in the sizes of the

contents (from content meta-data), their expected probability of being watched (from the

content ranker), predicted network conditions such as the network connectivity and band-

width (from the system profiler), as well as predicted user activity such as when the user

will navigate his/her social media streams (from the user activity profiler). Once the con-

tents are scheduled for downloads, they are inserted into a download queue. The downloader

downloads the contents in the queue based on their scheduled times.

6.3 O2SM Mobile Middleware Algorithms

6.3.1 Social Media Content Ranking Component

Given resource constraints at mobile devices, a method to efficiently rank social media con-

tents based on their importance is critical. Prefetching all media contents that accompany
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heavy multimedia objects, e.g., images or videos, could not only be harmful to user, when

he or she is in need of phone battery to survive in daily work, but also waste resources if the

downloaded contents are not later viewed by user. This section is dedicated to present the

background and our approach to develop a ranking system that works efficiently for mobile

devices and scalably against the arrival of new contents.

Background: Traditional ranking systems can be classified into three categories: (1) con-

tent based approaches [28, 73, 58], (2) collaborative filtering approaches [43, 140, 115], and

(3) social network based approaches [111, 128, 116]. Content based approaches [28, 73, 58]

rank media contents using the correlation between the attributes of media content, such

as descriptions, keywords, tags, images, and video features (e.g., colors), and user prefer-

ences. The basic process here matches up the attributes of the user profile (with prefer-

ences,interests), with the attributes of contents. The performance of this category is limited

by dictionary-bound relations between the keywords obtained from users and the descriptions

of media contents. More comprehensive feature extraction (e.g., image and video analysis)

is expensive and hence not supported by most social media.

Collaborative filtering approaches [43, 140, 115] recommend media contents by first calcu-

lating the similarity between all users in the system based on their previous ratings of media

contents. Ratings are, for example, represented using numeric scores from 1 to 5 and sim-

ilarity is estimated using heuristic measures, such as the well known cosine function. The

system, then, projects a ranking a user is likely to give a piece of recommended content

by aggregating the ratings of the user’s k nearest neighbors on the content. Collaborative

filtering approaches are useful for highly sparse data where the matrix (ratings) is partially

missing. Issues for these approaches include cold start, i.e., all ratings are missing, and high

computation complexity, i.e., a large number of users and contents involves an inference

process, that is critical due to limited resources on mobile devices.

The last category ranks social media contents via social networks. Social networks are
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characterized by heterogeneous entities, e.g., contents, users, and social relations. Recent

studies [111, 128, 116] exploit relations among entities to recommend contents. For example,

a user is likely to view contents generated by friends, whom the user interacts with frequently

over social networks. The approaches in this category fit our system’s goals best because

they could utilize the underlying social relations captured in our system. However, while the

intuitions are appealing, a direct application of the existing techniques to our system is not

easy. For example, the work in [111] is based on a social graph to evaluate social relations

among entities, and works only for a fixed set of entities. It requires rebuilding the social

graph and recalculation of weights when new contents arrive, which happens frequently in our

system. Extensions to the collaborative filtering concept [128, 116] by employing relations to

estimate similarity have been studied, they suffers from high computation complexity that

are unsuitable to mobile deployment.

Our Approach: We inherit the spirit of the social network based recommendation sys-

tems [111, 128, 116] to rank social media contents based on social relations and interactions,

but targets to work efficiently on mobile devices and be scalable to the arrivals of new con-

tents. Besides, we take user-poster interests and content popularity into account to improve

the ranking accuracy. In some sense, user-poster interests and content popularity can be con-

sidered as indirect content based features because they capture user preferences and content

impacts on viewers. The main design principles for the ranking component in our mobile

system are light weight and fast provisions of ratings on newly incoming contents.

Our approach first identifies and constructs social based features that can infer user-content

interactions. We then employ a supervised learning approach to predict the probability of

a social media content viewed by a user. We develop our ranking component to support

content ranking on Facebook, but the approach is general enough to be readily applied to

other social networks, e.g., Twitter as presented in [75].

We construct the following features to capture the underlying social relations. Let u be a
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Interaction Type Explanations
Post(u, f) User u writes a post on poster f ’s Wall page, tags

f in a photo, a video or an album of images.
Post(f , u) Vice versa.
Comment(u, f) User u comments on a post from f , or on a tag of

a photo, a video or an album from f .
Comment(f , u) Vice versa.
Like(u, f) User u likes a post uploaded by f , or an image, a

video or an album tagged by f , or u likes a com-
ment from f .

Like(f , u) Vice versa.
Message(u, f) User u sends a private message to f .
Message(f , u) Vice versa.

Table 6.1: Representation of user interactions.

user with a friend f . Table 6.1 presents key interaction types between u and f .

1. Post interactions: This feature captures the interactions between the user and a

friend of the user via posts on their social media sites, e.g., Facebook Wall page. It is

clear that u is likely more interested in f ’s posts if interaction between u and f is high.

We use the total number of interactions between u and f to quantify this feature. Post

interactions include post(u, f), post(f , u), comment(u, f), comment(f , u), like(u, f),

and like(f , u) as shown in Table 6.1. In Facebook, a user can post message on his

or her friend’s Wall page or tag the friend in a photo. A Twitter user can retweet

an interesting message or @reply a tweet from some person the user follows. All of

these are considered post interactions. Some social networks, for example Facebook,

allow users to subscribe or like a page (e.g., a soccer club like Manchester United or

a university like Harvard University). Any updates from the page will be sent to the

subscribers similar to those from a friend. For simplicity, we consider a page as a friend

of u.

2. Private message exchange: Different from post interactions, which may be available

in public, private messages are only available to the recipients. We use the total number

of messages sent and received between user u and friend f of u to quantify the feature
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(i.e., message(u, f) and message(f , u) in Table 6.1). The higher number of exchanged

messages, the higher the interaction level between u and f and higher the probability

that u views f ’s posts. In Facebook, users can send and receive private email-like

messages l to and from their friends (and even strangers). Twitter and Weibo users

can communicate with each other through direct messages with a limited number of

characters.

In addition to the above features, we extract and represent two others features - the level of

interest of a user u has to a specific friend f , and the popularity of a post.

1. User interest w.r.t to a friend: We measure the interest of u w.r.t to a friend f of

u by the number of view clicks to contents posted by f . The higher number of view

clicks indicates a higher interest level of u to f .

2. Post popularity: A post from friend f ,with a high number of comments and likes, is

likely interesting because it receives high attention from many viewers. It is therefore

likely to be interesting to u even the viewers are not u’s friends. We thus employ the

number of comments and likes in a post to predict the viewing probability.

In order to predict the probability a content is viewed by a user, we employ a well-known

supervised learning algorithm - logistic regression classifier. Logistic regression is an ad-

ditive model used to predict the probability of a discrete event given a set of explanatory

variables. It weights the impact of all constructed features with estimated coefficients. In

the literature, the logistic regression has been used for prediction, such as friendship strength

prediction [100]. We are the first applying the logistic regression to predict the probability

of user-content interactions based on the social networks.

Now we describe how to apply the logistic regression to our content ranking component. The
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logistic regression in the training process learns a model of the form:

p(yi|xi) =
1

1 + e−(c0+
∑n

1 cjx
j
i )
, (6.1)

where xi is a vector of the features (x1
i , ..., x

n
i ) described above for content i, and yi is 1 if

the user clicks to view content i. Otherwise, yi is 0. The model is represented by a vector of

coefficients c, in which c0 is not multiplied with any feature and added to the vector as noise.

In the training process, the model is learned by maximizing the log-likelihood of the logistic

regression model. A well-known approach for the maximization problem is a trust region

Newton method [110]. The resulting model is then used to evaluate the viewing probability

for a newly arriving media content by simply applying Eq. (6.1) to the features of the new

content. In the evaluation section, we will show that the training process that calculates the

model parameters for our ranking component is indeed light weight and fast. This technique

is attractive in our setting since the processing of newly arriving contents essentially reduces

to that of applying Eq. (6.1). Furthermore, the simplicity of the scheme lends itself to be

easily deployed on mobile devices.

6.3.2 Ranking-driven Social Media Prefetching

Prefetching social media contents has received attention at CDNs. [150] considered the

problem of efficient geo-replicating contents across multiple data-centers spread around the

world. However, little research has been done for prefetching social media contents to mobile

clients. Mobile prefetching is an increasingly relevant topic of research. Techniques have been

developed for determining when to prefetch based on network conditions such as WiFi and

cellular signal strength [137, 66, 141]. Minimizing energy consumption during prefetching

is critical for mobiles - studies [32, 72] indicate that WiFi is typically more efficient than

cellular networks, and techniques to aggregate multiple data transfers to save energy have
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been developed. [52, 109] exploit social networks to assist prefetching video prefixes. In

general, prefetching has been explored in client-server and peer-to-peer settings using factors

such as energy, transfer volume and user preferences.

Much of the earlier work focuses on what to prefetch and does not explicitly account for

whether the prefetched content is consumed or not. A more comprehensive prefetching

scheme must incorporate which items to prefetch for maximum benefit. [160] observes that

users tend to launch a fairly fixed sequence of the apps, and user locations have a strong

correlation with app usage so a decision engine was proposed to determine which apps to

prefetch. In contrast to the above approaches, we propose a comprehensive scheme that

exploits the previously described ranking mechanism to determine what to prefetch and

develops a efficient scheduling technique for when to prefetch.

The O2SM prefetcher divides time into prefetching period or slot (e.g., 15 minutes), say

Tprefetch, and runs the prefetch scheduling algorithm at the start of every slot. The algorithm

selects a number of contents for download in each prefetching period optimizing for large

time-scale prefetching. Algorithm 6 shows the flow of the scheduling algorithm. The goal

of the algorithm is to provide the best viewing experience when the user navigates his/her

social media streams, while keeping the prefetching cost low.

The O2SM prefetcher strives to balance the potential benefit of prefetching against its cost:

On one hand, prefetching social media contents can provide users with offline viewing expe-

rience and hide the latency of data transfers over poor and intermittently connected wireless

networks. One the other hand, if the prefetched content is never viewed, prefetching con-

sumes resources (e.g., energy and cellular data usage) that could be used for other activities.

Since the prefetching benefit is different for different contents and the prefetching cost of the

same content varies over time when network condition changes, the prefetch scheduling algo-

rithm determines what to download and when to download by formulating a Offline Online

Social Media Prefetch Scheduling (O2SMPS) problem. In the following sections we describe
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Algorithm 6: Prefetch Scheduling

Step 1-Read Unviewed Ranked Contents:
read the list of unviewed ranked contents output from the Content Ranking
component.
Step 2-K Slot-ahead Forecast:
forecast the network conditions and user context for the next K slots.
Step 3-Offline Online Social Media Prefetch Scheduling (O2SMPS):
formulate an O2SMPS problem using a cost/benefit analysis to decide which contents
to download in each of the next K slots.
Step 4-Contents Download:
sequentially download contents that are scheduled for the current slot.

the cost/benefit modeling and the O2SMPS problem in details, and discuss the forecasting

techniques used in our system.

Cost/Benefit Modeling

Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , i|I|} be the list of ranked contents and qi is the likelihood of content

i will be viewed by the user. We evaluate the cost/benefit of content prefetching in the

next K slots to determine the best prefetching time by forecasting the network conditions

and user activity in the future. Let t = 1, 2, · · · , K be the slotted time for the next K

prefetching slots. The system monitors the use of the 3G and WiFi network interfaces for

Internet access. Let pwifi(t) be the probability that the device uses the WiFi interface for

data transfer at slot t, and bwwifi(t) is the corresponding download bandwidth. Similarly,

pcell(t) and bwcell(t) are the probability and bandwidth for the 3G interface at slot t. The

system also predicts how likely the user will actively navigate his/her social media streams.

Let pnav(t) denote the predicted likelihood that the user may become active at slot t. We

discuss the network and user activity profiling and prediction techniques in the Sec. 6.3.2.

Inspired by [80], we estimate the cost and benefit of prefetching each content along three

dimensions: viewing performance, energy use, and data plan use. We consider two costs in-

volved in prefetching: the energy cost and the cellular data plan cost. The cost for prefetching
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a content may vary over time when the network conditions change. Formally, we define the

estimated cost of prefetching a content i at slot tpre as:

C(i, tpre) = we × CEnergy(i, tpre) + wd × Ccell(i, tpre),

where we and wd are weighting coefficients for energy and cellular data consumption re-

spectively. The coefficients are configurable to the user. For instance, if the user uses an

unlimited cellular data plan so that the cellular data usage is not a concern, then wd can

be set to zero. On the other hand, if the user is discreet about energy use, he may prefer a

large value for we.

The benefit of prefetching is threefold: the viewing performance benefit, the energy benefit

and the cellular data plan benefit. The viewing performance benefit comes from the improved

user experience when the user views a prefetched content. The energy and the data plan

benefits are the saves in the energy use and data plan use that would be otherwise consumed

when the user views the content. Clearly, the benefit depends on: (i) probability of the

content to be viewed and (ii) network condition at the time when the user navigates the

streams. Formally, we define the estimated benefit to prefetch a content i in case the user

navigates his/her social media streams in slot tnav as:

B(i, tnav) = Bview(i, tnav) + we ×Benergy(i, tnav) + wd ×Bcell(i, tnav).

We next define Benergy(·). We adopt the energy models developed by PowerTutor [164].

For downloading a content under WiFi at slot t, the energy cost is modeled as ewifi(i, t) =

cwifi × si
bwwifi(t)

, where cwifi is a power coefficient for WiFi interface. For downloading under

3G, the energy cost is ecell(i, t) = ccell × si
bwcell(t)

+ etail, where ccell is a power coefficient for

3G and etail is an estimated 3G tail energy cost. Since contents are prefetched in batches,

to estimate the tail energy cost we let etail = ctail × Ttail
lavg

where ctail is the power coefficient
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for 3G tail energy, Ttail is the typical 3G tail time (usually > 10 seconds), and lavg is

the history average of the number of contents downloaded in a batch by the prefetcher.

To predict the 3G tail energy consumption for on-demand fetches from the user, we let

etail = ctail × min(Tinactive, Ttail) where Tinactive is the history average of the idle period

between two consecutive content requests from the user. Then, the expected energy to

download a content i at slot t is:

E(i, t) =
pwifi(t)

pwifi(t) + pcell(t)
× ewifi(i, t) +

pcell(t)

pwifi(t) + pcell(t)
× ecell(i, t).

Since the prefetching energy cost Cenergy(i, tpre) = E(i, tpre), the energy benefit becomes

Benergy(i, tnav) = qi×E(i, tnav), which takes the probability of the content to be viewed into

consideration.

We define Bcell(·) in a similar way. The expected cellular data plan use for downloading a

content i at t is:

D(i, t) =
pcell(t)

pwifi(t) + pcell(t)
× si.

Therefore, the data plan cost Ccell(i, tpre) = D(i, tpre) and data plan benefit Bcell(i, tnav) =

qi ×D(i, tnav).

The viewing performance benefit is considered as the granted feasibility for offline access

if the user desires to view a content when he/she doesn’t have network access. On the

other hand, if the user checks the content when he/she has network access, the benefit is

the hidden latency of the on-demand content downloading/buffering. Assume the download

bandwidth at the time when the user requests the content is bw, the hidden latency can be

formulated as d(i) = min(si,smax)
bw

, where smax is the maximum playback buffer size for videos,

or smax = si for non-video content. Then, taking into account the viewing probability of

the content as well as the predicted network conditions, for any time slot tnav that the user
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may actively navigate social media contents, the expected viewing performance benefit for

prefetching content i is:

Bview(i, tnav) = pwifi(tnav)× qi × dwifi(i, tnav) + pcell(tnav)× qi × dcell(i, tnav)

+woff × (1− pwifi(tnav)− pcell(tnav))× qi,

where dwifi(i, tnav) and dcell(i, tnav) are the predicted hidden latency under WiFi and 3G

respectively, and woff is a relative benefit weight of viewing offline to viewing online, that

can be customized by the user.

O2SMPS Problem

The O2SMPS problem maximizes the prefetching gain as the benefit minus cost, by allocating

contents for downloads in each of the next K slots. We define a prefetch scheduling matrix,

Z = {zi,k}, where zi,k ∈ {0, 1}, such that zi,k = 1 if download content i at slot k and zi,k = 0

otherwise. Furthermore, let yi(k) be another 0-1 variable that indicates whether a content

i has been downloaded before slot k. It is easy to see that yi(1) = 0 and yi(k) =
∑k−1

l=1 zi,l

under the constraint that
∑K

k=1 zi,k ≤ 1, i.e., a content can not be scheduled for download

more than once.

To be useful, a content must be prefetched before the user checks his/her social media

streams. Taking into account pnav(t), i.e., the likelihood that the user may actively navigate

social media contents at each of the K slots, we can calculate an expected prefetch scheduling

benefit for any scheduling Z = {zi,k} as:

Benefit(Z) = pnav(1)×∑|I|i=1 (B(i, 1) · yi(1))

+(1− pnav(1))pnav(2)×∑|I|i=1 (B(i, 2) · yi(2))

+ · · ·+∏K−1
k=1 (1− pnav(k))pnav(K)×∑|I|i=1 (B(i,K) · yi(K)),
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where each term on the right side of the equation specifics the expected prefetching benefit

if the next time when the user navigates his/her social media streams is at the kth slot. On

the other hand, the expected prefetch scheduling cost for the prefetch scheduling Z is:

Cost(Z) =

|I|∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

C(i, k) · zi,k.

Now we formally define the O2SMPS problem as:

maximize Benefit(Z)− Cost(Z) (6.2a)

subject to
∑|I|

i=1 si · zi,k ≤ Tprefetch · bw(k) k = 1, . . . , K; (6.2b)∑K
k=1 zi,k ≤ 1 k = 1, . . . , K; (6.2c)

zi,k ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, . . . , |I|; k = 1, . . . , K, (6.2d)

where (6.2b) specifies that the total amount of data can be downloaded in a prefetching slot

is constrained by the average download bandwidth in the slot.

The above problem can be reduced to a Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) [118] that

assigns |I| items to K bins and the value of each item varies for different bins it puts in.

The problem is known to be NP-hard, and its efficient approximation algorithms has been

studied extensively in literature. In this work, we adopt the polynomial-time algorithm by

Martello and Toth [117] that provides an approximate solution to the problem under the

overall time complexity of O(K|I|logK + |I|2).

The algorithm has two phases. The first phase tries to provide a reasonably good assignment

uses a measure of the desirability of assigning content i to slot t, say gi,t. It iteratively

considers all the unassigned contents, and picks the content with the maximum difference

between the largest and second largest gi,t to get assigned first. The intuition is such content

is most critical since failing to assign it into its best slot will negatively impact the overall
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performance most. We let gi,t =
fi,t
si

, where fi,t is the gain of assigning content i to slot t

derived from F , and si is the size of the content. So gi,t is a measure of the unit gain of the

content i in slot t. In the second phase, once all contents have been assigned, the solution is

improved through local exchanges. Readers are referred to [117] for the algorithm details.

Forecasting Network Connectivities and User Activity

The prefetcher relies on two predictions for each of the prefetching slots to make scheduling

decisions: (a) a network prediction in terms of the connectivity probability distribution

vector pnet(k) = [pwifi(k), pcell(k), (1 − pwifi(k) − pcell(k))] as well as the bandwidth vector

bw(k) = [bwwifi(k), bwcell(k), 0]; and (b) a user activeness prediction as the likelihood pnav(k)

that the user might navigate his/her social media streams in the slot.

Because people are creatures of habit, many existing profiling and forecasting techniques

(e.g., location-based or time series prediction) can be used by both prediction problems to

achieve highly accurate predictions. A notable technique is BreadCrumbs [127], which is a

location-based prediction scheme. It tracks the movement of the mobile device and utilizes a

simple Markov model to generate connectivity forecasts. Their evaluation results indicate a

very good accuracy. The technique requires the location information either from the device’s

GPS or techniques like Place Lab[95] where the device has to communicate with a remote

server to extract its location information from the information of its current WiFi access

point and cellular towers. To mitigate this constraint, we applied a another simple Markov

model based technique when the location information is not generally available.

We use a time-dependent Markov model for forecasting. The technique is applied to both

network connectivity and user activity forecast. To forecast network connectivity, the states

of the Markov model are WiFi, cellular and offline. To forecast user activeness, the states

are active and inactive. The transition matrix depends on the time of the day. Since the
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prefetch schedule is slotted, say N slots a day, we maintain the same number of transition

matrix to capture the probability of a transition from a state at slot t to a state at slot t+ 1.

For each state in the model and time boundary between slots, the prediction component

updates the corresponding Markov transition matrix whenever the model is in the state

and transitions to another or the time is moved to a new slot. The future predictions can

then be made from the trained transition matrix. For example, let A(k) be the transition

matrix for transition from slot k to slot k + 1, given the network connectivity at slot k as

pnet(k), we can approximate the network connectivity k + 1 and slot k + 2 as pnet(k)A(k)

and pnet(k)A(k)A(k + 1) respectively. Meanwhile, the average bandwidth vector bw(k) can

be easily derived for each time slot.

6.4 A Broker/Proxy Framework for Social Content De-

livery

The mobile middleware approach provides an easily deployable solution for efficient social

content delivery independent of external infrastructures. This approach, however, is still

relatively expensive in terms of the consumed data plan quota and mobile device energy,

which is caused primarily by the limitations in the current APIs of social network providers.

In order to determine whether there are new updates from social network sites, mobile

device has to set up connections, and send requests for new updates. If there are no new

updates, the requests are useless, and device resources (i.e., energy) consumed for sending

the requests are wasteful. In some cases, mobile devices even have to pull/retrieve multiple

data items (e.g., posts, comments/likes of Facebook posts), and analyze the data to detect

new updates. Executing these processes on mobile devices periodically is taxing on resource-

constrained mobile devices. A better approach is to employ a system of brokers and proxies

in the network to help mobile devices to optimally prefetch social media contents. Fig. 6.3
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illustrates the considered broker/proxy architecture where mobile users and social media

providers exchange data by staging relevant content intelligently with the supports from the

broker/proxy nodes. The goal of the broker/proxy architecture is to maximize the viewing

likelihood and quality of experience of the prefetched social media contents while maintaining

certain energy level at mobile devices for user daily activities.

Figure 6.3: Considered system architecture.

In this system, the key coordination is performed at a broker – social media users on mobile

devices register with the system through this brokerage service. The broker service period-

ically checks and tracks social media updates for each mobile user, calculates the relevance

of every update to the user and generates an annotated list of updates, enhanced with the

calculated relevance factors. A broker may manage one or more proxies, and each proxy

in turn serves one or multiple mobile devices. The broker passes the annotated list of new

contents to each mobile device’s proxy and also initiates the actual downloads of the up-

dated contents onto the respective network proxies (usually, in close vicinity of the client).

In general, proxies may be installed by mobile users, cellular carriers, content distribution

networks, social networks, and third-party companies.
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Figure 6.4: Major software modules in our system.

We assume that proxy selection is done by individual mobile users, who may have lists of

trustworthy proxies in mind or prefer to use closer proxies for higher network bandwidth.

More sophisticated policies for proxy selection are possible [136] - for example multiple

brokers/proxies may be employed for scalability and mobility handling - the design of such

policies are out of the scope of this work. We aim to design, implement, and evaluate a

broker/proxy solution that schedules mobile prefetches to achieve these goals and relieve the

mobile device from the associated computation and communication overhead.

Fig. 6.4 illustrates the software modules of the proposed system. The broker/proxy peri-

odically checks for updates from social network sites and efficiently delivers the updates to

mobile users. The crux of the system resides in two key modules that are described below: (i)

user-content relevance evaluator, which estimates the likelihood of a content being watched

by a user (based on social connections) and (ii) scheduling algorithm, which performs the

actual delivery of contents to mobile users such that the benefits of prefetching contents is

maximized under the resource constraints.

User-content relevance evaluator. This module estimates the likelihood a social con-
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tent will be viewed by a user using social network information. The resulting user-content

relevance provides hints to the scheduling and delivery modules in the proxy for resource-

efficient delivery. We applied the same content ranking technology in our mobile middleware

solution here.

Scheduling algorithm. The second key component is the Scheduling Algorithm module

that executes on the proxy. The challenge here is how to utilize as few as possible knowledge

from mobile devices to efficiently schedule the delivery of contents from the proxy to the

mobile device. We want to minimize the periodic communications of knowledge from the

mobile device to the proxy to save energy on the mobile device. Updates from social network

sites for a user are downloaded to the selected proxy via the Download and Storage module.

The mobile device connects to the proxy only when it detects a good network condition

and enough battery level at the device. These system conditions are reported to the Device

Monitor at the proxy. Decisions are made by the scheduling algorithm running on the proxy

to perform the prefetch of relevant updates based on the reported network conditions and

battery levels at the mobile device and the Delivery module implements the content transfer.

The details of the scheduling algorithm are presented in the next section.

6.5 Broker based Content Scheduling Algorithm

In this section, we formulate and solve the scheduling problem of prefetching social contents

from the proxy to the mobile device optimally.

6.5.1 System Models and Problem Formulation

We divide time into slots. Every time slot, the scheduling algorithm selects which contents

will be delivered to mobile device.
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Content arrival. A new content c generated by a friend of u is fetched by the proxy and

stored in the proxy’s database before it can be delivered to the user. Content c includes

metadata (e.g., post id, author id, description, source links of images and videos, and etc.)

and media content (images and videos). Let us denote the size of content c (including

metadata and media content) as sc, and the total size of all contents for the user fetched by

the proxy in time slot t as λ(t). We have λ(t) =
∑

c∈a(t) sc, where a(t) is a set of contents

arriving to the proxy in t. Assume that λ(t) is finite and limited by λmax, i.e., λ(t) ≤ λmax∀t.

The time averaged fetched data amount is defined as:

λ̄ , lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{λ(τ)}. (6.3)

Content departure and dropping. Every time slot, the scheduling algorithm chooses a

subset of the fetched contents to deliver to the user. Let r(t) be a set of contents scheduled to

be delivered in time slot t, and µ(t) be the total delivered data amount, i.e., µ(t) =
∑

c∈r(t) sc.

We assume µ(t) ≤ µmax∀t. It is not hard to see that µ(t) is limited by the mobile device’s

downlink bandwidth at t, defined as θ(t), i.e., µ(t) ≤ θ(t). We also assume θ(t) ≤ θmax∀t.

The time averaged data amount delivered to the user is defined as:

µ̄ , lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{µ(τ)}. (6.4)

Some fetched contents are dropped by the proxy due to low viewing probability or large size

(hence, high energy consumption). Let d(t) and χ(t) be a set of dropped contents and the

total dropped data amount in time slot t, i.e., χ(t) =
∑

c∈d(t) sc. The time averaged data

amount dropped from the fetched content list is:

χ̄ , lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{χ(τ)}. (6.5)
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Energy budget and consumption. In our system, each user sets an energy threshold

et and nothing is prefetched if the current energy level, denoted as e(t) is less than et.

Moreover, we allow mobile users to set energy budget for prefetching contents, in order to

preserve battery levels for other daily activities, such as making phone calls and browsing

Web pages. The energy budget is set for user-specified time periods, e.g., a user may set

the energy budget to 10% of the current energy for a period between 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., and

to 30% between 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. In particular, we let ts and te be the starting and ending

times of a period. Assume period [ts, tf ] consists of a set of time slots {t0, t1,...}. Let us

define ea as the available energy amount at the device at ts, and eu as the usable energy

percentage for the system to download social contents in the period. The energy budget at

the beginning of the period is ep = [(ea− et)eu]+, where [x]+ , max(0, x). For every content

download, the consumed energy is deducted from the energy budget. The energy budget

may increase if the phone is charged. In time slot t, if the phone is charged and the current

energy level is larger than et, eu percentage of the charged energy will be added to the energy

budget. Let w(t) be the charged energy in time slot t. The energy added to the budget is

ε(t) = w(t)eu. We write ε(t0) = ep + w(t0)eu for t0, and define the time averaged energy

added to the budget as:

ε̄ , lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{ε(τ)}. (6.6)

We next model the energy consumed by mobile device for receiving contents from the bro-

ker/proxy. Let ρc(t) be the energy amount used for receiving content c in time slot t. We

employ the energy models from [33] to estimate ρc(t), based on the content, network type,

and network condition. The total energy consumption in time slot t is ρ(t) =
∑

c∈r(t) ρc(t),

where r(t) is the contents delivered to the mobile device in t. The time averaged energy
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consumption amount is written as:

ρ̄ , lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{ρ(τ)}. (6.7)

Utility model. Let pc be the probability a user u will view c, which is between 0 and 1.

The closer to 1 pc is, the more likely u views c. We consider time decay of contents, i.e.,

a more recent content interests users more. Let Uc(t) = f(pc, t) be the time decay utility

function that models the benefit to deliver content c to the user in time slot t, which is a

decreasing function on pc and t. In a time slot, some contents are delivered to the user while

some are dropped, or the proxy may be totally filled up. Let’s denote Ur(t) and Ud(t) as

the total utilities of contents which are delivered and dropped, respectively. Mathematically,

Ur(t) =
∑

c∈r(t) Uc(t) and Ud(t) =
∑

c∈d(t) Uc(t).

Problem formulation. The scheduling algorithm selects a set of contents r(t) to deliver to

the mobile device and a set of contents d(t) to drop from the proxy based on the following

formulation.

max: Ū = lim
t→∞

1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E
{
Ur(t)− αUd(t)

}
; (6.8a)

st: λ̄ ≤ µ̄+ χ̄; (6.8b)

ρ̄ ≤ ε̄; (6.8c)∑
c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

sc ≤ θ(t); (6.8d)

∑
c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

ρc(t) ≤ min(e(t)− et, P (t)). (6.8e)

The objective function in Eq. (6.8a) maximizes the long term utility for content delivery

and minimizes the long term utility for content dropping. The proxy drops some contents

to stabilize the system as shown in constraint in Eq. (6.8b). Weight α (α ≥ 1) is added to
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the dropping utility to force the system to consider more seriously when making a dropping

decision. Constraint Eq. (6.8c) ensures that the long term energy budget is enough to

perform scheduled transfers. Constraint Eq. (6.8d) ensures that bandwidth is enough for

data transfer at any time slot. And the last constraint in Eq. (6.8e) makes sure that energy

is enough for data receipt from the broker/proxy (note that, e(t)− et is the difference of the

current energy level with the power threshold, and P (t) is the remaining amount in energy

budget that will be modeled in the next part).

6.5.2 An Optimal Algorithm

We design an algorithm to solve the problem in Eqs. (6.8a)–(6.8e) using the fine-grained

queue control theory – Lyapunov optimization [74], which is useful for solving long-term

maximization problems. We start by presenting our design principles, and then the detailed

algorithm.

Algorithm design principles. We use a real queue Q and a virtual queue P to represent

constraints in Eqs. (6.8b) and (6.8c) for data and energy, respectively. Q stores incoming

contents downloaded to the proxy. The contents in Q are taken out of the queue for either

delivery or drop. The evolution of Q over time is written as:

Q(t+ 1) , [Q(t)− µ(t)− χ(t) + λ(t)]+. (6.9)

We define the stability of the Q as:

Q̄ , lim
t→∞

sup
1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

E{Q(τ)} <∞. (6.10)

At t = 0, we set Q(t) = 0. The constraint in Eq. (6.8b) is satisfied, as long as Q is stable.

Virtual queue P is just a counter in memory, which indicates the energy budget for the
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mobile device to prefetch contents. The evolution of P over time is:

P (t+ 1) , [P (t)− ρ(t) + ε(t)]+. (6.11)

At t = 0, we set P (t) = 0. In Section 6.5.3, we show that P (t) is deterministically upper

bounded. This therefore satisfies the constraint in Eq. (6.8c).

We define vector φ(t) = [Q(t);P (t)] and a quadratic Lyapunov function:

L(φ(t)) ,
1

2

[
Q(t)2 + (P (t)− κ)2

]
, (6.12)

where κ is a constant. Intuitively, if the system is stabilized, i.e., L(φ(t)) is maintained

small, P (t) is accumulated close to κ. Therefore, by choosing a reasonable κ, we control the

available energy amount for the mobile device to prefetch contents. A one-step Lyapunov

drift is defined as below:

∆(φ(t)) , E{L(φ(t+ 1))− L(φ(t))|φ(t)}. (6.13)

The intuition is if ∆(φ(t)) is maintained negatively over time, the system is stable.

Lemma 6.1 (Lyapunov drift). The one-step conditional Lyapunov drift satisfies the follow-

ing constraint at any time slot under any algorithms used to control the system:

4(φ(t)) = E{L(φ(t+ 1))− L(φ(t))|φ(t)}

≤ β − E{Q(t)µ(t) + (P (t)− κ)ρ(t)|φ(t)}

− E{Q(t)χ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)λ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{(P (t)− κ)ε(t)|φ(t)},

(6.14)

where β is a carefully chosen constant.
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Our goals are to minimize the drift and maximize the system’s utility. Thereby, we obtain:

min : 4(φ(t))− V E{Ur(t)− αUd(t)|φ(t)}, (6.15)

where V is a weight that controls how important the utility is, compared to the system

stability.

By applying Lemma 6.1 to Eq. (6.15), we maximize the sum Φ(t) = Φ1(t) + Φ2(t), where:

Φ1(t) = E{V Ur(t) +Q(t)µ(t) + (P (t)− κ)ρ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)χ(t)− V αUd(t)|φ(t)};

Φ2(t) = E{(κ− P (t))ε(t)|φ(t)}.

(6.16)

The proposed algorithm. Our proposed algorithm is to minimize Eq. (6.15) by maxi-

mizing Φ1(t) and Φ2(t). The algorithm consists of two procedures: (1) Content Selection to

maximize Φ1, and (2) Energy Control to maximize Φ2. Algorithm 7 presents the algorithm

in details.

Algorithm 7: Social Content Scheduling Algorithm

1. Content Selection. In time slot t, from a set of social contents f(t) fetched to the
proxy so far, the proxy selects a set r(t) to deliver to the mobile user and a set d(t) to
drop such that the following objective is satisfied:

max:
∑

c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

Φr
1(c, t) +

∑
c∈d(t),d(t)∈f(t)

Φd
1(c, t)

st:
∑

c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

sc ≤ θ(t);

∑
c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

ρc(t) ≤ min(e(t)− et, P (t)),where

(6.17)

Φr
1(c, t) = V Uc(t) +Q(t)sc + (P (t)− κ)ρc(t);

Φd
1(c, t) = Q(t)χ(t)− V αUc(t).

(6.18)

2. Energy Control. In time slot t, the proxy adds ε(t) to P (t) if P (t) ≤ κ.
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The Content Selection procedure selects r(t) and d(t) to maximize the objective function in

Eq. (6.17) with two constraints. The first constraint guarantees that the device’s downlink

data rate in time slot t is enough to deliver the selected contents, and the second constraint

ensures the energy is sufficient for the mobile device to receive the contents. This problem

is in fact a knapsack problem that can be solved by optimization tools, e.g., CPLEX [13].

The Energy Control procedure keeps track of the virtual queue P (t), and only adds ε(t) to

P (t) if P (t) does not overreach κ yet.

6.5.3 Performance Analysis

We present several theory bounds of the proposed algorithm1. Let us denote U∗ as the

maximum long term utility of the problem in Eqs. (6.8a)–(6.8e) achieved by any stationary

randomized algorithms. Notice that such an algorithm requires to know about future. Our

proposed algorithm achieves a long term utility Ū arbitrarily close to U∗ without knowing

about future.

Theorem 6.2 (Utility lower bound). Our algorithm achieves a lower bound of the time

average utility:

Ū = lim
T→∞

1

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{Ur(τ)− αUd(τ)} ≥ U∗ − β

V
, (6.19)

where β is a constant defined in Lemma 6.1.

The theorem shows that by choosing an arbitrarily large V , the achieved utility is arbitrarily

close to the maximum value.

Theorem 6.3 (Real queue Q upper bound). Our algorithm restricts the storage limit for

1The detailed proofs are omitted due to the space limitations.
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real queue Q as:

Q(t) ≤ V α + λmax ∀t. (6.20)

The theorem indicates the real queue is bounded by V α+ λmax in any time slot. The larger

V leads to a larger restriction on Q. That is, there is a trade-off O(V, 1/V ) for the size of

the real queue and the achieved long term utility. That is, queue size increases by V leads

to long term utility increase by 1
V

.

An interesting observation from this analysis is that we can control the storage size, which

is not unlimited at the broker/proxy. Another interesting observation from this theorem is

that we can control the time average queue delay. Queue delay is the time difference between

a content is created and it is delivered to the mobile device. We define time average queue

delay as follows: D̄ = Q̄
r̄
≤ V α+λmax

r̄
where r̄ is time average data rate from the broker/proxy

to the mobile device. It is clear that queue delay can be controlled by V .

Theorem 6.4 (Energy upper bound). Our algorithm ensures that the energy consumed in

any time slot is bounded by:

P (t) ≤ κ+ εmax ∀t. (6.21)

The theorem shows that our algorithm ensures energy budget at any time is not more than a

threshold. We know that energy budget P (t) shared for the prefetching system may increase

when the device is charged. This theorem infers that the energy budget is controlled even

when the device is charged fully for a long time.
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6.5.4 A Near-Optimal Algorithm

We next present an efficient algorithm for content selection that runs in O(nlog(n)) with an

approximation factor of 2. That is, the algorithm achieves Φapx
1 (t) ≥ 1

2
Φopt

1 (t), where Φopt
1 (t)

is the optimal solution for the problem in Eqs. (6.17)–(6.18) and Φapx
1 (t) is the near-optimal

solution.

Algorithm 8: A Near-Optimal Algorithm for Content Selection

Step 1: Given a set f(t) of contents fetched by the proxy so far, select r(t) to
maximize:

max:
∑

c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

(Φr
1(c, t)− [Φd

1(c, t)]+)

st:
∑

c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

sc ≤ ϑ(t).
(6.22)

This is done by:

1. For each c ∈ f(t), calculate wc =
Φr

1(c,t)−[Φd
1(c,t)]+

sc
.

2. Add c in f(t) to r(t) in decreasing order of wc if wc > 0 until
∑

c∈r(t) sc ≤ ϑ(t) does
not hold.

Step 2: Select d(t) from the set f(t)− r(t) by iterating through each content c in
f(t)− r(t), and add c to d(t) if Φd

1(c, t) > 0.

We first convert the problem in Eqs. (6.17)–(6.18) to a new problem. The energy con-

sumption for receiving contents is linear to data size [33], i.e., ρ(t) = ρa(t)s(t) + ρb(t),

where s(t) is the total amount of contents transferred in time slot t, and ρa(t) and ρb(t)

are constants in each time slot, which are functions of the network type and condition.

Therefore, the second constraint of the problem in Eqs. (6.17)–(6.18) becomes
∑

c∈r(t) sc ≤
min(e(t)−et,P (t))−ρb(t)

ρa(t)
, which leads to the relaxation of one of the two constraints. Let us define

ϑ(t) = min(θ(t), (e(t)−et,P (t))−ρb(t)
ρa(t)

). The problem in Eqs. (6.17)–(6.18) is equivalent to the
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following problem:

max:
∑
c∈r(t)
r(t)∈f(t)

(Φr
1(c, t)− [Φd

1(c, t)]+) +
∑
c∈f(t)

[Φd
1(c, t)]+;

st:
∑

c∈r(t);r(t)∈f(t)

sc ≤ ϑ(t).

(6.23)

Notice that in the new objective function
∑

c∈f(t)[Φ
d
1(c, t)]+ is independent to r(t). This

allows us to select the contents for delivering r(t) first, and then derive the contents for

dropping d(t). We solve the problem in Eq. (6.23) in two steps, as presented in Algorithm 8.

The following theorems analyze the performance of the near-optimal algorithm.

Lemma 6.5. Using Algorithm 8 for Content Selection achieves a bound on Φ1(t):

Φapx
1 (t) ≥ 1

2
Φopt

1 (t) (6.24)

Theorem 6.6 (Utility bound). By using Algorithm 8 for Content Selection, the system

achieves the following bound on the long term utility:

Ūapx ≥
1

2
U∗ − βapx

V
. (6.25)

We note that using Algorithm 8 achieves the same bounds on the real queue and virtual

queue as presented in Theorems 6.3 and 6.4.
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6.5.5 Theoretical Proofs

Proof of Lemma 6.1

The one-step conditional Lyapunov is:

4(φ(t)) = E{L(φ(t+ 1))− L(φ(t))|φ(t)}

=
1

2
E

{
Q2(t+ 1)−Q2(t)|φ(t)

}

+
1

2
E

{
(P (t+ 1)− κ)2 − (P (t)− κ)2|φ(t)

}
,

(6.26)

where the evolution of Q(t) and P (t) is defined as:

Q(t+ 1) = [Q(t)− µ(t)− χ(t) + λ(t)]+, (6.27)

and

P (t+ 1) = [P (t)− ρ(t) + ε(t)]+ (6.28)

Note that

Q2(t+ 1)−Q2(t) = (µ(t) + χ(t)− λ(t))2

− 2Q(t)(µ(t) + χ(t)− λ(t))

(6.29)

(P (t+ 1)− κ)2 − (P (t)− κ)2 =

(ρ(t)− ε(t))2 − 2(P (t)− κ)(ρ(t)− ε(t))
(6.30)
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Let’s define a constant β as below:

β(t) ,
1

2

[
(µ(t) + χ(t)− λ(t))2 + (ρ(t)− ε(t))2

]
≤ 1

2

[
max(µmax + χmax, λmax)

2 + max(ρmax, εmax)
2

]
= β

(6.31)

The Lyapunov drift now becomes:

4(φ(t)) = E{L(φ(t+ 1))− L(φ(t))|φ(t)}

≤ β − E{Q(t)(µ(t) + χ(t)− λ(t))|φ(t)}

− E{(P (t)− κ)(ρ(t)− ε(t))|φ(t)}

≤ β − E{Q(t)µ(t) + (P (t)− κ)ρ(t)|φ(t)}

− E{Q(t)χ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)λ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{(P (t)− κ)ε(t)|φ(t)}

(6.32)

Proof of Theorem 6.2

Let’s denote U∗ is the maximum utility achieved by some stationary algorithm. From our

system’s goal

max : 4(φ(t))− V E{U(t)|φ(t)} (6.33)
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where U(t) = Ur(t)− αUd(t). By applying the results from Lemma 6.1, we have:

E{L(φ(t+ 1))− L(φ(t))|φ(t)} − V E{U(t)|φ(t)}

≤ β − E

{
2Q(t)(µ(t) + χ(t)− λ(t))|φ(t)

}

− E

{
2(P (t)− κ)(ρ(t)− ε(t))|φ(t)

}
− V U∗

(6.34)

To maintain the stability, it follows that:

E{µ(t) + χ(t)− λ(t)|φ(t)} = εq

E{ε(t)− ρ(t)|φ(t)} = εp

where εq ≤ 0 and εu ≤ 0. We take an expectation with respect to the distribution of φ(t)

and use the law of iterated expectations to yield:

E{L(φ(t+ 1)− L(φ(t))} − V E{U(t)}

≤ β − εqE{Q(t)} − εpE{(κ− P (t))} − V U∗
(6.35)

Sum over all slots t ∈ (0, 1, .., T − 1) and divide by T:

1

T
E{L(φ(t+ 1)− L(φ(t))} − V

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)}

≤ β − εq
T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{Q(τ)} − εp
T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{κ− P (τ)} − V U∗
(6.36)
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Divide both sides in the above by V , and simply rearrange the terms to achieve:

V

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)}

≥ U∗ − β

V
+

εq
V T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{Q(τ)}+
εp
V T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{κ− P (τ)}

+
1

V T
E{L(φ(T )} − 1

V T
E{L(φ(0))}

(6.37)

Taking the limits as T goes to∞, and notice that φ(0) = 0 and φ(t) is stabilized, we obtain:

Ū = lim
T→∞

1

T

T−1∑
τ=0

E{U(τ)} ≥ U∗ − β

V
(6.38)

Proof of Theorem 6.3

Q(t) changes when new contents are downloaded from social network sites, or existing con-

tents are delivered to mobile device or dropped.

From the viewpoint of content delivery to the mobile device, Q(t) is bounded by:

Q(t) ≤ κρmax + λmax = Q∗1 (6.39)

where κ is a constant, ρmax is the maximum energy consumed in a time slot, and λmax is the

maximum content rate coming in a time slot as we defined earlier. The proof for (Eq.6.39)

is based on the Selection procedure in algorithm 7. Note that we select contents to deliver

to the mobile device if Φr
1(c, t) = V Uc(t)+Q(t)sc+(P (t)−κ)ρc(t) is not negative. Also note

that, the viewing probability Uc(t) is not larger than 1.
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From the viewpoint of content dropping, Q(t) is bounded by:

Q(t) ≤ V α + λmax = Q∗2 (6.40)

Note that we drop contents if Φd
1(c, t) = Q(t)χ(t) − V αUc(t) is not negative. The proof for

(Eq.6.40) is similar to the proof for Theorem 6.4.

It is easy to see that Q∗2 is the right bound of Q(t) at any time slot. If Q∗2 ≥ Q∗1, our

conclusion is correct. In the other case, since content dropping does not depend on available

resources (e.g., network and energy conditions), content dropping decisions will be fired when

Q(t) reaches Q∗2, and thus does not reach to Q∗1. We complete our proof.

Proof of Theorem 6.4

Let us assume that at time slot t:

P (t) ≤ κ+ εmax (6.41)

as the theorem presents. We now show that at time slot t+1, P (t+1) ≤ κ+εmax. Then the

conclusion is P (t) is less than κ + εmax at any time slot t. It is clear that at the beginning

t0, P (0) ≤ εmax. Therefore, the theorem is true at t0.

At time slot t, there are two cases P (t) ≤ κ and P (t) > κ.

1. Case 1: If P (t) ≤ κ, then P (t+ 1) ≤ κ+ εmax because the energy budget added to the

energy queue is not larger than εmax as we define earlier.

2. Case 2: If P (t) > κ∗, then P (t + 1) ≤ κ + εmax because the energy queue will not be

added by any energy budget amount in time slot t+ 1 as presented in our algorithm 7.
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Proof of Lemma 6.5

The first procedure, Content Selection, of Alg. 7 requires to solve problem (6.17-6.18) that is

known hard to be solved. The equivalent problem (6.23) converted from (6.17-6.18) is in fact

a knapsack problem. This reveals that we can solve the original problem using a heuristic

algorithm presented in Alg. 8. Now let’s understand more about how Alg. 8 is designed.

Contents are selected based on a principle that a content with higher ratio of utility over size

has a higher important level than the one with lower ratio. Our design approach is similar to

work presented in [77]. The reader can follow the proof in [77] to understand how to prove

our lemma.

Proof of Theorem 6.6

From Lemma 6.5 and the definition of Φ1(t), we have:

Φsub
1 (t) = E{V U sub

r (t) +Q(t)µsub(t)− (κ− P (t))ρsub(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)χsub(t)− V αU sub
d (t)|φ(t)}

≥ 1

2
E{V U opt

r (t) +Q(t)µopt(t) + (κ− P (t))ρopt(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)χopt(t)− V αU opt
d (t)|φ(t) = Φopt

1 (t)}

(6.42)

We start the proof with Lemma 6.1 for the Lyapunov drift of the suboptimal algorithm,

4sub(φ(t):

4sub(φ(t)) ≤ β − E{Q(t)µsub(t)− (κ− P (t))ρsub(t)|φ(t)}

− E{Q(t)χsub(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)λ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{(P (t)− κ)ε(t)|φ(t)}

(6.43)
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The objectives of stabilizing the drift and maximizing the viewing probability is:

4sub(φ(t))− V E{U sub
r (t)− αU sub

d (t)|φ(t)}

≤ β − E{V U sub
r (t) +Q(t)µsub(t)− (κ− P (t))ρsub(t)|φ(t)}

− E{Q(t)χsub(t)− V αU sub
d (t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)λ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{(P (t)− κ)ε(t)|φ(t)}

(6.44)

Insert Eq. (6.42) into Eq. (6.44), we have:

4sub(φ(t))− V E{U sub
r (t)− αU sub

d (t)|φ(t)}

≤ β − 1

2
E{V U opt

r (t) +Q(t)µopt(t)− (κ− P (t))ρopt(t)|φ(t)}

− 1

2
E{Q(t)χopt(t)− V αU opt

d (t)|φ(t)}

+ E{Q(t)λ(t)|φ(t)}

+ E{(P (t)− κ)ε(t)|φ(t)}

(6.45)

By following steps presented to prove Theorem 6.2, the time average viewing probability

achieved by Alg. 8 is:

Ūsub ≥
1

2
U∗ − βsub

V
(6.46)

6.6 Proof of Concept Implementation and Performance

Evaluations

As a proof-of-concept, we implemented an Android app based on the proposed concepts. Our

initial prototype supports prefetching of social media streams from Facebook. The app can
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.5: Snapshots of the oFacebook app: (a) show a video content, (b) show an album
content, and (c) set configuration parameters.

download updates on users’ News Feeds page at Facebook including the feed contents (texts,

images, and videos), comments and likes, and provides a friendly GUI for the users to view

as well as interact (e.g., comments and likes) with the downloaded contents offline without

network connectivity. Examples of the GUI are presented in Figure 6.5. We implemented

the prefetching middleware as a service on Android, which contains two main threads, one

to collect the meta-data for Facebook News Feeds stream and the other to prefetch the

embedded contents. The app can also receive updates from the broker/proxy program.

To gain better understanding of the performance of the proposed system and algorithms, we

conducted a trace-driven evaluation. We distributed the oFacebook app to 10 participants

located in America, Asia and Europe to run for 10 days from May 15th to 24th, 2013, and

collected trace data to drive simulations to test the different algorithms. The users were

asked to accept the terms of services agreeing to let us store and send logs for evaluation

purposes. To secure the participants’ data, we did not log any private content or person such
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as user names, message content, post descriptions and photo/video URLs. We represent

Facebook users by hashed user ids and represent Facebook contents and multimedia objects

(i.e. photos and videos) by hashed object ids using an one-way hashcode function to prevent

the trace back to the original information. The participants use our system similarly to the

standard mobile Facebook app: they install the system through an Android executable file

(.apk), login to Facecbook with their Facebook account, and enjoy the downloaded Facebook

newsfeed stream through a Facebook-similar navigation GUI. In the measurement version

distributed in the user study, the ranker predicts a viewing probability of 1 for all posted

content; the prefetching thread simply downloads all media contents - this allows us to

measure user-content interaction behavior without bias. Some information collected in the

collected log traces is listed:

• Content : information on social media contents such as created time, author id, number

of likes and comments, multimedia file size. (There are 12,596 contents collected in 10

days for all users. The maximum number of contents for a single user is 3,919 while

the minimum number is 130. )

• user Activity : the time and content id when users click to view contents. (A single

participant clicks 693 times on average to view the downloaded contents. The maxi-

mum ratio of the number of views to the number of contents for a single user is 95%

while the minimum ratio is 17%.)

• Friend : the ids of friends of users. (A single user has 310 friends on average. The

maximum number of friends a user has is 503 while the minimum number is 75.)

• System: information on the current network (e.g., connected or not, WiFi or cellular

networks, signal strength, and etc) and battery (e.g., charging or not, battery level,

and etc).
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6.6.1 Evaluations on the Content Ranker

We evaluate our ranking approach with Facebook data collected from the user study by

employing 5-fold cross validation. Here, we randomly partition our data sets into 5 equal

size subsets. Among the 5 subsets, 4 are used for training and the last subset is used for

testing. This process is repeated 5 times, each time choosing one different set for testing.

We report the ranking component’s performance with two metrics that are widely used in

designing recommendation systems: (i) the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve

and (ii) the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The ROC curve compares the number of

contents that are viewed by user (i.e., positives) and correctly predicted to be viewed (i.e.,

true) with the number of contents that are not actually viewed (i.e., negatives) but incorrectly

predicted (i.e., false). The ROC graph is plotted on two axes where the Y axis depicts true

positive rate, which is equal to the number of correctly predicted positives divided by the

number of positives, and the X axis shows false positive rate, which is the number of wrongly

predicted negatives divided by the number of negatives. Intuitively, points in the upper left

in the graph indicate better performance . The second metric, AUC, is a measure for the

effectiveness of diagnostic tests; it is interpreted as the expected true positive rate, averaged

over all false positive rates. An AUC that is closer to 1 indicates a higher accuracy. AUC is

known to be a good metric to indicate accuracy for data set with skewed distributions.
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Figure 6.6: Evaluations on the content ranker: (a) AUC for all users, (b) the ROC curve for
three users.
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Fig. 6.6(a) shows the AUCs for 10 participants. Our ranking component achieves high

performance with the average accuracy of 71.7% (ranging from 81% to 62%). A random

ranking in which contents are predicted randomly to be viewed or not be viewed (i.e., flip a

coin) would yield 50% AUC. In Fig. 6.6(b), we plot the ROC curves for three users 4, 5, and

7, whose AUC is the best, good and worst among the set of the participants respectively,

to illustrate further the AUC results. The line of the circles in Fig. 6.6(b) represents the

random ranking’s performance. The ROC curve results for the users are consistent to the

AUCs reported in Fig. 6.6(a). For example, it is shown that the curve of user 4 with the

highest AUC indeed dominates in Fig. 6.6(b), and is much higher than the random ranking’s

line.

We further show the running time of the training process. Since the whole data set is from

our 10-day experiment, the data for the training process includes 8-day contents (we use

the 5-fold cross validation). We use a DELL laptop with a dual core 1.8 Ghz CPU and 4

GB RAM running on Windows 7, and employ MATLAB (its logistic regression libraries are

glmfit and glmval) to train and extract the learning model. The average running time to

come up with a model is only 0.006 seconds while the maximum running time measured is

0.138 seconds. These results indicate that our ranking component is very efficient to mobile

devices. Note that we do not need to train the model frequently, but run it once per day

with a data set of the most recent 10 days to update the model with the current behaviors

of the user.

6.6.2 Mobile Middleware Evaluations

We have implemented a trace driven simulator in Java to drive the evaluation of the proposed

mobile middleware. The simulator implements a time slotted system, and runs simulations

for each of the ten users for a simulated time of 10 days using their own trace data. The
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simulator reads (a) the newsfeed stream trace to generate content items that arrive into the

system; (b) the network trace for the network condition at the simulated time; and (c) the

user activity trace for the viewing activity at the simulated time. Moreover, the PowerTutor

energy model is implemented in the simulator to evaluate energy consumption for content

downloads. The contents derived from the trace data are ranked by the proposed ranking

technique.

Since the middleware is intended to support multiple social media applications at the same

time, the content/data load is expected to be higher than that from the trace where only

one social media source is considered. To gain a better understanding of the performance of

each prefetching algorithm under a much higher data load, we have implemented a synthetic

stream generator to provide synthetic social media stream input to the simulator. The syn-

thetic stream generator uses a Poisson model to generate social media contents that arrives

to the system. Each social media content has a type and size that are drawn randomly from

the collected trace data. We consider a parameter r, “video ratio”, to control the probabil-

ity of drawing a video over an image in each synthetic content. Moreover, to emulate the

ranking on synthetic contents, the generator assigns a viewing probability to each item using

a uniform-random distribution. To emulate actual user viewing behavior on the ranked and

downloaded content, we label content as viewed, again, using a uniform random distribution.

Consequently, about 50% of the content will be considered as viewed, this yields an accuracy

of 75% for the emulated ranker (closely matches results from trace data).

Besides the synthetic stream generator, we also implemented a synthetic network connectiv-

ity simulator to produce synthetic network connectivity. The purpose the synthetic simula-

tion is to evaluate the system under different network environments that are not covered by

the trace data. The network connectivity simulator is implemented using a Markov model

with three states: “WiFi connectivity”, “Cellular connectivity” and “no connectivity”. State

transitions occur every 15 minutes following the specified transition probability. The band-
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width of each state follows a Gaussian distribution, except for the “no connectivity” state

whose bandwidth is always zero.

We consider the following performance metrics in our evaluation:

• energy consumption: which has 2 aspects: (a) prefetch energy consumption for contents

that are prefetched and (b) on-demand fetch energy consumption for contents not

prefetched, but requested.

• prefetch energy per hit : which is evaluated as the total prefetch energy over the number

of prefetched contents being viewed by the user; since not all the prefetched contents

are viewed, this metrics serves as an indication of both prefetch accuracy and prefetch

energy efficiency.

• on-demand fetch delay : which is the downloading delay from on-demand fetching con-

tents if they are not prefetched by the time they are viewed; since this metric aims to

examine the latency that the user will experience for viewing unprefetched contents,

we also considered the difference for fetching photos and videos in the simulator; For

photo fetching, the delay is the latency for downloading the entire content. For video

fetching, the delay is the latency for downloading the first 1 MegaByte considered as

the playback buffer size.

• cellular data consumption: which is the amount of data downloaded through the 3G/4G

interface.

We compared our proposed prefetch scheduling algorithm with two baseline approaches.

The“Aggressive” scheme periodically reads all feeds that arrive to the system but have

not been downloaded, ordered from the newest to oldest, and sequentially downloads them

whenever the network is available. The “Aggressive(Rank)” algorithm takes into account

the content rank derived from the ranking algorithm. It periodically reads the most recent
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100 feeds that have not been downloaded, but only downloads contents whose predicted

viewing probability is larger than 50% (i.e. considered more likely to be viewed). Besides

the baseline prefetching approaches, we also consider the conventional scenario of social

media access where no prefetching is used in order to demonstrate the prefetching benefit.

Experimental Results

Figure 6.7 reports the comparative performance of the O2SM system with baseline schemes

under purely trace based evaluations. We make several observations. All prefetching ap-

proaches are able to significantly improve a user’s viewing experience by reducing the on-

demand fetch delay for content viewing (Fig. 6.7(a)). The ”‘Aggressive”’ approach improves

the user’s viewing experience to the most extent, by downloading every content possible.

However, its prefetch energy consumption is significantly high (Fig. 6.7(b)). On the other

hand, by taking into account the viewing prediction from the ranking technique, the ”‘Ag-

gressive(Rank)”’ and O2SM algorithms provide much better energy efficiency by selectively

downloading contents. Comparing the two we can see that while both algorithms provide a

similar viewing experience improvement(Fig. 6.7(a)), the O2SM algorithm uses only around

1/4 of the prefetch energy of the ”‘Aggressive(Rank)”’ algorithm (Fig. 6.7(b) and Fig.6.7(c))

by intelligently scheduling the download when there are good connectivity.

We also evaluated the O2SM algorithm under different values of the we parameter, which

indicates the significance of the energy evaluation in the cost/benefit analysis. We can see

that with larger we, the algorithm is more conservative on prefetching. It achieves less

energy use but results in less improved viewing performance because fewer contents are

downloaded. One way to take advantage of the effect of the parameter setting is to let the

system adaptively adjust the parameter value base on the current battery level. For example,

we can adapt we to a lower (higher) value when the battery level is high(low)to enable

more(less) aggressive prefetching and tradeoff viewing performance for energy conservation.
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Figure 6.7: Evaluation on dataset.
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Figure 6.8: Evaluation using synthetic contents where 50% are viewed.

We also tested the impact of the forecast range of network conditions and user activities

on the performance of the O2SM algorithm. We observe that when the forecast range is

larger, the algorithm performs marginally better and achieves lower on-demand fetch delay

and lower prefetch energy for a useful prefetch.

To gain a better understanding of the performance of each algorithm under high content/-

data loads especially when the network resources are not enough to ensure the prefetch of

all contents, we evaluated them through synthetic simulation using the synthetic stream

generator. The generator injects feeds into the system with Poisson mean rate of 1 feed per

5 minute, and the video ratio is 0.33, i.e. 1/3 of all the feeds generated are video feeds. We

still use the trace data for network conditions.

Results in Fig. 6.8 show that under high content/data load, the “Aggressive” algorithm

performs poorly; the high energy cost incurred (Fig. 6.8(b) and 6.9(b)) does not lead to a
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Figure 6.9: Evaluation using synthetic contents where 100% are viewed.

better viewing performance (Fig. 6.8(a) and 6.9(a)). This is because the aggressive scheme

wastes network and energy resources on content that will not be viewed. On the other

hand, O2SM exhibits the best energy efficiency of all techniques: it also has the lowest total

energy consumption and “prefetch energy per hit”. We also evaluated the scenario where all

contents will be viewed by the user. In this case, all content must be prefetched, and selective

downloads based on rank will not help prefetch performance. The results are shown in Fig.

6.9. We observe that O2SM can still improve prefetch energy performance by scheduling

contents downloads when the mobile device has good network connectivity.

Since none of the users in our trace data have a 3G/4G data plan, to validate the system under

cellular network connectivity we further evaluated the algorithms under synthetic network

connectivity generated by the network connectivity simulator. The transition matrix for the

network connectivity is randomly created, however, with the probability from any state to

“cellular connectivity” larger than 50%. We still used the trace data for contents generated in

the simulation. Fig. 6.10 shows the simulation results using synthetic network connectivity.

We observe that by adjusting the wd parameter, O2SM adjusts the cellular data plan use to

improve prefetch performance, while keeping a low prefetch energy cost.
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Figure 6.10: Evaluation using synthetic network connectivity.

6.6.3 Broker/Proxy Framework Evaluations

To quantify the benefit of the broker/proxy solution, we conducted the following experiments:

We install the broker/proxy on an external Ubuntu machine, and the app on two Nexus

One phones running Android 2.3.6. We configure the apps on the two phones to run with

and without the broker/proxy, respectively. Without the broker/proxy, the phone checks

with Facebook servers for the latest updates once every 5 minutes; in the other case, the

broker/proxy performs the checking of updates and signals the phone using Google Cloud

Messaging, if any relevant updates appear. Upon being signaled the phone establishes a

connection to the broker/proxy and receives the updates. We consider two access networks:

WiFi and cellular (T-Mobile), and use PowerTutor [164] to measure the power consumption

of our app. We run 30-hr experiments using the same Facebook account, and present the

results in Table 6.2. This table shows that using the broker/proxy saves significant energy–

we notice a 6.9-fold reduction with WiFi and a 9.1-fold reduction with cellular networks.

The experimental results demonstrate the value of even a simplistic broker/proxy solution.

Table 6.2: Energy consumption (J) at devices for offline access to Facebook in 30 hours.

Approach WiFi Cellular
Without Broker/Proxy 970.9 (6.9X) 16,783.4 (9.1X)

With Broker/Proxy 140.2 1,843.1
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Trace-driven Simulations

Settings: We built a Java based simulator that is driven by the collected traces: the

feed stream trace was used to model Facebook’s content arrival while the network trace

to model network conditions for the simulation. Energy consumption was simulated using

PowerTutor’s models [164]. Optimization solver [13] was used to solve the optimization

problem in the Content Selection procedure in Algorithm 7. We run the simulations on a

Windows 7 machine with an Intel Dual Core 1.8 GHz CPU with 4 GB RAM. We compare

our algorithms, OPT (the optimal solution presented in Section 6.5.2) and NOPT (the near

optimal solution presented in Section 6.5.4) with 3 baselines algorithms:

• Rand : This algorithm selects contents randomly to deliver to user.

• Size: Contents with smaller size are given higher priority for delivery selection.

• Prob: Contents with higher viewing probability are given higher priority for delivery

selection.

In all algorithms, we do not download contents when the current energy level on the mobile

device is lower than the energy threshold. The energy threshold in the simulation is set to

the average energy level per user by default. For our algorithms, we set parameter α = 10

to place a serious consideration on content dropping. κ is set to 20% of the maximum

battery capacity. All users had been set to have the same energy budget periods in a day;

more specially, a day time was divided into 3 periods: working period from 7 A.M. to 6

P.M, hangout period from 6 P.M. to 11 P.M., and home period 11 P.M. to 7 A.M. The

corresponding usage energy percentage for these periods are 20%, 30% and 40%.

We consider several metrics to evaluate the algorithms.

• Utility : Accumulative viewing probability of all social contents received by a user.
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• Queue delay : Average delay from the time a content is downloaded by the broker/proxy

to the time it is delivered to a user.

• Delivery ratio: A ratio of the number of contents delivered to a user to the number of

contents downloaded by the broker/proxy from Facebook for the user.

• Hit late ratio: The ratio of number of contents scheduled to be delivered to the user

later than their actually viewing time to the total number of contents delivered to the

user.

• Effective energy : Total energy consumed by the mobile device to download contents

divided by the number of contents actually viewed by a user.
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Figure 6.11: Performance of the algorithms by varying V .

Simulation Results: We evaluate our system by showing the performance of our proposed

algorithms under varying values of parameter V . This helps us understand the proposed
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Figure 6.12: Performance comparison of different algorithms.

algorithms’ behaviors. Later, we compare our algorithms with other baseline algorithms.

Performance of the algorithms. We start with comparing OPT and NOPTs’ performance

under different V values. Fig. 6.11(a) presents the utility achieved by our algorithms. We

observe that the increase of V leads to the increase of the utility in both algorithms. For

example, at a very small value, V = 10, the utility is 51.52 for NOPT while at V = 106, the

utility is 393.88. It is because at a larger V , the system becomes more hesitating to drop

contents, and pushes content transfer to the users more strongly. A higher number of contents

received by mobile device leads to a higher total viewing probability. This is supported by

Fig. 6.11(b), which presents delivery ratio of contents delivered to the users. At V = 10, the

delivery ratio is only 9%, but at V = 106, mobile device receives approximately 70%. This

result proves the correctness of our performance analysis in Section 6.5.3.

An interesting result in Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) is the two algorithms, OPT and NOPT,

achieves very close utility and delivery ratio (our experiments also indicate they have very

similar results for the other metrics). For example, at V = 100, NOPT achieves the utility

of 79.14 while OPT has a slightly higher value, 80.94. The largest gap of utility between

the two algorithms is only 4.36 in any V . The key difference between these algorithms is

at the running time. Using optimization solver CPLEX to solve the OPT problems leads

to the worst case running time of 2.4 secs in our experiments. The worst case running
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times for NOPT is only 78 ms. This indicates that NOPT runs much faster than OPT

while achieving a very close performance. We thus suggest to use NOPT for the practical

deployment purpose, and from now on, we do not report experiment results for OPT.

Although larger V leads to higher utility, it also leads to larger queue delay. For example,

in Fig. 6.11(c) at V = 10, the queue delay for NOPT is 0.5 hours while at V = 106, the

delay is more than 8 hours. A reason for the high delay is we set energy threshold to be high

(average energy level). But we see a trend here. With larger V , more contents in queue are

considered for being delivered to mobile devices. This observation is inline with our analysis:

queue size and queueing delay are strongly dependent on V . Transferring a larger number

of contents causes high queue delay. Note that in the social network context, queue delay in

some sense indicates the satisfaction of user: how soon they can view social content updates

from their friends.

We report effective energy according to V in Fig. 6.11(d). The lower the effective energy,

the better the system works, because more energy is used for delivering right contents.

Fig. 6.11(d) demonstrates that when V increases, the effective energy decreases and then

increases. For example, at V = 101, the effective energy is 18 J per content; at V = 104, it

decreases to 11 J per content; it increases back to 30 J per content when V = 106. This trend

can be explained as follows. With a small V , queue size is dominated in making content

selection for delivery and dropping, and viewing probability does not have much impact on

decisions. Thus, the effective energy is low at small V . With a medium V , the viewing

probability plays a larger role, and a higher number of contents clicked to view by the user

is delivered, which contributes to achieving low effective energy. With a large V , the system

delivers more contents than necessary if network and energy conditions permit. Therefore,

there are more contents not clicked to view by the user delivered to the user. This leads to

higher effective energy.
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Compared with other strategies. Fig. 6.12(a) shows the effective energy to download con-

tents viewed by users using each algorithm under two energy thresholds. For fairness, we set

parameter α = 10000 to prevent our algorithm from dropping contents so that all algorithms

download all contents (with different schedules) under the same energy and bandwidth con-

straints in the simulations. The proposed algorithms exhibit better energy efficiency than

the baseline algorithms: 15%–30% difference is observed.

Fig. 6.12(b) presents the hit late ratio of the downloaded contents, which indicates the

timeliness of content downloads that are viewed by users. We observe that our proposed

algorithm achieves the best hit late ratio. Counter intuitively, the Prob algorithm performs

worst in hit late ratio. This is because the algorithm fails to consider content size and

resource conditions to download, although it prioritizes the contents on viewing probability.

Downloading a long video may significantly delay the downloads of other smaller contents

with similar viewing probability. In contrast, our algorithm jointly considers the viewing

probability, content size, and resource conditions.

In summary, through real-world experiments and simulation studies, we have shown that:

• The broker-proxy approach is meaningful and yields significant performance benefits

over a non-proxy based solution.

• The near-optimal solution is remarkably close in performance to the optimal solution

that takes a long time to complete/converge.

• The near-optimal solution outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches.

• Carefully tuning the control parameter V significantly improves the performance.
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6.7 Concluding Remarks

Today, mobile access to current social media information is based on the connectivity of

the end-user; our aim is to exploit the delay-tolerant nature of user access to social media

streams to prefetch social media contents at a user’s mobile device when connectivity is

good and cheap. We develop and evaluate algorithms and an end-to-end system to make

the mobile social media experience seamless, personalized, and cost-effective and efficient.

Towards this end, we propose a mobile middleware and a broker-proxy architecture that can

efficiently sort the social media contents based on their importance to the user; and schedule

the content downloads to the mobile device based on content relevance and current system

conditions. The feature is implemented via a mobile app on Android platform and used to

collect social network traces. We then conducted experiments on our testbed and extensive

trace-driven simulations to evaluate our proposed approach and system.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we first conclude our contributions in developing middleware techniques for

efficient societal scale information sharing. We then identify and present a few open areas

that have not been touched or completely solved in this dissertation.

7.1 Summary of Dissertation Research

In this dissertation, we systematically study efficient societal scale information sharing and

take a middleware approach that is resilient to the heterogeneity of the communication envi-

ronments (i.e., networks and devices) and offers adaptive services to a verity of applications.

We exploit the knowledge of geography and social relationships from users, and design a

divide and conquer framework to address the challenges in practice. We land our focus

on two major problems: 1) the information layer - who to share: in various information

sharing applications, what are the mechanisms to accurately target information consumers

and providers of given information; 2) the dissemination layer - how to share: given infor-

mation source and targeted receivers (explicit or implicit), what are the data dissemination
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mechanisms to meet the performance goals (efficiency, reliability and timeliness) of sharing

applications. Furthermore, to be concrete, we categorize societal scale information sharing

applications into two classes: 1) instant information sharing, highlighted by emergency and

disaster alerting, and 2) delay-tolerant information sharing, exampled by online social media

and question and answer.

For the class of instant information sharing applications, at the information layer, we studied

mechanisms to efficiently track users’ dynamic information interests and notify relevant users

when information is available. We conjectured that a topic-based publish/subscribe system

can form the basis of an efficient architecture for this notification service. We designed

a dynamic pub/sub broker middleware that constructs pub/sub brokers into a structured

overlay and provide mechanisms to moderately reposition pub/sub users on brokers and

reposition brokers on the overlay to adapt to users’ dynamic subscriptions. We implemented

our solution and conducted extensive experiments showing that under highly dynamic sub-

scriptions our solution can still maintain an efficient notification structure that provides 30%

less delay and overhead, and a reconfiguration cost reduction of 80% as compared to other

state-of-the-art pub/sub architecture.

At the dissemination layer of instant information sharing, we studied reliable and timely

event dissemination in extreme situations (e.g., disasters). The challenge is geographically

correlated regional failures caused by catastrophic disasters hinder the ability to reach re-

cipients inside the corresponding failed region. We designed a reliable geo-social notification

middleware forming a P2P overlay that is aware of (a) the geographies in which the message

needs to be disseminated and (b) the social network characteristics of the intended recipient,

in order to maximize/increase the coverage and reliability. It combines efficient location-

based message delivery and opportunistic social diffusion through out-of band channels to

achieve high reliability of information dissemination. We implemented the middleware and

conducted extensive evaluations showing that our solution reaches up to 99.9% of desired
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recipients even under massive regional failures of infrastructures.

For the class of delay-tolerant information sharing applications, at the information layer, we

studied the mobile question and answer paradigm where information consumers explicitly

request for information by submitting queries. Potential providers by taking advantage of

their smartphones have the flexibility to move, collect information and response with the

requested information anytime anyplace. Key challenge is to identify providers for queries

so that they are not burdened inappropriately and requesters can obtain trustworthy and

timely information. We designed a broker middleware that provides efficient worker selection

for mobile Q&A applications taking advantage of both static and dynamic context and

semantics from mobile users (e.g., geolocation, social network connections, expertise and

interests, profiling of device sensors, and device battery level). We developed a prototype

system consisting of an Android client app and a Q&A broker. We conducted extensive

experiments with real world datasets. The results indicate that our solution is efficient and

provides superior worker selection. Furthermore, our middleware is general, scalable and

flexible to be leveraged by multiple mobile Q&A systems.

At the dissemination layer of delay-tolerant information sharing, we studied the problem

of efficient dissemination of social media contents to mobile users to enable them to access

to social media anytime anyplace without requiring to be online all the time. We designed

middleware solutions that help mobile devices selectively prefecth or downloads contents

that have high likelihood of being viewed, using knowledge of users social network and

current network/system conditions. We developed an Android app providing offline access

to Facebook. We used data traces gathered from our app to drive extensive evaluations

which show that our proposed solution exhibits superior viewing performance and is energy

efficiency.
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7.2 Future Research Directions

We identify a few open research directions listed below. The directions either extend our

research in this dissertation or study new problems for societal scale information sharing.

• A study of the privacy/security aspect of applying users’ geographical and social net-

work information is a topic of further work. Both geographical and social network

information is considered private. If acquired by malicious sources, they may be taken

advantage of to harm the benefits of benign users. Since our middleware may be ac-

cessed by many applications, how to ensure the security of the information against

malicious applications and users is an important research topic.

• In the dissertation we propose broker/proxy network based architecture for scalability.

An interesting approach is the utilization of the upcoming cloud computing infras-

tructure (public, private, and edge clouds) to implement brokers/proxies. Resource

intensive techniques can execute in public clouds (data centers) or in regional prox-

ies. A structured approach to deploy our middleware to cloud infrastructure with

meaningful practical solutions are key topics to be addressed in our future research.

• The research on each concerned problem can be extended as well: 1) An extension

to our topic based publish/subscribe middleware is to take into account hierarchical

topics for meaningful topic clustering. Also, the current middleware does not address

reliability in notification. This is also a key topic to be addressed in future work; 2)

Our middleware for instant information dissemination is primarily designed for wired

networking environments. A nature extension is to analyze and study its application in

mobile and wireless environments. Moreover, providing reliability under moving failure

scenarios, e.g. tornados, is a topic of further work; 3) Our middleware for mobile Q&A

addresses the challenge of the worker selection problem. A nature extension is to

incorporate the publish/subscribe middleware for efficient information notification in
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Q&A applications; 4) Recent research on online social media and social networks has

proposed distributed social networks or federated social networks as an alternative

to the traditional centralized online social network sites. While some of the systems

have commercialized and start gaining popularity, an extension of our research is to

take into account the distributed nature of the information source for efficient content

dissemination to mobile devices.
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